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ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 2, 1908.
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

Deposit your

money with the old

(Only Savings

Admr notice-Est Andrew P Cole.
In
bankruptcy—Geo A Tilton.

Savings Bank.

Bank in Ellsworth.)

liabilities more than ten per cent.
exempt from municipal taxation. Has been
in business thirty-five years. It is expected that
are

THE NEXT REGULAR SEMI ANNUAL DIVIDEND
WILL BE AT THE RATE OF 4 PER CENT.

Hancock County Savings Ba
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
^

i-n

;

FOR
This lot of land Is

Maine.

Farm with

on

SALE

south side and at foot of Sea street. Northeast
the shore and title given to low-water mark.

28.210 feet of land situate

on

Harbor,

buildings In good repair. Acres flue shore property. East Bluehill. Me.
Apply to C. W. & F. L. Mason.

the republican rally in Ellsworth on the
of Saturday, Sept. 12. Witt
scarcely a break for many years during hit
long public career, the senator has been

No. 36

COMING EVENTS.

evening

accustomed to

address his fellow-citizen!

BLLSWOBTH.

AU this week, Aug. 31-Sept. 5,
including
Saturday matinee
Klerk-Urban comTickets
25c
and
38c:
on sale at
15c,
pany.
Moore’s drug-stole.

on the
Saturday night before election, and
all, regardless of party affiliations, have
gladly heard him.
day.
Mrs. Clara Wilson, who’ it will be reWednesday evening, Sept. 2—Bazar and
membered
lawn party by Calendar club of the .Uethowas committed to the insane
the
son
of
Cecil,
thirteen-year-old
C W A F L Mason—Real estate.
Daniel McIntyre and wife, of this city, asylum from Ellsworth in January ol last diet church, at the Grant place. Grant’*
Bur rill Nat’l Bank.
died last Friday at Marlboro, where he year, has been declared to be a State corner.
O W Tapiev—Insurance.
B F Joy—Photographer.
was visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Mary
pauper, and Ellsworth is thus relieved of
Thursday evening. Sept. 3-Lawn party
Ellsworth Falls:
McIntyre. The parents have the sympa- the considerable expense of caring for her. and sale by Thursday club at Congregathy of ail. The funeral services were held Not only that, but the city has received a tional vestry ahd grounds. Tickets.
M SI Moore—Cash prices.
10
at Marlboro, where interment took place, check of |232.96 from the State, to reim- cents.
Surry, Me:
j
The board of registration Hill be in ses- burse it for that amouut already paid out
Arthur B Carter—Caution notice.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept 16 and
on accounrof Mrs. Wilson. That this was
sion at the aldermen’s
roou
Tuesday,
West Sullivan:
about is due to City Clerk T. E. 17-North Ellsworth fair.
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur- brought
Dr Geo A Phillips—Dentist.
who for a year past has been workWednesday, Sept. 23-Rennion of Co. D.
day of next week, from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., Hale,
First Maine Cavalry Veteran association,
Seal Harbor, Me:
3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m., for the purpose of ing to that end, securing affidavits from
who examined Mrs. Wilson and at Ellsworth. Dinner at noon: businesa
physicians
Seal Harbor Fish Co—Skiff lost.
the
names
of
voters
and
corregistering
from citizens who knew ihe circumstances, meeting 2 p. m.
Bangor. Mb:
recting the voting lists. No new' names and carrying on the
COUNTY.
correspondence with
will be received after 5 p. m. Friday.
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
the State authorities which finally resulted
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Dr J W Merrow—Specialist.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet in the decision of
governor and council at Sept. 8,9 and 10—Fair of Hancock County
Doe business college.
for rehearsal at the Baptist vestry to- their last
meeting that Mrs. Wilson right- agricultural society at Mountain parkMethuen, Massmorrow evening.
Direct or-in-Chief Wil- fully belonged on the State
pauper list.
| Bluehill. |
Lawrence Knitting Co—Agents wanted.
liam K. Chapman will be present, and a
E. H. Greely, Ellsworth’s veteran horsefull attendance is ernestly requested. Mr.
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Sept. 11,12,
New York:
has
announced
hiB
man,
intention of sel- 13—Free Baptist conference at Eastbrook;
San Gregorio Mining A Railway Co—Special Chapman will not only conduct the reout his stable, and retiring from the
1 uesdey. Sept. 16—Aiamoosook
stockholders’ meeting.
hearsal, but he will also have something ling
grange
horse- breeder’s
business.
Mr. Greely
to say regarding ihe festival at Bangor on
New Brunswick, N J:
fair, East Orland.
started “dickering” in horses over
fifty
Oct. 8,9 and 10.
Mrs Annie Jordan—Help wanted.
and
Wednesday
years ago. He was one of the first men in
Thursday, Sept. 23 and
Street Commissioner Woodward has New England to
recognize the value of ?*—Fair of Eden agricultural society at
begun work on the 8tate road on High breeding, and to prove that speed in a Eden.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
street. The city is^under contract to bund horse was not a mere accident.
He has
Thursday, Sept. 24, at Arden Young’s
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.
according to specifications prepared by gradually improved the quality of hiB grove, Otis—Field day
of Green Mountain
the State high way .department about 1,000
In fffect June 22, lit08.
stock, until now he has a stable with the Pomona grange.
feet of road. The
best blood in the country behind it. He
require
specifications
Tuesday and Wednesday, 'Sept. 29 and 30
MAILS RECEIVED.
the reduction of grades in several places, is
naturally proud of his stable, and re- —Fair of Northern
Hancock agricultural
From West-*6.55 a m, *12.08, 4.80 and *6.22 stone or iron culverts, and a thoroughly
grets to see it scattered. He would like to society at Amherst.
built
road-bed
of
crushed
rock.
m.
see
some syndicate take
p
up the stable and
Wednesday, Sept. 30—Orland fair.
From East—12.20 p in; 5.42 and 11.07 p m.
The reunion of Co. D., First Maine continue the good work it has been doing
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFIC8.
Cavalry Veteran association, will be held at for this section of the country, but he
FAMILY REUNIONS.
cannot
continue
the
23.
Headbusiness
alone.
He
Ellsworth, Wednesday, Sept.
Going West—11.50 a m, *2, *5.15 and *9 p m.
Friday, Sept. 4—Maddocks family requarters will be at G. A. R. hall. Reduced has about thirty horses in his string,
Going East—6.15 and 6.45a m; 4 and 5.40 pm. rates have been allowed on Maine Central mOBtly
The list includes union at North Ellsworth, on the fair
young stock.
Exercise* at 10.30; dinner at
and Washington County railroads. Din- the well-known stallions Colombo, by erounds.
•Daily, Sundays included.
ner will be served at noon.
Daniel
The business Bingen;
No mails dispatched to or received from the
O’Dell, by Sphinx, dam by noon; dance in afternoon.
will be held at 2 p. in. Warren A. Nutwood; Leavitt, by Moquette, dam by
Sent. 6- Wilbur reunion at
meeting
Saturday,
east Sundays.
Jordan is president of the association, Hector Wilkes; Koyal taict, by Koyal grange hall, Eaftbrook.g•and A. R. Devereux is secretary.
Swell, dam by Melrose; Lee Wilkes, by
Tuesday. Sept. 8—Ha mo* family reunion
At a parish meeting of the Congrega- Nelson’s Wilkes; Royal Cup, by Royal at Hull’s Cove.
Albert Smith, of Boston, is visiting his
tional church held last evening, the special Swell, dam by Potential; Marne Todd, by
family here.
Wednesday, Sept. 0-French family rerodd, and a number of others. Brood union
at town hall, Franklin.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel committee appointed last week to report mares with foals include
on the advisability of
Bingen’s First
building an addiE. Hurley last Thursday.
Wednesday, Sept. 9—Archer reunion at
tion to the parsonage reported it inadvisa- 2.19%; Beatrice Greely, 2.14%; a mare by
Great
Miss
Pond.
H. F. Wescott has built a stable 24x30, ble to go to the
McGinty, and a large numexpense at present. It Kremlin,
ber of two, three and four-year-olds.
on his place on Elm street.
was voted, however, to install an
Saturday, Sept. 12—Haslam reunion at
adequate
town hall, Waltbam.
E. G. Moore and wife returned Friday heating plant in the parsonage.
It was
also voted to make a contract for the SEVEN
from a short visit in Boston.
DROWNED AT DEER ISLE
painting of the steeple of the church.
Abie L. Friend has returned from a
Business Notices.
The Klark-Urban company, always
short business trip to Boston.
Mrs. H. C. Hatheway’s classes in music and
Party of Sunset Summer Guests CapMrs. Giace Mathews, of Boston, is the favorites in Ellsworth, opened a week’s
German will begin on; Monday, Sept. 14. At
sized Near Eagle Island.
engagement at Hancock hall last Monday
guest of Miss Emma G. Fitts.
Seven summer people from Sunset out home from 9 to 12 every morning (at Mrs
evening with “The College Girt”. They
Miss Lottie E. Thomas, of Bar Harbor,! were
Homer Emerson’s, Church street), to make
with a crowded and well- of a
greeted
is visiting relatives in Ellsworth.
party of ten were drowned by the caparrangements for lessons.
pleased house. The play last night was
of a thirty-five foot
sizing
near
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will re- j “The Parish Priest”.
“The
sloop,
To-night
surne work for the season to-morrow evenj Edison Bank Robbery” will be presented. Eagle island yesterday. The drowned are
ing.
ahberuarmmt*.
Equally attractive plays will round out Miss Alice Tairo and Miss Eleanor Tairo,
Irene chapter, O. E. S., wiM resume regu- | the w'eek. The piece for the Saturday of
Washington, D. C.; Miss Evelyn Kelmatinee will be “The Ciicus
lar meetings
beginning next Friday afternoon
Girl”.
logg and Miss Lutie Kellogg, of Baltimore, A 25c Box of
evening.
Evan T. Lindsay and wife, of New York, | The Thursday club of the Congrega- Md.; Mrs. Lucy S. Crawley, Philadelphia,
church has made a change in its Pa., Miss Elizabeth G.
are visiting Mrs.
Lindsay’s mother, Mrs. tional for
Evans, Mount Hola lawn party to-morrow' evenpians
T. O. Tracy.
yoke seminary, Mass.; Jason H. Hutchins,
Harold Morrison, of New’ York, for- ing. Instead of being at the residence of Billerica, Mass.
Col. C. C. Burrill on High street, it will be
The saved are Capt. Haskell, Deer Isle;
anerly of Ellsworth, is spending bis at the
Congregational vestry and grounds. Prof. Edward Crawley, Philadelphia,
vacation here.
There will be a sale of useful and fancy husband of Mrs.
Crawley; Henry B.
Dr. Harry W. Haynes' family has re- articles, ice-cream, cake and home-made
Evans, Mt. Holyoke, brother of Miss
turned to Ellsworth from their ShAdy
band will furnish music. Evans, The bodies of Lntie
candy.
Lynch’s
and
a Nerve and
Nook cottage.
“Mrs. Wiggs, of the Cabbage Patch,’- with Miss Evans were recovered.Kellogg
There is
Mrs. Julia A. Crabtree left to-day fo.- “Lovey Mary” and “Tommy”, will be slight hope that Mr. Hutchins may have Blood Tonic
try a bottle c>f
reached Barren island, near the scene of
Limestone, to visit her daughter, Mrs. p eseut.
Charles P. Libby.
Nerve and
the disaster, as when last seen he was Kalamazoo
Mrs. Harry Brown received word last
Thirteen teacheis from Ellsw’orth and week from her son. Clarence Morgan, who swimming toward that island. Search is Blood Tonic and
a box of
get
made
for
him.
is
in
w
took
that
he
as
the
State
being
examination
for
vicinity
coming
employed Belfast,
With Capt. Samuel Haskell, of Deer Isle,
teachers here last Friday.
for a visit of a few’ days, and would have a
FREE.
paper
lady with him. When he arrived the party started out from Sunset for an
Miss Elizabeth Long, of Geneva, 111., and
I am
the Kalamazoo
ast Thursday, he introduced his w’ife. afternoon sail. The wind freshened up,
Miss Frances Le Barron, of Chicago, are
and
toward
close
the
of
the
were
married
Rev.
afternoon
They
Wednesday, by
guests of Mrs. Ann F. Greely.
of the Unitarian church when they started for home the sea was Nerve and Blood Tonic for a
Rossbach,
Adolph
Two Ellsw’orth hose teams are practicing | at Belfast.
The bride w’as Miss Eva very choppy. The sloop was an open one, short time for 75c.
with the vi*w of entering the hose race
White, of Belfast. They returned to without dead ballast, and in jibing over,
at St. Stephen, N. B., next week.
Belfast yesterday.
Ellsworth friends of ihe was capsized. Ail were thrown into
Mrs. C. H. Hodgman, of the W. R. the groom extend congratulations.
the water.
Parker Clothing Co., is spending a vacaForest fires have again sprung up in the
Capt. Haskell saw' that the tender which
tion of several weeks in Bath and vicinity.
vicinity of Ellsworth, and several serious was m tow was not overturned, and suc- 14 Main St.,
Ellsworth, Me.
Rev. W. F. Emery, of the Methodist fires are now raging. One fire in Surry, ceeded in reaching it, and cutting it loose.
church, is attending the Bucksport dis- near the Ellsworth line, has burned over He then picked up Prof. Crawley and Mr.
who still clung to the overturned
trict campmeeting at Jacksonville this considerable
territory. The Ellsworth Evans,
week.
firemen were called out last week for a fire sloop trying to locate the women of the
had
all of whom
disappeared.
on
land
owned
James Goodchild and wife have returned
by the Ellsworth land party,
This fire is Weighed down by their water-soaked
to ineir Home in Lowell, Mass., after a company, near the standpipe.
and
chilled
through
by the cold
clothes,
two weeks’ visit with Wellington Haslam now under control. There are fires on
Black’s meadow and near Reed’s brook, waters, they had been unable to keep
and family.
afloat.
Some
of
them had
themselves
and many other small fires, w’hich with
Edwin C. O’Brien, of Portland, died at
seized the person nearest them, and they
the city farm Sunday, of consumption. continued dry weather may prove serious. tiad gone down together.
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the MethHe came here about two months ago from
The three men in the tender found that
odist church, delivered the sermon at the
the Provinces.
;hey were almost as incapable of giving
last Friday. His
issistance in their boat as they had been
Miss Mary F. Hopkins will goto Cherry- Northport camp-meeting
was “The Faith of Our Fathers”.
The wind was too high and
n the wate^.
Held to-day, to play at a recital given subject
The special correspondent of the Bangor
he sea too rbugh for them to handle the
there this evening by Miss Frances WesNews
“Dr.
is a new comer
says:
Emery
boat.
small
They were in grave danger
ton, of Bangor.
among the ministers of the East, having ;hemselves of being thrown once more
El vert E. Parker, of Lewiston, spent the
come from a charge in one of the
recently
nto the water.
week-end in Ellsworth with Mrs. Parker, large western cities. His sermon was one
The
however, had been seen from
w ho is
visiting her parents, Henry L. of the best of the entire w eek. The ser- Eagle upset,
island, and a sloop was sent to pick
Moor and wife.
vice was attended by a large numoer and
survivors.
the
They reached the
ip
Mrs. H. W. Osgood accompanied Hoyt w’as much enjoyed. All hope that he will render just in time, and pulled the three
A. Moore and wife on tbeir return to New be heard here again next year.”
exhausted men aboard. Of the rest of the
York last Friday, for a visit with them
The horseshoers of Ellsworth have or- party but two were in sight, and the boat
at their home there.
ganized under the name of the Ellsworth .vas headed for them. They were Lutie
Charles I. Welch and wife, with their Horseshoers’ association, and entered into
Kellogg and Miss Evans. Although the
daughter Helen, returned last week to an agreement to fix and maintain a uni- rescuers worked vigorously over them, all
their home in Somerville, Mass., afier form schedule of prices, which will go into jfforts to restore life failed.
Mr. Hutchins w as a student at Bangor
two weeks’ visit in this city and at Shady effect October 1. There w’ill be a slight
advance over present prices, something :heological semminary, who had been
Hook.
The high school will not begin until like fl.35 for ordinary shoeing instead of supplying the pulpit at Sunset during the ELLSWORTH
ME.
FALLS,
He was engaged to be married
mmmer.
heretofore. The members of the
Monday, Sept. 14. The delay is due to the |1.25as
:o Miss Dorothea Beach, daughter of Presiare J. B. Wiswell, J. E. Anderrepairs which are going on at the build- association
dent
of
the
on
his
C. J. Brown, C. E. Sinclair. C. W.
Beach,
seminary,
gradu- ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE
ing. The other schools of the city will son,
Smith and L. E. Treadwell. Mr. Wiswell ition next June
open next Tuesday.
is president, Mr. Andeison,vice-president,
Long instance telephone, 43.
Miss Grace T. Moore, of New York, and and Mr.
Treadw’ell, secretary.
Miss Margaret L. Moore, of Prospect HarISluehill Fair Next Week.
reached
here
of
the
death
The
sad
news
bor, were the guests Monday ana Tuesday
The fair season in Hancock county will
of their brother, L. M. Moore and his of Frank L. Treworgy, of Lawrence, Kan.,
with the always popular Bluehill
and apen
on Aug. 21, at the age of seventy
wife at the American house.
years
fair
at Mountain park next week—Tuessixteen days. He leaves a widow, four
of all kinds.
Capt. Enoch B. Anderson, formerly of daughters, two sons, besides a sister, Mrs. day, Wednesday and Thursday.
There is a good card of races, and attracTrenton, died Aug. 16, at New York city, Mary L. Leach, of Penobscot, and also a
The exhibition of
tive side features.
in the seventy-first year of his age. He half-brother and
S.
Morrison
and
J.
Call at the stuido of
sister,
was the father of Mrs. Judson Fox, of
Mrs. Heni*' J. Joy, of Ellsworth, and stock and produce promises to be large.
Bar Harbor, formerly of Ellsworth Falls. other relatives
of whiom he was very fond
B. IT,
Four Ellsworth boys will enter college and always held in loving remembrance.
“Yes,”
“Justin,” said Mrs. Wyss.
this fall. Robert P. King and Arthur H. He had spent the most of his life in the
“Will you speak a
for PHOTOS of the popular
Parcher will enter Bowaoin, Lin wood T. West, leaving Ellsworth when eighteen replied Mr. Wyss.
styles and the latest novelBeckwith will enter Boston university law years of age. His last visit to Maine was kind word to Fido and make him wag his
ties in mounts.
will
and
S.
Milton
Beckwith
enter
of
1902.
in
summer
the
school,
tail; he hasn’t had one bit of exercise ail
Headquarters for amateurs
Bates.
MAIN ST.. ELLSWORTH
C. P. DeLaittre and wile, and their flay.”
Services will be resumed next Sunday at
E.
of
Miss
PennsylMary
Hughes,
the Congregational church after the usual guest, arrived from Bar Harbor Monday
summer
vacation.
The Sunday school vania, and were entertained at luncheon
noon,
will also be resumed, and an urgent inby Miss Mary A. Hodgkins. Miss Hughes
vitation is extended to all to be present at was for thirty years a teacher in the
all the services.
Castine normal school, and is considered
The Calendar club of the Methodist one of the finest grammarians in the
church will give a bazaar and lawn party country. While in Bar Harbor she was a
at the Grant place, Grant’s corner, this guest of the C. B. Pineos on Bar island,
evening. The lawns will be illuminated, where a reception was tendered her on
and there will be a sale of fancy articles Saturday afternoon, many of her former
students calling to pay their respects.
and refreshments.
The improvements at Odd Fellows hall While here an informal gathering gave
Steel ceilings have her the pleasure of greeting seven who
are nearly completed.
been put in the lodge room and ante- gratefully remember her. She left yesterThe day for Philadelphia.
rooms, and the walls redecorated.
The next regular semi-annual dividend to be paid
!
lodge room has been re-wired and new
Senator Hale arrived at his home in
in the Savings l>ept. of this bank will be at a 4%
lights have been installed.
Ellsworth Monday from his trip abroad
rate. Why not bring or send in YOUR earnings
j
The schooner Henrietta A. Whitney, with the national monetary commission.
an example of what is
and let them help you to more dollars? We make
Capt. W. P. Woodward, which has been His trip furnishes
in
of
trans-Atlantic
these
days
it as easy for patrons to bank with us by mail as
since
possible
thoroughly repaired at Rockland,
Senator Hale sailed from New
in person. Full particulars on request Write.
her encounter with Fiddler’s ledge, ar- flyers.
on
York
the
Aug. 4,
Kronprinzessin
rived in the bay Saturday evening. She is
Savings accounts started here with as little as
Cecilie, was in session with the commisnow loading staves at Bayside for New$1.00.
sion in London twelve days, returned on
ark.
the steamship Mauretania, and in just
Capt. M. V. Babbidge and son, Capt. four weeks from the day he left Ellsworth
Frank Babbidge, of Golfs Island, were in was back at his home here. Senator Hale
t
23 MAIN ST.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Ellsworth yesterday and to-day, coming returns in season to participate in the rein Capt. Frank’s sloop Jessie. Capt. Bab- maining days of the campaign. It is probbidge, sr., was one of the jury in the able that he will be one of the speakers at

Eppes—Administrator's sa’e.
J A Scott, superintendent of schools.
D H Tribou—Household goods for sale.
New England telephone.

above

Resources

Deposits

years ago.
J. A. Bryant, of Wabnn, Maas.', with
Mrs. Bryant and three children, arrived
laat Friday, and are with her parents,
H. E. Davis and wife, at the farm. Mrs.
Bryant and the children will remain for
some weeks.
Mr. Bryant returned yester-

ADVERTISEMENTS TI1IH WEEK.

Henry

Hancock County

“Bnekaport Smith” murder trial thirty-

one

^

A

—

■

O.

W.

TAP LEY.

Ro»l

and

Estate,

Insurance,

HAS FOR SALE
A farm with

MAIN ST.,

good buildings—Two dwellings
—A mercantile property.

in town

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

....

f

E IM X

I8TATEM

of the condition of the

UNION TRU8T COMPANY
of
Me.
successor

as

mad* to

to the First National Bank
Bank Exsminor

Ellsworth.
April 25,

f*emand

Loans,

9 03.18*40

so.71.V4-4

9100.oou.00
Capital Stoc*.
62.7NJ8
Surplus »nd undivided profits,
I>emaud Deposits,
591.347.51
Savings Deposits.
496,745.99
Demand Certificates ol deposit, 111,508.13
Bank Deposits.
11.034.33

tl.363.4J0.34

tl,361.420.34

tSifiSfniSISnw,

|

Overdrafts.
Bonds and Stocks

3.«W*.8B
461.ou.irj

owned,

imS:”

and^xtures.

Furniture
Cash on hand aud

ou

deposit,

7

John A. remits. President.
X. M.

j

Hknky \V. Cushman.

f

1908.

LIABILITIES.

RSSOCBCES.

Eugene Hale.

W A. Hhvpv
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Barney B. Havey.
L. Klrie Holmes.
Arno W. King.
Elias P. Lawrence,
Edwin G. Merrill.

*

\
^

Albert E. Mace,
Frank C. Nash,
John A. Peters.
Bton M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent,
Elmer P.
John 0. Whitney.

f

■

2

I
I

2
j

(

i

selling

O. A. PARCHER,

“SCHOOL DAYS”

Hpoftord,

GET

PTHirARGE^^^
BUSINESS
I
2

writing

Jroung

IUBtCTORM:
William F. Campbell,
Dr Fred A. Chandler.
Henry W. Cushman,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Lucilles A. Emery,
John R Graham,
Myer Gallert.
Henry H. Gray,

Anyone wishing

Celery

Vice-Pres’t. ami Treasurer.

MooKBjAssistunt Treasurer.

Writing Paper

of the Eastern Trust & Banking Company shows
that the people realize that it is a Safe and ConYour account is
servative Banking Institution.
invited with assurance of satisfaction in every
transaction.

\
|
|
|

|

7

BANKING GO.
EASTERN TRUST * MAINE.

|

Capital, #175.000.00.
Surplus and Profits EAKNED, #410.151.62.
Deposits, over #3,342,000.00.

1■

BANGOR,

...

/

£

SUPPLIES
OF

M.M.MOORE,

Seasonable

Whitcomb,,Haynes&Co.,
ELLSWORTH'S EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
FOR

TOWN TALK
AND

RADIANT FLOUR.
NOT ENOUGH GOOD STENOGRAPHERS!
The demand for thoroughly competent stenographers is far greater than the
? Our
supply. Why don't YOU take up this pleasant, profitable employment
I'-i-page College Journal tells how we have helped hundreds of other ambitious
for
free
Write
copy.
to-day
young people, and can help YOU.

THE DOE BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Shorthand

and baalnoM courser.

H. N.JJOE, President.
BAWGOB, MAINE.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

Flowers

JOY,

IS YOUR MONEY
EARNING 4%

,

THE BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

'xRftrrUsnnntt*.

fllntuul Brntfit fcolnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

COUNTY NEWS. |
,V«p»
other

3mong tl)t Grangers.

^ Additional
EDITED

Prar«r Meeting Topic For the Week
—
Beginning Sept, 8, 1908.

Its

By REV S. H. DOYLE.
Topic—Sores of the heart.—IX.* A life

lived

with

God.—Ps.

xci.

Motto:

BY

"AUNT MADGE”.

“Helpful

and

Pomona with

The purposes of this column a.e suAlnctly
stated In the title and motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, and alms t»* be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good. It Is f^rthecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

Consecration

meeting.
A life with God;
It seems impossible that such a life could be lived by
man, aud yet we have the teistimouy
of both God and man that it is.

communications, and itssuccess depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Tee American,
Ellsworth, Me.

“Enoch walked with God." lie lived
In Intimate association with God. and
when his enemies sought him to destroy him "he was not. for God took
him."
He who had lived with G"d
upon earth was destined also to spend

with Him.
Abraham was
"the friend"—“the friend of
Friends also live together in
| Sow with a generous hand.
sweetest fellowship aud companionPause not for toil or pain;
Thus
Abraham
lived with God.
ship.
Weary rot through the heat of summer.
Christ says. "Abide with Me.” and
Weary notjthrc ugh the cold spring rain.
But wait till the autumn comes
Christ is God. Therefore it is pes. i
For
the sheaves of golden grain.
ble for all Christians to live with God.
—Adelaide Procter.
to “have our lives hid with God Id
Christ." The psalmist also bears tesDear Mutuals:
timony to the same fact when he says.
Such a collection of good letters as has
“He that dwelleth in the secret place
been received makes me feel rich
of the Most High shall abide under recently
and I can assure the writers I apthe shadow of the Almighty.” Sweet- indeed,
preciate every one of them, and they will
er words containing a most precious
all have a place in the column soon. Cards
trntb have seldom been written.
If
have been received from Irish Molly and
we dwell In the secret place of the
A. M. D., with many thanks to both.
Host High and abide under the shad15 Lkylasd Street,
t
ow of the Almighty we must indeed
Dorchester. Mass., Aug. 13,1908. »
live close to God.
Dear ^4tint Madge and M. Bn.:
The "secret*plaee of the Most High."
Have just laid my American down.
Read'
where we should dwell, has tieen vari- almost everything in it
M. B. column of
ously defined, but it undoubtedly re- course. I was reminded so much of Ego in
fers to the holy of holies, where God reading Esther's letter. That was like Ego's
dwelt upon earth.
It was entered by way of taking a vacation, and she thoroughly
it. for she saw “sermons in stones",
the high priest alone, and that but enjoyed
etc., poetry in flowers and heard mnsic in the
once a year, bearing the blood of the
swaying of the trees.
atonement
But. If this be the pla e
In a tramp in the woods I have found it
referred to, what does it mean?
Xo very interesting to take along my bird glass
man ever dwelt literall/ in the most
an opera glaaa will do—and study birds.
It is
The sense is therefore very interesting and one learns so much about
holy place.
spiritual. The Jews enterel there In their habits, song, color, etc.
Esther, did you find any Indian pipe*—a
the person of their representative once
8 3rt of toadstool, or of toe family? Do
you
a year, but spiritually, or as long as i
ever find a white toadstool which looks: like
they trusted God and obeyed Him. coral—the white kind with branches?
they figuratively abode there, even beWell, the event of interest in the Hub reneath the shadow of the Almighty. cently was the visit of the Knights of Pythias.
And during this time no evil befell The papers had much to say of the city of
them and no plague came nigh them. tents. I rode out to Franklin Field just to
Today in the Lord Jesus Christ, o::r see them, and they did look very pretty, so
white and clean—so many of them. The cagreat High Priest, we dwell with Gcd
teiers* quarters with the equipment for feedafter
the
same
fashion—that
K
ing so many people were well worth seeing.
through trust in Him and ohe-Berre *o The parade was very fim|and orderly,
every1
His law' we also are beyond bar.,. thing carried cni so well.
Bin's power, earthly care, danger at: I
Picnics, excursions, ami trips on boats are in
harm do not beset us. for “He hi' 'i order now. The cars seem almost as crowded
given his angels charge of us, and as when all the city is not away on a vacation.
I wonder how many, if any, of the M. Bs
they shall bear us up." To be sustained above adversity is equivalent are members of the W. C. T. V., and if any of
you are planning to>ttend the State convento having uo adversity, and if our
tion in Rockland Sept. 16—18.
I think Dell
lives are with God we should make would
enjoy it. I almost think I have met
It known to others, that they also may Dell, but am not sure. If
any of you do go. I
desire and seek and find this great wish I might meetflyou there.

eternity
called
God.”

—

—

blessing.

This is not a real helpful letter, I know, for
it does not offer any help, but just to tell
you
1 remember yoafcall.
I am looking to see
and
where the reunion is to be. R«»
wh«B
gards to all.
Naillil.

ElBI.i BEAD1YGS.

Ps. xxvil. 1-7: x.xxvil, 1-5: l.vxxiv.
M2: xc. 1. 2; cxxxlx, 1-10; John xiv,
15-20; XV, 1-10; Rom. v, 1, 2: viii. 1;
1 John II, 27-20.

_______

Lynn, Mass., Ang. 15.
bear Aunt Made; and M. B. Sitter»:
I have just thoroughly enjoyed the column,
and have
received many
helpful hints:
West

Spi ritual Workshop

of tho Church.
No.’ You
are
brother.
mistaken,
Christian Endeavor is distinctively a
religious organization. It is the spiritual workshop of the church, the training school for young people in preparation for more efficient service as soldiers of the cross. As members of the
Christian Endeavor society we have
entered into a covenant with the Lord
“to do whatever He would like to have
as do.’’ We are in “partnership’’ with
His Son and should be faithful in attending to the Master's business. Our
endeavor partnership is not a limited
partnership, wherein a person is only
responsible for the amount of his investment in the business. Neither
must it be compared with corrupt pie
Utical organizations that place state
funds in banks for the purpose of
financiering railroads, wreck banks at
leisure, destroy homes and blight tho
lives of many innocent people. But it
Is a partnership, an organization, a
stock company, if you please, wherein
every man. woman or child can take
stock according to their ability—sto U
that is always above par and never
watered or sold in the pit where lambs
are shorn, a company that always has
Its books open for inspection, where
there is no necessity for keeping a
man on the lid and where the highest
dividends on investments are declared
and paid daily in blessings received
from (Sod.—A. J. Shartle in Secretary’s
Bnlletln.

|
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Greenwood grange held its regular
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Edmund Reed, sr., is laid by with a 55 auk 7 07 11 47 1 57 S 13 9 57
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the
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meeting Aug.
lame knee. He injured it in such a way
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At tbe next that the
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water escaped.
joint
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Mrs. George W. Lunt and daughter
and fourth degrees, w ith harvest supper.
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About forty member*, one visitor from came home from Boston, Saturday. Mrs. NtCn ,7*55 12 37 .i *3.!ii ,i3
13
I>S»
Lout’s niece, Gertrude Rideout, returned fir L a
04,12140 .a 13 '"•{IS
Ripley grange and two from Scboodic, with
them.
C
i’hii i.fn i2fa».3*21.
Franklin, were present.
“*n
Greenwood grange held a special meet- ; Mrs. Lillian Murphy, w ho has been un- Hid o 3 i3, i*oo.; Ji
*1* »
Hr Jc fa 33 1 13
..34*
15 ,SI i
This woman says that sick ing Aug. 29, for the purpose of working der surgical treatmeni at Dr. King's bos- Ilan'r
45 125 *3 $0 « 55,11 is 2
on
six
canand
fourth
the third
degrees
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Portland, arrived home Saturday.
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women should not fail to try
»
and peanuts were served.
er daughter Helen went to accompany ! Potld !- 3
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable didates. Gandy
*
her home.
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Compound as she did.
*
BANUOR TO BAR
PENOBSCOT.
Thelma.
Aug. 34.
,
HARBOR
Mrs. A. Gregory, of 2355 Lawrence
Penobscot grange met Friday evening.
H. Webster, who bas been i
Sunday*
St., Denver, Col., writes to Mrs. Aug. 28. Meeting opened in form, W. M. j Mrs. William
at Manset, came home Sunday.
Pinkham:
Leach presiding. Remarks from Bro. B. working
Bam
Miss
Addie
has
who
been
visitIngalls,
1 was practically an Invalid for sis H. Cushman were listened to, after which
her brother, Otis Ingalls, went home i
Potld....
years, on account of female troubles. a short recess was taken. After recess the »ng
1 underwent an operation by the program was taken up as follows: Read-, Friday.
F. Dunbar: clipping, Nina M.
Miss Carrie M. Thurston, who has been
doctor's advice, but in a few months I ing, Lila
• »
Varnum; clippings, Roy F. Leach; song, in Prospect since spring, came home Sunwas worse than before.
A friend ad- Harriet
Billings, who responded to an day.
vised Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable encore: reading. Hazel J. Dunbar; reRodney Lnnt, who bas been visiting
!*. 3 51 13 40
5 ^
Compound and it restored me to perfect marks, A. W. Perkins; clipping. B. H. relatives,
Sic In.7tO0 10149_
went home to Portland last
health, such as I have not enjoyed in f'nshman; stories, K. F. Leach and B. E. week.
»
many years. Any woman suffering aa Varnum.
Kate Clark and Miss Sarah Holmes, wbo
Next Friday evening will be the regular
1 did'with backache, bearing-down
their vacation with Miss nark’s
spent
of
the
and
a great
night
meeting
grange,
pains, and periodic pains,should not fail effort will be
returned to Portland Aug. 24.
put forth by all the mem- mother,
to use Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Schooner F. H. Odiorne. Capt. Ashton
bers to make it a very successful and en“®F... *7 25
11 40 *12 40 Sffl
*S ^
Compound."
joyable meeting, as there have been no E. Lunt, sailed Aug. 25, for Machiaa, to
load staves for New York.
Han P... « IS
meetings since July.
1 00
*i co s 25
S
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. regular
€7 53
Twenty were present, including two
IJIO dl 10 5 40 T^iB
Mrs. W. E. Dow and son visited her
.rBt?.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink- visitors, and a pleasant and profitable father, Henry
,S*— 1 » *1 *5 5 S3 7*50
of Southwest Har?»r H■■■ *»
"1 15
5
Trunay,
*9 05
2 25 *2 25 3 40 |
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made evening was spent.
bor, last week.
*9 75
2 45 *2 45 7 00
4 55 Har
front roots and herbs, has been the
*9
IV....
2
55
*2 55 7 1.5
IfSchooner J. M. Harlow, Capt. Charles
HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
P. Lunt, sailed Aug. 27 for Bangor, to load Manat... *9 tot. 7 J,
standard remedy for female ills,
Tralna 1 car In* Kllawnrth at 7.19 a m
lumber for New Haven, Conn.
Willard
and 4 30
and has positively cured thousands or
Highland grange held its regular meet- Rich
> m. and arriving at Eli.worth
17.20 nooolior
went as his steward and Llewellyn
ing Friday eveni» g, Aug. 28, with about
> m. connect with Waehington Co
women who have been troubled with
HR
forty-five members and two visitors from Rich as seaman;
•Ihsily Sunday* included
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- ; Halcyon grange present. Committees
Mra. Emma Reed, with three youngest
a Leaves .Sunday at 9a m.
Helen. Bessie and Miriam, o' Duck
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, were appointed to make arrangements for
*
Stop on signal to conductor,
fair to be held Wednesday, Sept. 23.
Aland, is at the home of her daughter.
pains, backache, that bear- the
Four candidates were instructed in the Mra. Eunice Lopaus, while they pick their
q Sundays only.
mg-down feeling, flatulency,
first and second degrees.
* stop. to leave
cranberries from their place.
pa.aenger. holding tick,,,
rom potnta wcat of Bangor.
tion, dizziness or ne rvous prost ration. I
Miss Theresa M. Lunt gave a party in
w Stopa to take bat not to
Why don’t you try it ?
leave pacaengm.
honor of her cousin, Gertrude C. Rideout,
HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
: d Stopa at Sorrento ftnndnv rnlv to 1,1,,.
Mrs. Plnklinm invites all sick !
Harvest Home grange held its regular of Arlington, Mass., Wednesday afterutaaengeri from potnta west of Bangor
women to write her for advice, j meeting Aug. 29, with a large attendance. noon. Twenty-eight of her young friends
Ticket* for all points Soutli and
She has guided thousands to One visitor was present from Lake View- came and all seemed to enjoy themselves
in spite of the rain.
Games' were played West f<rt* sale at tlic M. c. K. K.
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
grange. Three members were instructed
in cbe first and second degrees. The two both out-doors and in. ice-cream, cake, ticket office. Kllswortli.
and peanuts were served.
large lamps presented by F. W. Rollins, candy
Theae
connectat Bangor with
through
tralpa
Thelma.
vain* A*
Main l.lne. to and Iron,
Aug. 31._
greatly improved the lighting of the
Portland,
! grange hall. An interesting program was
Jos ton and sit flotan.
HASH
HARBOR.
carried out.
The question discussed was.
F
onal Count p Xe»rg, net t.ihor **3
Passenger* are earnestly requestly u> procure tickets before entering the train*, acd
“What can wf do to make the grange
Frank Eaton is building a boat-shop.
specially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
m re interesting?”
The third and fonrth
w
C.
H.
Welch
and
of
are
in
Boeton,
ife,
Slls worth.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
d« grees w ill be in order at the next meettown.
F. fc. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass Agent.
Miss Alice Mason has been visiting her ing. Sept. 5
Lewis
Benson
is
his
house
rePortland. Me.
having
Mrs.
D.
G.
aunt.
Atherton, for two weeks.
and a veranda built.
paired
NEW
DEDHAM.
CENT CRY,
Monday of last week Isaac Jordan and ;
A. L. Getchell and wife, of Bar Harbor,
wife, of Ellsworth, accompanied by their J
Members of New Century grange preEASTERN
visited friends here last week.
sou ttion and grandson, Stanley Jordan, of
sented the drama, “Valley Farm,'1 in *MW.
B.
Wat«on
has
South
k
tine
were
the
newMass.,
Framingham,
naphtha
dington August 28, to a large audience.
guests of CapC and Mrs. Kobie Norwood. This is the s» coud successful presentation launch, built by Morse, of Friendship.
Mrs. Maud Trask, after a brief visit to of this play, and niuen credit is due those
Aug. 24.X. \ Z.
Gott’s Island, went to Ellsworth for the taking part for their painstaking work in
State examination and from there to Sormaking it a success.
HON. WILLIAM T. COBB «d.1 CALVIN
JErtucu.
rento, where she will stay with her aunt,
Owing to bad weather, no meeting of
Mrs. Yenie Hodgkins, until her school • New Century grange was held Aug. 22.
AUSTIN, Beeelrrr*.
The date of next greeting is Sept. 12.
opens S<pt. 14.
Mount UtMrt and Hluehill nitinoo
Wednesday of last week Mrs. Blanche i
Harmon removed her family and bouseLAKE VIEW. HAPPYTOWN.
hold goods to North Jonesport, where her
There Will Be Lewi Sleepless
Lake View grange held its regular meethusband has work for a year. The neigh- |
bors will miss this genial helpful friend, ing Aug. 29. with a small attendance.
ness Wlieu KIU worth People
There were two visitors from New Cenand hope for her return.
A short program
Learn This.
SIX-TRIP bEKVICE.
Mrs. Lucy Harmon Stewart, of Atlantic tury grange present.
consisting of a recitation and
City, N. J., who was called here in July by was given,The
Commencing Monday. May 4. -vainer J T
Can’t
rest
at
next
will
reading.
night|« ith a bad back.
regular meeting
the sudden death of her father, and reUor«e leave* Bar Harbor at 1 SO i> m, week
mained to care for her invalid mother, be held Sept. 12.
Uya for Seal Harbor. NorUea-t Harbor, SouiEj
A lame, a weak or an aching one.
will leave this we.k, with her little child
aeat Marl-or. Brook tin, Deer late. vJjfkl,
and accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
Urgent vlU-. Dark Harbor and K U&dU.codDoan’s Kidney Pills are
bad backs.
j
MARIAVILLE.
tectl-g with steamer for Boston.
Jpr
Lucinda Harmon, for her home.
Mariaville grange met with a good atSteamer leaves Bluehlll at 2 »> m, week dm
The annual meeting of the Willard W.
They cure every form gf kidney ills.
or South Blue hill, Moolnaton (WeM Treaoat
tendance Saturday. One candidate was inC. T. U. will be held at the library Friday structed in the first and second
North Haven anil
degrees.
*on«laJ\ and Thursday*;,
From cdmmon backache to diabetes.
afternoon. Sept. 4, a little earlier than The
CocalamT. conucctlug with steamer Sur Boston.
program was enjoyed by ail. Many
usual owing to the early date of Slate conlunrunNiNts
good suggestions were offered, which made
They are endorsed by Ellsworth people.
vention at Rockland. It is strongly dea very interesting meeting.
There were
Steamer leave* Boston at 5 pm. week d»j»
sired bv the president, Miss M. A. Carroll,
or dockland.
visitors from Pine Grove and Bay View
Mrs. George VV. Day, Bay side road, two
all
that
members who can possibly attend
Leave dockland at 5.30 a m. or on arrival of
granges.
be present on this occasion.
and one-half miles from Ellsworth, Me.,
Hamer from Boston, dally, eicept Monday,
! M. H. Mason, of Sorrento, after attend'or Bar Harbor and Bluehlll, via intermediate
*
MABSAPAQUA, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
says: U1 had many symptoms of kidney
anulnga.
ing the Bangor fair, took a fifty-two mile
|; ride
Klr«t class fare. Bar Harbor to Boaum. f*.25
Massapaqua grange met Aug. 27, with a trouble.
on his bicycle on Friday around bv
My back ached moat of the time, »ne way; |8 round trip.
attendance.
After
business
the
•
Bucksport, called on relatives at North fairly £ood
Reci- and
following
program was presented:
made
caused
move
I
<
All freight, except live stock, via ereamer* of
Bluehill
and
thence
back
every
sharp
Bluehill,
through
j
Clara Day : conundrums, Luly Canhlacompany, ta insured aga:nrt tirs and staSurry and Ellsworth to Sorrento, on the tat ion,
to dart through my body. 1 could
Flora
conuntwinges
tue
rtak.
dage;
reading,
Hodgdon;
next
!
day coming to Southwest Harbor, !
K. 8. J. Moksr. A genu
drums, Vietta Duffy; recitation, Lula Mad- not rest at
; still on his wheel, to spend Sunday with
night, as no position I assumed
dox.
his parents.
was comfortable.
In the morning l arose
Miss Gladys Trundy celebrated her
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKS VILLE.
boat.

Brooksville.
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feeling

eight

—

|

tired and

unrefreshed.

Doan’s Kidney Pills were brought to my
attention 1 resolved to try them, and procured a box at Moore's drug store.
They
acted directly on my kidneys, and as a result 1 was relieved in a remarkably short
time.

1 have appealed to Doan’s Kidney

Pills several times since and have
obtain :he

never

same

prompt and sat-

isfactory relief.”
For sale by all dealers.

Price 50 cents.

failed to

5to*rU*mnu.

Though

1 used remedies of various kinds, 1 received only temporary relief, and when

ay«wwwww^»wvv -v wvvvt
We promptly obtain C. S. *nu t
<>

^gn^j

I

Bend model,

saetch ot

tor
photo U invention
For free book,
Mtitv

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—DoA’6—and take
no

other.

^ t
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Raised biscuits from
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much interested in Sadie’s and S. £. A.’s
selections andjM. A. B.'s letter telling as about
her pleasant vacation, and wondered if the
weather was so warm as it is here, but suppose it is much the same. We are often
1 favored with the east winds, which prove &
; blessing daring the wsv& weather.
I used to visit friends and a relative that
lived in her home city. It is a pretty place;
! it is not fsr from the shoe city where I live,
at 19* Vine street. The city never looked
prettier than since the showers have come
: The commons are handsome, for the flower
beds are in full bloom.
One of the many points of interest here is
High Rock. From the observatory many
pretty views can be"seen. among the many
the dome of the| state house. I thought I
| knew who Aunt Maria was; got the impression she lived on the Orland road not far from
at the home of her
where she attended*the services Memorial ; eighth birthday
Rainbow grange met in regular session
adopted parents, Henry Trundy and wife,
day. but learned from the Mutual who wrote entertaining
little girl friends. Mrs. Thursday evening, Aug. 27, with nearly
recently that her home was at East Orland.
Belle Keene assisted Mrs. Trundy in serv- fifty patrons present, and visitors from
ArMany thanks tojAh, Sadie and Ida Day i ing refreshments. The merry group made North Castine and North Bluebiil.
Dieter for *he pretty post cards. Have a col- a pretty picture at the tea table, and the rangements were made for county grange.
a
is
number
It
will
tie
hoped large
present.
lection of seventy views of Maine and 2U0 of various games added to the enjoyment.
received
Gladys
many
views from different states. Would enjoy at- Miss
pretty
presents.
the
tending
reunion, but am afraid it will be
ALAMOOBOOK, EAST ORLAND.
The new high school building will open
too late when I take my vacation.
Alamoosook grange held its regular
for its first term on Monday, Sept. 14,
I tried Ann* Madge’s method of sprinkling
meet ng Saturday evening, Aug. 20, with
with Gordon R. Edwards, of Cambridge,
clothes with warm water: it is a grand idea.
Mass., as principal. Mr. Edwards has a good attendance. Much business was
I have learned from experience that a little received degrees from Wake Forest
in regard to the fair that will
college. transacted
Dinner and supper will
borax improves both cold and cooked starch. North Carolina, and from the graduate tie held Sept. 15.
be served in the hall.
There will be a
Wish some one would try my clam fritters. department of Harvard university, and
the grounds and
comes highly
reccommended. The first merry-go-round on
Will tell you how I make them:
numerous other attractions.
There will
w ill embrace a full four years’
work
year's
Clam Fbitteks—One pint of clams, two
Latin scientific course. There wUl be be a dance in the evening.
eggs, one-third cup of milk, one and one-third
about
students
in
the
of
flour, sift before measuring, two
thirty
cups
entering class
teaspoon baking powder. Clean clams and in this town. Several applications have
Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum seta you
drain from liquor. Beat eggs until light, add been received from the town of
Tremont,
Can't bear the touch of your clothing.
milk and flour mixed and sifted with baking and
undoubtedly arrangements will be crazy.
powder, then add chopped clams. Drop by made to receive them,
Ointment cures the most obstinate
Doan's
The new building
spoonful; fry in deep fat. Drain on brown has steel
ceilings and slate blackboards cases. Why suffer? All druggists sell it.—
paper. Serve at once.
L. E. T
Christian Endeavor's Magna Charta.
throughout, well lighted and ventilated,
automatic
chairs and desks.
Dr. Clark in an introduction to Itev. Dear Aunt Madge and Sitters:
The assembly hall has a capacity of seatF. R. Meyers charming little volume
What hot weather we are ha\ing! It seems
ing fortv-tive. Thirty-five seats have
to me a good breeze from the Arctic
“I Promise" enunciates these irnpor
regions been installed.
would be very sooth’ng. Dear Sister B., what
taut truths:
Aug. 31.
SPRAY.
a good letter you gave us. and I am sure vou
“The prayer meeting covenant pledg
gave us a good sermon on self pity. That is a
w
MANSET.
Is the mainstay of Christian Endeav or. great drawback to any one. If we could or
would onlv think there are others to
Everett Tonv, who was operated on for
pitv,
It is to Christian Endeavor what Mag- others suffering more than we are. and
tty to appendicitis at the Maine general hospital
na Charta was to British liberty, what alleviate their suffering, we would have less in Portland, is gaining rapidly.
time for our own
and the world or
the constitution of the fuited States is the people in the grumbling,
John Stanley died suddenly of heart
world would be far happier. !
to the American patriot, what the May- I am afraid I am quite a grumbler, and one of failure Aug. 20. after an illness of three
Sister B.'s letters always lifts me out of mv- days. He leaves no near
relatives, other
flower compact was to the Puritan what self and I feel as though I want to call
her than uncteB and cousins.
national covenant was to the covenant- mother.
There was a quiet wedding at the home
A beautiful morning this, and I am
visiting
ers. The societies that adopt and live among friends,
enjcying trolley rides, also of Frank L. Smith and wife, when Miss
in the steam cars very much indeed. Theolyn Gille.v, only
up to the covenant pledge with fidelity rides
daughter of John
Has any one said Meb was married? Tell us
Gilley, of Southwest Harbor, was married
hnve always prospered. No society that all about
it, if you have not already done so. to Herman L.
second
son of Mr.
Smith,
If
have.
I
must have missed the paper, for
you
has ignored or weakened the pledge
and Mrs. Smith. Rev. O. G. Barnard offiI have not seen it. I did see
paper that ciated. The
has long continued to do a conspicuous Aunt Madge had all to herself the
many friends of the young
one week, anu
my conscience smote me for I realize I have
couple extend heartiest wishes for their
good work.”
not done as I ought, so will have to be "beaten
future happiness.
with many stripes”.
Aug. 24.
Mad.
A.
In Dr. Sheldon's Society.
Now,
M. D., tell us about that babv ol
^
H»ew one.
I know John is just
The Christian Endeavor society in yours—the
pleased about it and wears a broad smile all
cove.
Dr. Charles M. Sheldon's church, To- over his dear old face making him handMiss Lona Rich spent
in
somer than ever, if that were
possible. I ex- Ba
peka, Kan., has a splendid money rais- pect grandpa feels pleased
ngor.
too.
To all the sisters that I have received
ing record for last year. It paid out for
Miss Gladys Hamor is in Ellsworth visfavors from. I want to say. thanks, and to all
Its running expenses $79.76; for work the sick
iting her uncle, George Barron.
ones, sympathy and wishes for a
Miss Emma Treworgy, of Burry, is visin Tennesseetown, the colored settle- speedy return to health. To Sister Darr, I
will say I have done laundry work, and also
iting her cousin, Caroline Bowden,
ment for which Dr. Sheldon has done earned
(and
money
good money toe) selling
Seth T. Campbell and wife, of Island
so much. $78; for outside Christian En- cooked food. Have done many other things
Falls, were at T. 8. Liscomb’s
an honest penny.
deavor work in general, $54.60; for a toI earn
hear Dell has her parlor all fixed up fine,
Aug,
missionary to the Indians in Arizona, and looks very nice. Well, Del), I am coming
very soon to see you and pass my
judgment
*
a memlier of the society, $120: for Mi- on
it.
Passed Examination Successfully.
Am making my letter too long, so with love
cronesian missions. $200; fora missionJames Donahue, New Britain,Conn., writes:
and wishes to all for health to be restored, I
“I
tried
several kidney remedies, and was
ary in Africa. $10. and for a colored will cease this scribbling.
Ikish Molly.
treated by our best physicians for diabetes,
boy in an industrial school. $19. This
but did not improve until 1 took Foley’s Kidrecord for a society of only about a
ney Remedy. After the second bottle I showed
Foley’s Orino Laxative is a new remedy, an
and five bottles cured me comhundred member.: is an indication that improvement on the laxatives of former improvement,
pletely. I have since passed a rigid examinaas it does not gripe or nauseate and is
tion for life insurance.”
Dr. Sheldon's Eodeavorers are walking years,
Foley’s Kidney
to
take.
It
is
pleasant
G. A. Remedy cures backache and all forms of kidguaranteed.
Pabcbu.
“In His steps."
ney and bladder trouble. G. A. Fabcheb.
was

tee

WEST TREMONT.
G. W. Lunt has bought a new gasolene

Thursday, Sept. 3-Meeting of Hancock
Rainbow grange. North

Hopeful
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THE M’GOWNS.
Short

Sketch ol Prominent
Ellsworth Family.

Yott cannot do It, that yon well know,
Not a word of harm of Uncle Joe.

North

worldly

[(liven et the recent McOown reunion by
James A. McOown, president of the associa-

tion.)
At our

were

(Missed

[The following essay was awarded a price of
flfiO by the Republican congressional committee

Now comes the end, and well it
may;
A good sound family don’t you say!
If others had come it should be said,
But I must conclude with Uncle
Ed..
One word

more, if I am allowed,
Concerning this int’resting crowd;
Uncle Jim left home; what will happen?
This: shortly after they made him Cap'n.

The rest all followed Uncle Jim,
One by one they came after him;
Uncle Charles lived but a little while,
Not near long enough to make his pile.
Uncle Joe came and cleared his farm,
And on it found no little charm;
Hard work he did, but he did it well.
How much cash he made he wouldn’t tell.
About thin time came Uncle Bill,
Took up his farm well down the hill,
labored
hard
at
times, sometimes]

|
he

scrimped.
tor

you all know he

limped.

Then Alfred came, quite full of will,
His farm was not far doW^ the hill;
He worked long and hard, but things went
slow.
He struck for gold—the rest you all know.

He came with courage mixed with bustle
For Uncle Peter was bound to hustle.

the above

Hendrick, of

I.—THE PARTY OP EXPANSION.
The republican party was founded upon
the principle that this government was
established to protect for all times the
rights and opportunities of every individual from abridgment. That principle it
has successfully maintained.
Through
the Civil war it consecrated a reunited
country to free and equal American citizenship. It has kept the channels of interstate commerce
open for all and,
through the national banking system, the
refunding of the national debt, resumption of specie
payments, the gold standard and the emergency
currency law, has
sustained the life current of national integrity.
As trustee of the national
wealth, it has
investigated mineral regions, surveyed
soils, developed waterways, including the
Panama canal, irrigated desert, conserved
watersheds, and husbanded the public
lands.
Protecting American labor by
regulating immigation and by taking at
the custom house, to
pay American taxes,
foreign capital’s advantage from lowit
has
wages,
preserved to American industries the home market of eighty millions of the world’s greatest consumers
and so laid the surest basis for American

and well-being, and
made
moral as w-ell as material.

Again

we come to Uncle Ed,
was the babe and must be

Now I close this little story,
Without fame and without glory;
There’s not a word of wormwood or
I trust it is relished by you all.

on

perity and common source of increased
reward, it has created opportunities, improved conditions of employment, brought
about a higher standard of living, and
more widespread distribution of wealth

Uncle Reuel was sure to come.
Look o’er the land and make a home,
But he, with Alfred, hankered for gold—
The rest of the tale need not be told.
He
led,
ne managed things, but he suffered
For he always hobbled with a cane.

the best article submitted
was Frank

pain,

gall,

COREA UNION CHURCH.

Recently Dedicated With Appropriate

democrats, even when it was almost dangerous to make it public, and their debeen
called “copper
have
scendants
heads”, on account of their political
belief.
With one exception, no one of
them ever asked for political preferment,

single exception being my father,
who
represented this city in tbe
that

in 1*48

legislature.
Io the trying days of the Civil war some
of the brightest and best of^ths boys
became republicans, but I think withont
doubt t large majority of them will cast
their votes w ith me in the fall election.
Although we have been charged by
political opponents as being non-union
men, it gives me pleasure to present to
you the war record of the family. Of
those enrolled as fit for military duty, five
volunteered, and of those live, one sleeps
where he fell at the battle of the Wilderness, oue was wounded at Spotty Ivan is,
one came

back to

us

broken in health after

three and one-half years campaigning in
Virginia and now sleeps in the cemetery
here, one w-i» with Banks in the lied
River expedition in the swamps of Louisiana and was in the terrible charge on
Port Hudson, and your humble servant
had the honor of serving with Admiral
Farragut in tbe West Gulf squadron and
took part in the capture of Forts Blakeley
and Mobile, which was practically the last
engagement of the Civil war.
Since the

war

many

have entered the

professions and trades, so that to-day you
find among them clergymen, doctors,
bankers, manufacturers, government employees, tradespeople and farn ers, each
and every one solvent, conservative, industrious men, well equipped for the
duties assigned them and holding the respect of communities in which they reside.

The females members, with one exception, have been wives, and have betn true
and faithful and enjoy the esteem of
people with whom they have become associated. And what is true of tbe older
members of this family is also true of their
descendants down to the youngest, and
with this as our record we shall feel that
tbe world has been better for the labor of
the McGown brothers and their numerous
progeny.
Since we were privileged to meet here

members have
of tbe hereafter,
both of whom were loved and respected
by us all, both useful members of society,
and we miss their presence here to-day.
May we all be preserved to hieet again in
■health, peace and plenty.

one

year ago,

two of

■joined the grand

our

union

M’oOWNS IN VKB'.
{Written by Rev. Alfred J. McGown
read at the McGown reunion 19C8.J
THU

mi

j
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expansion

Intrusted with insular possessions, it
has brought them peace ana progress, and
provided for the extension and protection
of American trade, for the national defense, and for the honorable discharge of
the responsibilities of world greatness.
Maintaining peace at home, with foreign
nations and among them, it has given
American rights and American opportunities new meaning throughout the
nation and throughout the world.
II. —THE PARTY OP PROGRESS AND PROSPERITY.

Exercises.

Promising progress and prosperity, it
■Prospect Harbor, Aug. 22 (special)
has been politically sincere. It has never
The dedication on August 20 ot the beau- had a candidate of a section, prejudice or
tiful little church at Corea, recalls to the class, nor a platform of negation, scheme
of repudiation, program of scuttle, or doc| mind of the writer many incidents con- trine of despair. It has never lent itseif
! nected with its building.
to a demand for revolution, to be followed
Corea, in the town of Gouldsboro, is by reaction and retrogression, it has stood
firm for evolution
constant, steady and
a thriving, rapidly-growing little
village; enduring progress.byFinding
trusts, giant
within a few’ years two stores and dozens born,
under supposed conflict
flourishing
of pretty houses have been erected, to- of 6tate and national law, the double prohibition of existence
but to foster
running through tbe original families, gether with the church, which to-day their development, it serving
has never, in an atand I think that in their earlier years all stands finished and free from debt, a
to destroy trusts, withdrawn, in
tempt
of the brothers were members of some monument to the
industry and energy of state or nation, the protection of law from
church or creed. In later years some of
the people.
property, but has, through executive inthem became more liberal in their religious
Previous to its building, services by vestigation and resort to the courts, review*, and I know that my mother emsolved
the conflict which had silenced
were
held
in
the
braced the doctrine of universal salvation special appointment
which was inconveniently law and given trusts existence.
before Universalism was preached from schoolhouse,
It
has
never proposed to advance Amerismall
for
the
number
that
these
occasionthe pulpit, and my fathar was persuaded
al opportunities of hearing the word of can workingmen and American instituthat she was right. I remember well one
tions
by
God would call out, and the residents felt
banishing American industries
of her favorite Quotations: “As in Adsm
and building up those of other lands, and
that a church was much needed.
all die, even so in Christ shall all be made
scorned
to
insult labor with an illusory
With the people of Corea, to think was
alive.” Whether their religion was suffl-,
to act, and accordingly, on July 28, 1900, promise of immunity from law. Yet it
cient onto the end is not for me to say,
the
pure food law and tbe^mthe Corea Union church society, including passed
but we know that our ancestors were lawployers’ liability law, secured equal acmany of the
popular and influential coramodations
abiding people, and were never amendable citizens
on railroads, aided agriculof the village, was incorporated
to tbe laws of the land.
for the purpose of “owning, controlling, ture, created the civil service, established
In politics all of the eight brothers were
repairing and occupying a non-sectarian free rural mail delivery, reduced foreign

BrainWorkers

—

Protestant church”.
The following officers were chosen, and
all matters were carried on in a businesslike manner: President, Capt. John Stinson; vice-president, Mrs. John Stinson;
secretary. Sidney Dovle; treasurer, Mrs.
Marietta Tracey. At the same time a circle,
with a membership of twenty-two ladies,
was started, and various were the socials,
entertainments and suppers held, the proceeds of which were all carefully hoarded
for the building of the church.

postage,

and

increased

lUkec/iaM

_

school.

Mrs. Carrie E. Haynes and children, of
Everett, Wash., are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Haynes, formerly Miss Thurlow,

went to Alaska
years ago with
I her father and eighteen
sister. This is her first
!
visit to her old heme, and she finds many
I1
changes.
Nihil.
Aug. 31.
I

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Con-

pensions.

tinuing naturally marked-out progress, it
Mrs. John Frost and child are visiting
will keep its pledges of tariff readjustment, Mrs. Ellen Hayes.
currency reform and development of the
Cecil Hardy arrived home last Monday,
merchant marine, and make the United and sailed
Tuesday for Pictou, N. S.
States the financial centre as it has
it the industrial centre of the world.

made

III. —THE CONSTRUCTIVE PARTY—IT

Joseph and Jane, of Kennebec,

Of gentle breed and ways correct.
Had eight robust boys in Dresden town.
Well-meaning fellows, surnamed McGown.

The eldest born was strong and stout,
A man you could not turn about.
He bore all through life the best of names—
No sooner born than they called him James.
not so strong.
The second born
Nor was his life by half so long.
He would not cheat nor would he parley.
When he was small they called him “Charley
was

The third grew up

a

quiet

man,

Bayharm^^himjvhoever^can—
Million, of bottles of Foley’s Honoy »nd
Tar have been sold without any person ever
having experienced any other than beneficial
results from its use for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. This is because tne Teuuine holey s
Honey and Tar in the yellow package contains no opiates or other harmful drugs.
Guard your health by refusing any but the
.genuine. U. A. Pakcher.

I
a

Mrs. W. D. Burns and son, of Atlantic,
N. J., are guests of Mrs. Arthur Haverland.
The Misses Emma and Florence Evans,
of Chicago, are visiting at Mrs. G. L.

OR-

GANIZES THE NATIONAL WILL.
In the evolution by which party government has become the extra-constitutional
method of securing responsibility to the
the republican party has become
their traditional representative and the

at

Misses Carrie and Jessie Ditto, of
Washington, D. C., are guests of Mrs. F. !
E. Hardy.
H.
Aug. 24.

spring

people,

iieeun

Returned

sought}

once.

the undertaking.

days.

Mrs. Helen M. Kimball, a nurse from
is taking a much-needed lest,
and has been with her niece, Mrs. Eva
for
a few weeks.
Dunn,
Aug. 31.

Bangor,

BEECH HILL.
Fifteen enjoyed
cove

Wednesday.

a

clam

bake at Broad

Miss Villa Lunt is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Annie Carter.
Guy and Elmer Lunt have gone to Stonington, where they are employed.
Mrs. Emeline Cousins is visiting her
daughter; Mrs. Evelyn Lunt. She was accompanied by her two sons, Burton and
Merrill.
K.
Aug. 29.

I

j

j

|

Drugs Act, June 30,1906. Serial number 513
Sold everywhere for 25 and 50 cents a bottle

Hj

Guaranteed under Food and

b

COLOR.
ASK

A

H

NOW IS THE TIME
have that: furnace
put in lie sure that it

to

is

Kineo, and then
you will In- sure of
good results, great
a

heating efficiency,
economy in fuel and

durability.

,

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,

|
f

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes

& Nutter

Mfg. Co.,

Bangor, Me.

talk

Makes Bread that Combines
HIGHEST

{H

I. S. JOHNSON 4 CO., Boston, Mass.

TownFLOUR,vn

I

help

The drought is quite serious here, as
so many wells are dry and the water that

Ij

'Vj

H
S
B
B

H
H
H

a sure

repub-

assured.

rweep

®
»
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in time of trouble. If you have a sprain or strain, a
wrenched knee or ankle, a lame back, sore muscles, lumbago, sciatica,
stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, or any other ache or pain, Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment will rid you of it. Try it. Get a bottle and keep
it^within reach. You’re sure to need it.

is

raising

for twenty years James S. Sherman has
been a leader. In the records of the
lican candidates as well as in the platform
are written the story of the nation’s progress and the reliance of the future.
A democratic President or a democratic
House would turn back those pages; thereafter Bryanism would record “destruction”. This the republican Senate could
not prevent. Under Taft and Sherman
and a republican Congress the great progheld and the
ress of the past will be
greater progress of the future will be

suncr.

the bandage well saturated with the liniment and
your wound will soon be
healed.

JOHNSON'S Anodyne
LINIMENT

_

MUD visiting her parents the past week.
Carl Fi»k and wife, of Revere, Mass.,
and Roy L. Dorr, of New York, left for
their homes Friday.
Mrs. Owen A. Soper is confined to her
bed by a severe attack of sciatica.
Congratulations are extended Raymond
M. Grindle and wife on the arrival of a
daughter at their home.
A baby girl recently arrived at U>e home
of Henry Dunbar, of East Orland.
The Congregational and Methodist societies united this year and held- their
picnio at the East Orland hatchery, when
a day of perfect enjoyment and rare pleasur 3 was the result.
Mrs. George B. Hutchins returned Sunday, after a week’s visit with her daughter, Mrs. George Moore, of Holden.
Mrs. Watson Gray has visited her
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Hopkins, a few

If you keep a bottle
of Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment handy you

The

of 1901, the lumber
Early in the
bought ana placed on the site and
work begun on the building. The site, democratic
party the organized aspiration
which is at the entrance of the village, is of individuals for
power without response
Miss Lida Stinson is home from Port-I
one of the moat picturesque locations that
bility.
Fairly
trierl, from 1893 to 1895, the
could have been selected, and was pre- two democratic Houses and the democratic land.
sented to the society by Eleazer Young.
Mrs. Montaford Haskell and children
President were a “wild team” and a helpOn July 4 of tbe same year a
most less driver.
Democracy agitates local dif- are at Stoniugton.
sumptuous dinner was held in tbe churcb, ferences, republicanism organizes the j Richard Line, of Boston, is at Capt.
which was partaken of by a large number national idea. In 1S63 ther
people were ! Lifayette Thompson’s.
of people from surrounding villages. An committed to the cause of human
liberty;
Mrs. Charles Gray and daughter have
oration was given by Rev. W. A. Lawton, the idea of “liberty and union’
expanded !
from Portland.
of Meadville theological seminary, fol- for the first time into the
reality of the
lowed by remarks from B. E. Tracy, esq.
Miss Mary Lane, of Boston, is the guest
American nation.
of Winter Harbor, and others.
In 1879 money was committed to a specie of Prof. Edward Adams.
Upon the motion of one of the speakers, basis; specie was at once, until 1893, no
Mrs. Eliza Baker, of Los Angeles, Cal., is
the sum of $28.75 was raised and presented
and government bonds ; visiting her si9ter, Mrs. M. C. Gray.
longer
to the society, which, with the sum cleared went to a premium at the reduced rate of !
A. A. Smythe, wife and son and Miss
from the dinner and sales of various interest. In 1896 business men were
again Lillian
of Boston, have returned
articles, amounted to $167.85. Since then committed to confidence; before a single home. Melton,
several Fourth of July dinners have been statute was enacted
set in and
prosperity
School begins to-day, taught by Miss
served there.
•***»
in ten years bank deposits almost trebled
At the close of the first year $849.33 had —a permanent gain which the recent Bertha Lunders. This is Miss Lunders’
fourth term in this district.
been expended on the church, which aca
“state
of
mind”
now
panic,
completely
Rev. John M. Brockie, and family
cording to rules, was kept always free dispelled, scarcely touched. In 1906 busifrom debt. Among the ladies who la- ness was committed to fair methods; returned to Orono last Thursday. While
bored so faithfullly at this time special without
compulsion violations largely Mr. Brockie was with us he delivered
mention should be made of Mrs. Robert ceased.
three very interesting sermons on Sunday
The republican party, at each period,
evenings. The solo by Kenneth Dryden,
Baldwin, Mrs. John Stinson, Mrs. Sidney
for
often
Lufkin (famous
sounded the public conscience, felt the with Mrs. W. D. Burns as accompanist,
money,
getting it/where others failed), Mrs. Am- national pulse, framed its policies in re- was also much appreciated.
brose Francis, Mrs. Winslow Young, Mrs. sponse, and realized in law the dominant
H.
Aug. 31.
Florence Crowley, Mrs. Seaman Crowley, 'American idea. Its constructive past asMrs. G. W. Ray, Mrs. Sophia Young, Mrs. sures its constructive future.
It is to-day
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Marietta Tracey, Mrs. Elisha and Lewis us it always has been, “the party tit to
Young, Mrs. Levi Decker and many others govern.”
Benjamin Tracy, who has been taking a
whom lack of space forbids mentioning.
little trip away, is at home.
IV.—THE PARTY OF STATESMEN.
The men, too, with few exceptions, all
Nina and Cecil Pert were in Sedgwick
The party of statesmanship, it has been
helped, Florence Crowley and C. C. Leigh- the training school of statesmen. Its Saturday, returning on Sunday.
ton deserving special mention.
policies have been forged in the heat of
Mrs. Susie Wood Hatch left Wednesday,
Many gifts in the shape of checks from public discussion, tempered in the deliber- for her home in Somerville, Mass.
prominent business men have been re- ation and shaped in the conflict of many
Capt. Carmen in his yacht was in on his
ceived, and notable among the donations trained minds, and drawn and finely
from Bar Harbor, bound west.
are the vane, from John Emery & Co., of
for the country’s welfare. Domi- way
wrought
Mrs. Austin Smith and daughter Alta,
Boston; the handsome memorial window, nating its members through principles,
the gift of Mrs. Marietta Tracey, and the it assures
its are visiting at Mrs. J. R. Johnson’s at
unity in government;
beautiful chandelier, the gift through Mrs. staunchest
partizans have made the great- Sunset.
class
of
of
from
her
the
John Stinson
boys
for
est contributions to national progress.
Alice Robbins will leave Aug. 28
Free Will Baptist church in Portland.
The roster of its leaders is the national Connecticut, where she is to teach the
The society is very grateful for the roll of honor of
service.
public
coming
year.
kindly encouragement and pecuniary as- V.—TAFT AND SHERMAN CONSTRUCTIVE
!
William Saunders is at home from Newsistance
given by those outside their
CANDIDATES—A CONSTRUCTIVE PLATburvport for a short time to care for his j
numbers who have so liberally aided in
FORM.
H.
Saunders.
W.
Mrs.
mother,
was

|

—
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you need when you get a
cut, a burn or a scald. You
can't wait—you must have relief

Holden’s.

Republicanism stands to-day for proIf I should stop to tell you all
gressive policies in safe hands. By solving
EAST ORLAND.
The names 1 know upon this ball.
the constructive problems of world power
You would not hear :ne half the way through,
Mrs. Rhoda Stubbs, of Bucksport, is the in the last two administrations, William
You would stop me, crying that will do—
H. Taft taught the world our capacity and
guest of the Misses Hodgdon.
But there's one name I know full well.
Miss Eleanor Gross has been in Buck’s us his own. In all constructive legislation
And of this name I want to tel!;
A name that has long been known in.town.
Spelled with six letters, it is McGown.
Of the sires only I shall speak.
To tell of all would take a week.
And of these few. what I now proclaim
Is barely to give each sire's name—

people are obliged to oae is not very good.
KITTERY TO CARIBOU.
Fears are entertained that sickness may
result.
The
mill of the Sandehoc Fertiliser Oo.
j
Mrs. Fannie Stinson was in Rockland ; at Bowdoinham was Darned last WednaaSaturday with her cousin, Fossie Bsay, day. Loss, |15,000.
STONINGTON.
The reunion of tha First Maine cavalry
Mrs. Calvin Moon and son Donald are who is receiving treatment there.
Rev. Mr. Robinson and family, of Mil- will be held Wednesday, Sept. 16, at
visiting friends al West Sullivan.
Mrs. Charles Flye, of Dorchester, Mass., ford, N. 11., who have spent the summer Waterville.
here, will return home on Thursday.
is
John F. Whitney, aged twenty-three
visiting friends and relatives here.
Mrs. Elvira Thurston, of Cambridge, year*, §on of Frank H. Wbih^y. a well*
Schooners Mary Lynch and Samuel Hubwho has been at C. C. Warren’s a k lown mercham
o'
Ho *1**11, was
Mass.,
bard
are in the harbor waiting for loads.
I
few weeks, returned home
drowned l .*t Wc Iweaday
■*
“loop.
Wednesday.
! Capt. B. F. Pascal ana wife arrived Sun28.
Albert
a
Whit*.
citizen of
Aug.
H.
prom;
day from Boston, and are at Hotel Stondied s uide.dy Fr;iav. aged eighty*,
Orono,
ington.
one years.
He «*«« a vei< ra <•£ the Civil
WEST 8TONINGTON.
Miss Nellie Flye, of Dorphester, Mass.,
ufth .Jn**n«‘ nitional
w’ur, and wifi-d- a
is the guest of her
grandparents, J. Goss
Miss Alice Ednie is the guest of Hazel | t>u k. a*id tre«hw.rtr of tl
Or* Lb savings
and wife.
I *»nk mnny years.
Stinson.
Fa tu>d H»=!ri many
Schooner Metinic, Capt. Nelson, is loadMiss Hazel Stinson is at home from 1 w offlc. h, and hjd b.vii reprtentative
to *iiJ
j.
ing cut stone at the Settlement quarry, for Stonington.
New York.
One of the social events of the season at
Rev. Nathan Hunt, of Charleston, is !
Mrs. Annie Licotte, of Rockland, and
Old Orchard took place last Wednesday
visiting friends here.
afternoon at Hazel Den, when Franklin
daughter Irma, are the guests of Mrs. SumRev. B. 8. Fifleld and daughter Con- H.
ner P. Mills.
Hazleton, manager for Maine of the
of Rockland, are visiting friends :
stance,
Equitable life assurance society, gave a reRev. J. P. Simonton and Miss Kate Si- here.
ception in honor of Paul Morton, presimonton returned Friiay from a trip to
Mrs. Henry Bailey, of Boston, is the dent,and William Alexander,
Ellsworth and vicinity.
secretary of
of her parents, J. A. Hamblen and the society. Several hundred invitations
The Stonington schools will open Sept. guest
wife.
had been issued to people in all sections of
8. Supt. W. H. Patten, who has been on
Miss Carrie Stinson, of South Deer Isle, the State, and a large number attended!
his vacation, has returned.
has been spending a few days with her The log cabin, one of the most striking
Schooner Merrill C. Hart,' Capt. Robingrandparents, J. W. Stinson and wife.
| buildings at Old Orchard, was brilliantly
son, has chartered to load random Btone at
Mrs. Judson Putnam and two children, i illuminated by electric lights and beautiGreen island, for New York.
ful with flowers.
who have been spending a few weeks here,
j
The jurors drawn here for the October left for their home
Monday. Mr. Putnam ! The snnual meeting of the State board
term of supreme court are Israel Eaton, came
Sunday to accompany them home.
j of trade will be held at Augusta Tuesday,
grand juror, and Asa O. Candage, traverse
Sept. 22. The business session will open
Aug. 23.
Mum.
juror.
at 10 a. m. at Augusta city hall. The presMr. Harmon, of the Lewiston Journal,
Miss Hazel Stinson will leave next week ident’s address, reports of the secretary
and Mr. Berry, of the Rockland Opinion, for Castine to enter the normal school.
and treasurer, and of the standing comhave been in town busily engaged for
Mrs. Alma Haskell, of Deer Isle, is em- mittees will be heard, and officers for the
their respective papers.
ensuing year will be elected. In the afployed at Malcolm Williams’.
ternoon at 2 o’clock at the same
Mrs. W. S. Thurlow met with a severe
will
Henry C. Bailey, of Everett, Mass., is occur the literary exercises. In place
accident this week. While coming down
the after-'
visiting at J. A. Hamblen’s.
noon opportunity will be given to visit
the steps of the telephone office she fell,
Oliver Mills and wife, of Boston, are vis- the Soldiers’ Home at
Togus. In the evencutting her head and face badly and reiting Mr. Mills' mother, Mrs. P. H. Mills. ing there will be a smoke talk in the banceiving many bruises.
Miss Alice Mills, who has spent her va- quet room of the new Augusta house.
NIHIL.
Aug. 24.
cation in Boston and vicinity has returned
Herbert Woodbury, held without bail
Rev.
Henry N. Pringle is in town, the home.
in the Dover jail for the murder of his
guest of his brother.
Miss Zara Thurston, who has been wife, Maud Henderson Woodbury, at
Mrs. Roy E. Fifield, who has been very spending a few days in Rockland, has re- Dover on Nov.
4, 1907, committed suicide
turned home and will leave this week for by cutting bis throat with a razor Saturill, is able to ride out.
Oliver Mills and wife, of Boston, are Brownville to teach.
day. The razor with which he ended his
life, he seized from a barber, Nelson Langguests of G. W. Redman.
Aug. 30.
Mum.
lois, who was shaving him. Langlois was
Warren Colby, wife and son are guests
in the act of shaving Woodbury, and had
of Henry C. Smith and wife.
HARB0R3IDE.
laid the razor down for an instant, when
Gardner Hinckley and wife leave this
William Farrar, who has been surveying Woodbury seized it, and before Langlois
week for the South, for the winter.
the Sarah Blake place, returned home or anyone else could interfere had inMrs. Anna Eaton Doane, of East Boston, Saturday.
flicted the fatal wound. Woodbury was a
is the guest of C. Fred Eaton and wife.
William Veague has sold his slpop, the brother of Webster Woodbury, of EllsThe three-master Bessie Leach is at Ha- Ruth Cumnock, to Capt. Eugene Churchill, worth.
gan’s wharf loading stone for New York. of Orland.
Miss Hazel Gray, who has bean visiting
Mrs. Susan Hatch, who has been spendaimrrttsnruntB.
ing the summer here, has returned to here the oast two weeks, returned to
Greenville Monday.
Boston.
S. P. Mills, wife and son William
Capt. Alvarado Gray has sold a cottage
are
in
Farmington with Mrs. Mills’ lot on Indian Point to Bangor parties, who
will
build in the spring.
parents.
have special need to keep the digesEverett Gray, who has been working at
Henry Eaton and wife, of Springfield,
tion strong, in order that the food
Miss., are spending a few weeks at their Winter Harbor, will come home Friday
for a week’s vacation, and then return to
old home here.
may renew, through the stomach
and bowels, the supply of nervous
Miss Mabel Goss, who has been spend- Sorrento to teach.
Albert Gray and Mr. and Mrs. Cook, of
energy. Use
ing the week with friends in Camden, has
who
have
been
returned to Stoniugton.
Manchester, Mass.,
spendJaunita chapter, O. E. S., having been ing their vacation at Jesse Gray’s, returned
closed during July and August, will have to Massachusetts Saturday.
Miss M. E. Hooper, of Baltimore, Md.,
its first meeting Sept. 3.
Samuel Gould, Byron H. Mayo and Frank who was spending the summer at UnderE. Mace addressed a democratic mass cliff, died very suddenly Wednesday. The
body was taken to her home for imerment.
meeting here Saturday evening.
G.
Aug. 24.
Miss Ethel Thurlow, who has been
home on a vacation, returned Monday to
Existence is one mighty drama-and you
Castine, where she will attend the normal have the
Sold Everywhere. In boxer 10c. end 28c.
right to play the role you wish.
__

competition in foreign markets. Uniting
capital and labor, thus, in a common pros-

Right along Uncle Peter came.
He was neither lazy nor lame,
!

as

subject. The writer
New York city.1

Another came, still another name,
To the long list it added fame;
He came, he went, some thought it cruel
The sudded death of Uncle Reuel.

He bad to,

COUNTY NEWS,

PARTY.

vember.

Billy

What! Another boy? Yea, ’tia true,
A lively boy this one is,
too;
Of all the babes not one was aweeter.
What waa is name? Why it was Peter.

[

REPUBLICAN

Why It Should be 'Successful In No-

The fifth one came, this, too, a
boy,
No doubt he waa his mother’s
Joy,
Hia life was long, but it
sped.
His a princely name, thequickly
name Alfred.

_

reunion two years ago some remade in regard to the genemarks
alogy of our family, its immigration to
this section, its individual families, etc.
I am going to ask your indulgence while I
repeat in part what was then said.
It has seemed remarkable that a family
of the ire snd intelligence of ours should
know so little of its ancestry. In a grave
at the cemetery lie the bodies of our
and on the stone we read,
grandparents,
t hat Joseph McGown and Jane, his wife,
died on certain dates about sixty years
did not even
ago. Up to two years ago I
know my grandmother’s maiden name,
and although 1 have learned from some of
the older members that she was a Bickford,
uninformed further in rewe are as yet
gard to that family. Who were they and
descendants?
their
where are
\Ve do know that there were eight
born to our paternal grandchildren
ireing the
parents-all boys, myWefather
ale 3 know that
oldest of the family.
came
to
Ellsworth
about
James McGown
seventy years ago from Dresden, Me., and
and
all
of
his
brothers
that his*parents
We also know' that
soon joined him here.
he brought from parties a tract of land,
of
his
brothers
nurchased
several
that
and
from that land and commenced making
for
themselves.
farms
homes and
This tract of land was occupied by Reuel,
Joseph, Alfred, Peter and William, comprising what is now tbe old homestead
of Peter, the homestead of Alfred (now
owned bv Alfred J. McGown), the home
of Francis, the old homestead of Joseph
(now occupied by his sous, Joseph Howard and Melvin), my father’s old homestead (which, very much to my regret, has
into tne hands of strangers), the
lomestead of Reuel (now owned by his
son Frank), and tbe DeWitt home and
farm. The old homestead of Edward (now
occupied by Alvin Maddocks) was bought
by mTUnele Peter, and was known aa the
town’s land.
All of these brothers married early in
life and raised families, with the exception of Edward, who lived to be an old
bachelor, but wras later married and a son
was born to him and his estimable wife
Adeline. Tbe united offspring of the
eight brothers, if I am correct, was fortyseven—eighteen girls and twenty-nine
hoys. All of the eight brothers have
passed on, and seven of them are buried in
the little cemetery on the hill.
When the goldiever broke out, two of
the brothers, Aftifed and Renel, being ambicious and wanting a share of the gold of
California, sailed away for those parts by
way of the isthmus, and Reuel died and
It is a satisfaction
was buried at Panama.
to us all that, although he died and was
in
a
buried
foreign land, his grave is now
under the stars and stripes. Of the fortyborn to the
seven
children
original
McGowns and their wives, twenty-two are
now
living—seven females snd fifteen
males-and eight are with ua to-day.
There was a strong religious sentiment

THE

The fourth waa born one
early morn
Juat aa the day began to drawn;
Not
wiae, surely not silly,
Waa lame, kind-hearted Uncle
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Cong. Burleigh and hts Good Work.
The cheap Sings which have been
made at Congressman Burleigh ou the
ground, mainly, that he is not a public
speaker, have became pretty tireThat a public official is not
some.
necessarily useless because he is not a

j

NOMINEES!

NATIONAL ELECTION,

NOV. 3, 190S.

11.

Taft,

OF OHIO.
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
NEW YORK.

CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta.

(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta

Sheriff,

FORREST O. 8ILSBY, of Amherst.

For County Commissioner.
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert.
For County Attorney,
WILEY C. CON ARY, of Bucksport.
For County Treasurer,
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.
FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

From Ellsworth,
John A. Peters.
From Eden,
G. Raymond Joy, of Eden.

|

!

to

the point and

constituents

REPUBLICAN

CANDIDATES.

been

tbe floor of tbe House.
Ellsworth people have a very kindly
feeling toward Congressman Burleigh,
for they do not forget that at the very
last session of Congress be had reported from bis committee an appropriation of 912,000 for the enlargement
on

FVom Cranberry Isles. Treuumt^. ^aumt
Deset t and Swan’s Island;
Oliver Bow ley, of Swan’s Island.

of the custom-house

From BluehiU, Surry, Hancock, Lamotne
and Trenton.
Frank P. Merrill, of Bluehill.

and

COXOREQ AT ION A

Sunday. Sept. 6 —Morning
Sunday school at 11.45.

at

York;

Washington

this fact has been due very
largely the splendid work he has been
able to do for his dis'rict.

To

majority of about 2S,000 is what
Prouty gets over bis democratic opi puueus iiurke. The republicans will f
1

control the legislature, though the
democrats made some gains due to
purely local issues.
Two weeks hence Maine will join
her sister state in setting the pace tor
the country in November.

Dr. R L. Grindle is too well known
in Hancock county to suffer in his
While there are doubtless individual
own
mind or in the minds of his
exceptions, it is clearly the fact that fellow-citizens from the flow of
bilthe two parties in Maine, are, as sneb,
emanating from the columns
lingsgate
on
issue.
this
The
opposed
republi- of the
Waterville Sentinel
Happily
can party is for prohibition; the demooutside of the Sentinel office very litcratic party is against it, and their
tle personal abuse has thus far been
orators on the stump are at
this
Into the present campaign.
moment engaged in the edifying injected
The only other ins'nnoe that has ci.nie
of
business
attempting to prove that
to onr notice is in Hancock coun' v,
whatever there may be amiss in the
and is being used in nauseaiing quan.
material and moral welfare of Maine
tities by an ex-repnblican who is nowia due to the prohibitory law, and are
to help bis former politic 1
for
resubmission
as
the first trying
howling
step to be taken on the road to better opponents.

Evidently thinking

that the

dignity
misinterpreted,
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Notice of First Heating of
Creditor*
In tb# DittrtetOonrt of the United
**
tbe Hancock District of Maine
In the matter of

States‘for
ror

"'“'vLirZr*-

To the creditor, of George a. Tilton, of
p-i.
worth, to the connty of H.ncoc. and
di.trnw
«
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
I. hereby (ireu
thatoniheaih
of
A.S
day
?
Auguat. a. d. not. tbt
George A. Tilton wu doly adjudlcaTed
bankrupt: and mat tbe llr.t meetlnr
creditor, will he held at my
„ .
Main atreel. In EU.worth, Maibe. on
the
day of September. a. d. M. al 130 o'clock In
the forenoon, at which time the .aid
creditor,
may attend, prove thefr claim., .pnomt »
tr'i.lee. efamine tbe
bankrupt, and trauma
“ °“7 prop'ri-c’”'
*•

TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY.
as

the firm

name

then

and

tration when elected city treasurer in 1903.
At the county convention in 1904, when
he was nominated for the office he now
holds, he received 106 of the 116 votes cast,
Mr. Holmes is a life-long resident of
Ellsworth, and has been a life-long republican.
In 1906 he was nominated by
acclamation, and was elected by *a
majority of 818.
He ha earned the reputation of being
as keen a business man as he has been a

Prayer meeting Friday evening

at

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
iter. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 6—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
st 11.45.
Junior league st 3. Evening
service at

7.30.

Prayer meeting

and bible

evening at 7.30.

study Tuesday

Jeprrial Matters.

Sunday. Sept. 6 Morning service st
10-30. Sermon by pastor. Sunoay school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7.
Evening service at 7.3J.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
A ma:i may become weary of daily toif,
bu it does not product as much
depression as does daily idlea***. ~Avi>lia E.
Hu rr.
Not what has hspnc’ied to myself to|
*iiy, but wb't b** h«tn*ii«o to others
through me. tb*t febould b. my thought.—

Frederick

JJ in.

afraid of automobiles
hands for #*5. Address

—

LUMBER—A

\\To6o

same

U.tor* me Malt
ANDREW P. COLE, late of
SEDGWICK,
in the county of Hancock, decea.ec, and
given bond, aa the law direct.
All oeV• roe having demand! again.', the
e.taie of
said decaaaed are deelred to pre.eo the
•ante
for aettiement.
and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make
pavtumi ,m.
How.io >. Con.
mediately.
Hrewer. Me.. 8ept. 2. IWg

BAPTMT.

P. A A. h'iRam. pastor.

Rev.

HOUSF

Sept. 8, by

speakers.

DEMOCRATS GETTING IHSY.
Hiidlflutes Gardner and Gould VUIted Kllsworth-rt ll*rb<M*nr.
The democrats fired the first gun ot the
campaign list Thursday afternoon in
Hancock county,
combining ojt-door
-peaking with a barbecue; both were a
1 ovelty hereabouts.
A sp^swer’a stand
was erected on the old circus
gn.und on
State street, and to it. preceded by
Lynch's
band, the speakers and others, a round
dozen in all, marched from the Hancock
(

house.

2 o'clock G. B. Stuart introduced
rank £. Mace, of Great Pond, candidate
for sena'-r.as presiding offle -r. Mr. Mace
msde s short address, a id then pr se- t >d
Ohadiah Gardner, of Kockiaud. candidate
for g-we-nor. Mr. Gardner, after a f-w
t c-eMmis remarks, spoke at some length,
confining himself wholly to State
He discussed resubmiseion. State expenditures, taxation of corps'rat ions and wild
lauds. He closed by saving:
‘-No man or
no set of men has a
controlling influence
over me.
If elected, all laws will lie enforced so far is it is possible fora governor
to enforce them.’1
Sheriff B. H. Msvo was next introduced.
His remarks were mainly on the enforcement of the prohibitorv law. His honestv
he said, had been attacked, but he had
been faithful to his trust. If the law was
not enforced as well as daring his Brat
term it was because of the
ruling of the
court that liquors in transit can no
longer
be seized. He had doDe, and intends to
continue to do his duty.
The next speaker was Hon. 8. W. Gould
of Skoarbegan,
candidate for

i«snes]

Candidate Gardner said last week of silence might be
in Ellsworth that the youth of Maine Mr. Fernnld has
finally spoken of the
are growing np with the idea that the silly story that
daring his canvass foviolation of law is not so reprehensi- the nomination for governor he made
ble as being caught, and that the pro- ; a trade with Bangor
liquor dealers to
hibitorv law ia responsible for this the effect that if elected be would do
ROBERT B. HOLMES.
idea; resubmission, he thinks, will bis best to bring about the repeal of
Mr. Holmes has done
the Stargis law and restore the old successful one.
dispel it.
valuable service for tbS party. This is tae
Mr. Gardner also declares that the Bangor plan of dealing with the
liquor first public office be bas ever held. Durlaw ia not enforced, and that it never business. “I deny
past two vears be has proved himCongreaa
emphatically,” he ins the
a
official, and bas served the from the third district. Mr. Gould spoke
will be until the people have had a says, “that I made any trade with the self capable
with
tbe same fidelity that charac- ! it considerable length,
county
on natouching
chance to vote for resubmiaaion. Just rnm-dealers of Bangor. I brand the terire his business transactions in pri- tional issues, but mainly diacuasing State
w.». ■;<.
matters.
bow resubmiaaion will have this effect statement as an absolnte falsehood.”
An interested crowd of 500 or 600 peobe did not make clsar, but he need it
ple listened attentively. At the close all
How ~hf ?
were
Invited to partake of the ox which had
aw an argument tor reenbmiaaion.
POLITICAL NOTES.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for been
quietly roasting in a pit near-by
On the same occasion Candidate
any esse of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
while
the orators were roasting the repubAND YET IT IS SUPPORTING HIM.
Hall’s Catarrh Cu-e.
lican
Gould made some astonishing state!
F.
J.
party.
CHENEY
&
CO..
Toledo.
O.
“One vital, dominating fact,” says the
We. the umerrigned. have known F. J. j
ments; he said that there were 1,000,000 New York World (dem.), “confronts the Cheney
Democratic rallies for tha rest of this
for the last 15 years, and believe him
democratic party, which no oratory, which
acres leas under cultivation In Maine
Deer Isle Thursday; North
perfectly honorable in all business transae- 1 week are:
no eloquence, which no rhetoric can oblions, and financially able to carry out any ! Brooksville, Friday; Penobscot
nowthan there were fifty years ago; scure: Bryan’s nomination means Taft’s obligations made by hi* firm.
rhe speakers are A. P. Havey, F. Saturday,
E. Man.
Waldikg. Kisnan & Marvin.
that the population of Hancock county election.”
1. E. Bunker, B. H. Mayo.
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, O.
j Candidates Gardner
and Gould, with
was leas now than before the war;
Some of the democratic newspapers are 1 Haul's Catarrh Cure is taken iuternally. act- !
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- local speakers.'made addresses at Frankthat Maine was the poorest state in supporting Bryan with a pen in one hand faces of the system. Testimonial sent free. lin and Gouldsboro last Wednesday; at
end a club in the other.—Haverhill.
Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Lamoine last Thursday evening; at BlueHew England; less per capita in aav- 'Mae*.) Gazette,
i
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
rep.
hill Friday, and at
Stonington Saturday.
_

it”

of*17
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ALBERT Star Moore, being a stock boldSan Gregorio Mining A
y **
Railway
company hereinafter meattoned, having been
direct- d under a warrant issued o\ Frank G
Farrington, a Justice of the peace in and for
the county of Kennebec, and Stair of Maine,
tbe provisions of Section 12 of
pursuant4? to
of the Revised Statutes of tbe State
Chapter
of Maine, to call a special meeting of $an
Gregorio Mining St Railway Company asset
forth below, hereby give notice that a special
meeting 01 toe stockholders of said »an
Gregorio Mining A Railway Company will be
held at rhe oflee of Frank G. Farrington.
No ’»i Water Street. Angu-ta. Maine, o, ths
10th day of Se| leather a. d IF*. at 12 o’clock
a. m. for tbe tallowing
purposes
1.
To elect tbe corporate officer# and a
B sard wf Directors for the enauiug corporate

I

Tto

*.

legally

transact any other bus! ness
come before said meeting.

York. Augaat

Nee

—

Franklin Ro »d station. Maine1*
tin, Egypt, Me.

M. C.

Aus-

J$df £HanU6.
New

rpw'0
a-nsiant nnrroii
a

England ladies.

»« t
acher and
in-ns itu-lou. Address
Mm. Annik Jordan. »IW Sowers*. street. New
Brunswick New Je**ey.

AGENTS to lake orders for our Si
styles of fine hosier* Exclusive terri
tory.
*ddre«», Lswrence Knitting Co.. 2
< baric* St. 5!ethuen. Ms*s.

rADY

a'ound 50 to look alter our business
county.
Special inducement
permiuent.
C. R. Burr Si Co.,
Nurserymen. Man chester. Conn.
in this
MAN
month,

tVs

lost.
Pot d island, Friday evening.
Auk. 21, a lead-colored skiff with
patch
on port bow.
Finder pease notify Seal Has*
r.oa Ftsh t’o.

SKIFF—Near

(JHAWL-Ou eveoiutc of Aug. IS. probablv on
Main street, a heavy shawl; colored two
*ade* of browr. Pleaae return to or
notify
Relbkn Tkkwovqv. Mlawnrth. Me

4

dmufctm'ius.

HANCOCK

HALL.

Monday, Aug.

31.

MATINEE SATIIMAY.

YIrfllKE4S my wife, Nellie F. Carter. ha*n
inf left me without just cause or o:otthereby forbid all pe-sons harboring
or treating her oa my account, as I voa.l not
pay any bills of her contracting after this
ocation
date.

Aarai'a B.

Burry, Me

KLARK-URBAN CO.

CITY or

ELUWOKTH.IMAINE
Department or Puauc Schools,#

the

was

•uch
tui ion will have t*. be paid.
It was also decided that no fi’*
*ride
scholars will be receivtd into the -cbo-isof
t >ol
K’lswnrth during the la'er par* of the
year un.eaa they are able to take up ibt * >rk
wl
with the Orat grade scholars enteri -g
in September.
J. A. 8c<*rt.
«

8uperinteu4enr

of

■

*

HD OF Iti.t.NKs.
TIT* n^ab t* attend our heartfelt thank* to
9 9
our frieuds who so kind y a**ic ed us
i“ our bereavement on the death of ojr wo
c ecu; also to those who i)
treely contrl* Jt*d
in the flora’ offerings.
Ms axd alas. Daniel McI.vt.sk.
Ellsworth, Sept t. ‘90*.
c A

HOTlci.
ia to give notice that I forbid ail Prions trusting Albeit E. 8a«g*nt on my
ss I abslfnol be responsiVr lo: any
debts of his contracting after tais date
Clarence F. Saroent.
Letupine, A-ir. 17,

THIS
account,

190*.__

NOTICE.
'117’HEREAS my wife. Bessie F. Paine. hsr9 9
ing left my bed snd hoard without u-t
cause or provocation, this is to forbid ail ; ersous harbor’ng or trusting her on m> ac< unt,
ss I »h«U pay uo bills of b*r coDtr*rtl"r i*trr
this date.
Norman D. Paine.
Eden. Aug. 14. 190#
TAKE NOTICE.
besides Alpine laws for close
fi.OOU to *5.000 or thirteen

peoaltv
is from
THE
months in
time

lo
state prison; Smndoy*.
*7.000 or fifteen months' imprisonment m
eacr. snd every css- o* i.espas** iu c'unicu ocus park from this date.
_

SPECIAL NOTICE.
npt trespass in Cuuiculocut Par*
demand protection to life and prop* r.v
from the county of Hancock, the 8tate *^r
Maine, and the United States of America
Mary C. Thst? tr^rv
>

DO

TME NULLIFICATION OF THE SUNDAY
STATUTE or THE STATE OF MAINE
was banting aud shooting a;> usual
on Sunday in Cnnicnlous Pira.
1907. The BUte of Maine must Indemnify me
in the sum of *3,000 and *7.010. i. e. ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of Sunday
“close time” law. A like amount must
the
paid to me for each and every violation of
Decalogne by the fUate of Matue and the federal government of the United State of
lea.
Mary Catharinr Feet* Austin

THERE

STEAM

r

HOT WATCH HEATINGPnrttes desiring gleam nr Hot
Water Heating Plants installme.
ed will do well to consult

fihk-mha to mam mm.
tWrtaf—MCML MllSTtK
MsHsas-TK CIMM ML.

F. W. GOOOIMF, Ellsworth.
production.

Big SpKlEltlM

—

REAL ESTATE.
7

If you want to sell

your shore

mXSTUSS&H!%£

Pi ices, 15,25 and 35c.
Seats on sale at Moore’s

no

to

town of Orlaod. but rather t •send
acbolara to Ellsworth schools where no

paith-

SbbCTtUK8lfltf£»

MssNr—IK emsm uw mmut.
TtsnAsr—TK MJCI MM.

—

\
BcraBurraaDBRT'a Office.
of the Ellsworth school

boa’d
AT bn«rd meeting
d<c dtd
Aug 15. it
more*Jf.Jl*worth scholars for whom tuition ia

in the following repertoire:
Mar—TK MUEK (ML
Tssnu m Musa pmest.

7

Castes.

Aug. 17.190*.

DJ

Annual tour of the Famous

aceocry for «sch

Moots.

Mary C. Fret* Austin

COMMENCING

Apaplal

Bras

NOTH'!

Aug 21. 1907.

6- NIGHTS -6

All

tktteiy

ibA

___Albsst

not

At Ellsworth, Monday. Sept. 7, bv Hon.
William R. Borah. l\ S S., and Hon.
Forrest Goodwin, of Skowhe^an. Mu-’c
this evening by the Bar Harbor Cadet
band. Another rally on Saturday evening, Sept. 12; speakers to be announced.

o!^i

—

7.

service at

Isle, Saturday, Sept. 12. ><y Frank
L. Dutton, of Augusts, and Hon. A. L. Box MB. Ellsworth.
Biair. of Brooklyn, N. Y.
My 2 sio'v h u* on Elat s’reet.
At Bucksport, Thursday, Sept. 10, Hen. H.
In excellent onumoj
Price low. and
M. Heath, of Augusta, and Isaac Fuld, •ermseery reasonable. Hamit L. Csabtkke,
El sworib.
of New York.
At Amherst, Saturday. Sept. 12, bv WilKs
limited quantity of Iu moer—
E. Parsons, of Foxeroft. and S. W. Norjoist, p awed spruce aud pine boards.
! etc., at reasouaole prUe*
wood, of Southwest Harbor.
M. C. Austin.
At Atlantic (Swan’s Island). Monday, CudIcu locus Pa'k Mil's Egvp*.
Sept. 7, by Hon. A. L. Lumbert, of
Suitable 'or fiuevt [>ipe
pulp.
Houlton. and S. \V. Norwood.
What am I offer»-a lor poplar, spruce
ft
At Old Harbor (Swan’s Island).
Tuesday, sn i fir. by th-r c *rd in c lots, *t.-.ivered at
At

Brothers,

A

?!f
following

tsfsrjxssr

orive'.and
HORSE—Bet
Will sell into rood

speakers.
Deer

same

waa,
Vermont Speaks.
he held his “job” from the
took it
day be on
Of the result of the election yester- until he became register of probate
Jan.
1906.
day in Vermont, so anxiously looked ! 1, He
has
been
in
local
and
conspicuous
to as a barometer for the outcomo of ( court
politics ever since be became of age.
the national contest in November, the He was an alderman for two years: has
served on the republican city committee,
republicans have no cause for com- and was a member of the b^ard of regis-

plaint.

Evening

ONE

of the most influential members of tbe House, enjoying the con.
fldence and esteem of its members,
both republicans and democrats.

Resubmisalon.
the time of the republican
State convention in Bangor
there
were in Maine two “brands” of resub.
mission; one was that of those who
advocated it because they believed a
vote on the question would overwhelmingly reaffirm the State’s faith
in prohibition as a means for controlling the liquor traffic; that was repuhlican resubmission.
Tbat brand of

n d.
* B lh*
forenoon unless
eoonerdWeed
rate sale), to wit, tbe
Prieonltv
^
y m the
described lota, via
on Union ..
Homestead—Beginning
•aid Ellsworth, ai tbe
®» W.
H. Dresser’s
said Dresser's eastern line
r 0,1
cornsr; toence easterly on rav
and land now or formally
land now or formerly of
<°
Ibence somberly oa said
Gorma
Union street; thence
weeterly on
.10
Street to the place of
beginning
Ing 110 snnare rods more or lew
lo*ether wltll
ihe building* thereon
Eield. High Street—Beginning on m
lire of Hlgo street on the
norlnwest
the homestead lot of M les H
!?"01
west on the notth line of
ssld Tinkl.,**"
the northwest corner thereof;
•'We stre.i. so called, ronntng
High street to Water
SII.I stre# 45 rods more or less
00
**
right ang.ee uorlh JO rods more
; a, right angles west » ,od«
lhence at right eng.es north
15
less; thence at right angles west *>
or less; thence at right
angles north t. ,o"
thence at right angles east
to High
ineiicc at right angle, south
on sai l
the place of
beginning, containing
* 1 ?n*T
acre*, more or levs.
Hull’s Cove Lot. Beic.z ** jn rommr.
uadi vide Jof a cerUIn lot or
,.,»„cd .< Hull's Cove, so
c.UctP
boeu. Hancock county, Maine and r>,e?
Url.v described In a certain deed
CS‘
and
others
Eppes
from W. M. Rob,,,.
otbets. rtst d May*, a. d. 1S57
in Hancock
In book 315. page M. and
containing
dve acre, more or 'ess
Hksav A
Daled September 1, 190*.

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Wi^uw E Wnmjro,
UNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH WALLS.
8*“kr“pU*Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Ellaworth. Me.,gept.LW
Sunday, Sept. 8
Morning service at T’HE aubacrlber hereby give, notice
that
10.30. Sunday school st 11.45.
Evening
“,p®‘,,Wd

Do not a.»»m:>t to do a thi \<t *i- >*u» yon
• re sure of your»ei;, bu* do lj:
same
relinquish
speakers.
At Stonington. Thursday, S*pt. Id, bv it simply because some oae lse is not sura
Senator Deasy, Judge E. P. Spofford a d of you.—£<eicurt Edtm d White.
Judge Redman.
At Southwest Harl or, Thursday, Sept. 10,
fat Sait.
by Reuel Robinaon, of Camden. Dr.
Patten and 8. W. Norwood.
Hard man n piano. 1 cabinet bed. 1 old
At Bar Harbor, Thursday. Sept. 10, by
fashioned mahogany atcie'.ary, 1 oak
Hon. W. T. Haines, of water rille. and too k caae. hair waitress**,
carpets, and other
Hon. Forrest Goodwin, of Skowbegan.
1 ouaehaid goods to be sold at a sacrifice. O.
At Hancock, Friday, Sept. 11. by Senator H. Taiaor. County Supply Store Water St..
EEewcrtb.
Deasy and Dr. Patten.
At Lamoine, Saturday, Sept. 12, by the
horse, weigh* &w to* good

poetofflee
giving the

as one

to

service at

service at 7.30.

Gouldsh ro, Monday afternoon. 9»pt
7 at 2.30, by Dr. Patten and MaJ. Brown.
At Prospect Harbor, M >nday evening.
Sept. 7, by the same speakers'.
At Sullivan, Tuesday, Sept. S, by the same
speaker*.
At Franklin, Wednesday, Sept. 9. by the

He has
industrious and effi-

been prompt,
cient, and is recognized

Ivon.nlteVo>^^,,blrd

dnyof Octokor.

offl”5

L.

10.30.

At

building, preliminary to
city free delivery service.

From Deer Isle, <Stoning(on, Sedgwick,
/ale au Haul, and Eagle island,
Charles C. Thurlow, of Stonington.

W.

Mussel Ridge channel: Hurricane island.
rock discovered—A dangerous shoal, having
over it a least depth of ten feet, lies about ifto
west true from Hurricane island, on
yards
the eastern side of that part of Muscle ridge
channel locally known a-the (Irafton Island
channel. The shoal is of considerable extent
and is strewn with bowlders, over which the
least depth is found-

Ret. R. B. Mathews, pastor.

other towns as follows:
At Bluehill. Friday, Sspt. 4, bv Hon. Bert
M. Fernsld, candidate for governor, and
Judge John B. Redman, of ElU*orih.
AWWinter Harbor, Saturday, r«pt. 5. by
Dr. Patten and Ma;. E. P. iSrown, of New

interested, and none has surpassed
him in the ability to organize victory-

0, 20, 27, .V3,
Edward E. Bragdon, of Sullivan.

3- 1ft.

CHURCH NOTES.

campaign at Mariaville; last evening taese
gentlemen spoke at Waltham, and to-night
they speak at Amherst.
South Penobscot last night heard Hugo
Clark, of Bmgor, and Duoian E. McKin1« y. M. C., of California, and Scott Wifogn,
of Portland. There will be speaking iu

effectively.

have

rock t» about six feet in
top
diameterwith nearly vertical aides and surrounded ny depths of ’seventv-elght feet.
Bearings: Ship and Barges tripod. It? SO'.
8EJ E: Lamp island, right tangent. t»9 «v.
8; Rluehili bay light station. 813 00'. NW

~r

man

h-s

mWlitMtoi;-''.

■^OTICE

MASS MEETINGS.

which

7,

things.

!

in Congress haa been more
successful in securing favorable committee reports on the matters in

From Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,
Franklin, Qouldsboro, Eastbrook, Waf/Aam and townships and plantations

traffic from the prohibitory
method to license and local option.
That is democratic resubmission, and
it is very much alive.
Scratch a resubmiesionist on the back and you
will find an opponent of prohibition
and a believer in license.

!

recall to his honor.
This, however,
movements
was only one of many
which be haa led for progress and

directly

From Bucksport, Penobscot, Dedham, Otis,
Mariaville, Amherst and Tero*>a,
James H. Jones, of Bucksport.

liqnor

1

bos. edwin c. burleigh,
mamwr*rr—
Who Will again Represent the Third Congressional District.

No

From Brooklin,
Castine, Brooksvilte.
Or land, Long Island, and Aurora.
Herbert T. Siusby, of Aurora.

resnbmission ia dead. Herbert Heath
presided at the obsequies.
The other brand is tbat of those
who advocate it in the hope of changing the method of controlling the

1

Binders
T. F. Mahoney, Register of Probate Spell
Busy Throughout
civic betterment.
Hancock County.
—R. B. Holmes, County Treasurer.
The record of what he has accomFrom now until the end of next week
Two of the candi fates on the republican
plished since he haa been a member county ticket who are up for re-election campaign oratory will be the order of the
It ia
of Congress speaks for itself.
are County-Treasurer Holmes and Regisday and the evening all over the State.
one of which his State and his district ter-of-Probate
Mahoney. These gentle- Small indeed the hamlet which will not
The record ia men have proved faithful and efficient be visited.
may well feel prond.
In Hancock county the list of assignone of notable results, such as very public servants, and were unanimously
few men who have served in tbe na- renominated at the county convention, ments of republican speakers is practically complete. Last Monday evening
tional House can point to. It is a mat- no opposition of any sort appearing.
Mr. Mahoney is an Ellsworth boy, born Col. Frederick Hale, of Portland. G. E
ter of record that where tbe in erests and bred. He was educated in the public
Googina, of Bar Harbor, and Dr. J. H.
of hia State and district have been schools of this city. Twentv-eiarbt years
be entered
the employ of Aiken Patten, of Amherst, opened the speaking
concerned Gov. Burleigh haa apoken sgo

For Register of Probate,
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth.

Up

and clo* alongside of (he b »»cof a
easterly of
rock, having seven feet of water over
pinnacle
it. The
of fiie

accomplishing in thia great
canse some far-reaching results which
the people of our State will always
in Maine,

COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators,
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
LUERB B. DEASY, of Eden.
For

Notice to Mariner*.
The government lighthouse board re*
the
port*
following:
B*m Harbor Head, through Kggcmoggin
Reach to E&*t Penobscot bay. aevezi foot rock
second c!a*h nun. w»* established
j buoy, a 4HS.
| August in *eventy-niae feet of water, south'

leigh has always been a man who baa
stood for the best in private and public life. It was he who led off in the
first great movement for tax reform

For Representative to Congress,

committees.

Joshua L. Chamberlain. President.
Capt. F. J. Morrow. U. S. A., Secy,
Portland, August 31, 1908.

i

tbe years he served
his State in the gubernatorial office, and since he has represented this district in Congress.
We hope all who get The American
this week will give this article a reading. They will find that Gov. Bur-

Auditor,

The sev.ral count v organizations of the
Maine branch of the Red (.‘row are requested to take this matter up in their

respective

the

STATE TICKET.
For Governor,
BERT M. FER-NALD, of Poland.

land.

*

leigh during
people of

STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 190S.

For State

|

this issue of The American.
The article gives a resume of the
specially noteworthy results which
have been brought about by Mr. Bur-

James S. Mi human,
OF

j

fluent platform orator is splendidly
illustrated in an article whifch appeared in last S iturday’s Lewiston
Journal, and which is reprinted in

FOR PRESIDENT.

William

Immediate relief is necessary, and the
demand greater than local means can
supply. A call is therefore made by the
National Red Cross for pecuniary aid for
these sufferers, to be administered through
its agencies.
The Maine branch of the Red Cross accordingly hereby makes appeal to our
citizens lor money contributions to meet
The need is urgent. It is
: this exigency.
j hoped that the response will be generous;
I and in order to be effective, it must be
I prompt.
! Contribution* should be sent to Col. F.
; F.
Boothby, 238 St.John street. Port*

hands.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 2, 1908.

REPI BLICAN

law

responsible!

democrats are put for reasons why
Maine should piace itself in their

American is 3,000 copies.
Average for the year of 1907,

prohibitory

NOTICE OJ>
VEOTICE la

L*h.rsby gWen that ,h.
tate hereinafter
described ir^s!**1
press. Pew of our citizens, however, are ,a\
of Daniel H. Bpvee. Inle
o?E||,^ort.,lll"lu<«
fully aware of the terrible distress and cock round. Heine,
decensedTwiD !!6, H*nneed resulting therefrom to the people of
pnblle aale, at ike ofBoeef pbjd ^
r* £?ld «
the region affected.
'“I !• said Ellsworth, on
*f«n.

These are curious arguments in
behalf of resubmission, but they well
illustrate tbe straits to which the

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
r.

The disaster caused by the destructive
Hoods in the southern states of the Union
has been made known through the public

most drunken state in the

the

waa

PUBLISHED

iijaUfatwir

Hod Cross Appeal.

ing banks; more panpers in proportion -o population than in New Jersey, a free rum state, and that Maine

C Ik <£Usiuot*tb 2tmerican.

Maine,

ennn

8t.

Brunswick.

land

Couniy._^

hr rerly Register of Deeds. Cum

Drug Store.

•
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NGRESSMAN BURLEIGH
DF THE THIRD DISTRICT.
W ork of the Senior Member of the Maine Delc=
gation===i!is Record as Governor of Maine.
(From the I-ewtston Evening Journal.)
who has beta
irork of any man
before the public Is too
„y years
a'mat; r of record to be th) ir
III a political opposition
nod pm
to misrepresentation
disparagement. Such method*
insult to the intelligence of Ural both political parties and
In Main
wver bren effective
n
thrv have Invariably been
have emwho
men
ihe
raua to
Especially do th y
them.
ihe disgust and censure of th'
when they are
niru bt all parties
In narrow
t„ have their source
toted P- rsonal spite. The organ
It evtmade
bosses
democratic
j,r)y in the present campaign
the absence of issues. It purof perio conduct tr campaign
The
fuse and disparagement
irar papers generally, and the
lecent Democratic papers, have
filing to concede It an exclusive
The Kepubtry of this field.
•-

apers have seen
resort to such

nothing

to

gain

methods, and
Democratic papers have felt that
cold not hope to strengthen
in this way.
ise they champion
al abuse of men of pure perand of incharacters,
ilres and
State
ns and able service to the
icelve no one, neither will it
to strengthen the Democratic
irith thinking citizens whatever
I

tneir political

ilnlv. the long and honorable
of Congressman Burleigh places
yond reach of any personal atHe Is known by all Intelligent
Maine to be one of the most
tial members of the national
standing today second on two
Host important committees—the
buildings and the census cotut—placing him immediately in
the most Important
ir two of
Such
anships In the House.
as these come only with years
House,
in
the
seriece
ceesful
iportanee of Governor Burleigh's
upon the committee on public
igs is shown by the fact that
his term of service there Maine
■ured nearly half as much money
bile buildings as was secured
Its entire previous history as a
His own district has secured
twice as much in the way of
nations for public buildings
be has been in Congress as It
■eviously received since the orlion of the State In 1820.
hportance of His Opinion on the

Maine in the national councils has
been won by keeping her represen.atives in Washington until, by length
of service and hard, continuous work,
they were able to rise to commanding
positions upon the great committees
of the House and Senate.
The most
important interest in Maine which will
be involved in the national legislation
of the next few years will be the reappot tlonment of representatives which
will be based upon the next census,
and which will determine whether the
State of Maine will continue to have
four members in the National House
or be reduced to three.
Congressman
Burleigh is to-day the ranking member
of the committee which will draft the
new apportionment bill. He is in direct
line for promotion to the chairmanship
of that committee. He organized and
led the great fight that resulted in the
passage of the
Burleigh bill" which
enabled our State to retain i»s present
representatlorf in Congtess, having personal charge of all debate upon that
measure, and winning a victory which
was universally conceded to be ‘‘one of
the greatest personal triumphs ever
achieved by a member of the National
House.”
Will It not be of especial importance
to the people of Maine,—Republicans
and Democrats,—to keep this tried and
experienced leader.
The ranking member of the committee which will formulate the new apportionment bill in his present position when the matter of the new apportionment comes up two years from
now before the Congress which will
be chosen at the coming elections?
We think that the conservative voters
of both parties will recognize the great
importance to our State of having the
strength and leadership of Governor
Burleigh at that time peculiarly fitted
as he is by experience and committee
membership, to organize and carry forward this great contest whose outcome
will mean so much to the future of our
State.
As the Boston Herald well says:
“New men. no matter how ambitious
and zealous, have very little Influence.
They do not and cannot get, in the
usual course of things, appointments
to the more important committees."
In a speech In Augusta on September 3. 1906, Speaker Cannon paid the
*

following
Merited

Compliment to
Delegation

in me national

Mouse,

ana

the

Maine

to our

rep-

resentative from the Third District:
“Now let me tell you something In
conclusion about your present delegaCensus Committee.
tion in the House. There are men and
[ once be apparent when we eonThere are sweet singers, there
men.
te fact that It Is this committee
there are men of genius,
bas charge of the apportionment are orators,
there are practical men. there are men
mentation In Congress based
of great tact, there are vigilant men,
be returns of the census. When
there are careless men in ordinary
eder that another United States
matters pertaining to the acquirement
will be taken in 1910, upon
individual wealth—all kinds of men
of
be
will
a new
apportionment
make the world. But if I were comit will be seen at once how I
ing up into Maine to form a company
lot It will be for Maine to have
of men to develop its water power, to
ber of this committee standing
help form a proper State policy, do
i upon it as does Governor Bur1 would
you know what I would do?
the
for
fortunate
Especially
try to enlist a good lawyer or two. I
tould it be if he should then be would
like, as we grow In our sanian of this committee—a
posi- tary relations, to have a good doctor
ir which he la immediately in
1 would like to have a good
or two.
It was his membership on this
I would have
business man or
at
the
ttee which enabled Maine,
I would
one orator if I could get him.
I the last apportionment, to renqt have him quite so fond of his
ar members in Congress instead
voice as Bryan is of his, but still I
Ten years would have a good orator in the org reduced to three.
after the Maine derationganization. Then I would have one or
ed thtn in the House of Thomas two or three men who had come up
A.
d. Nelson Dingley. Charles
from the bottom, working under the
e and
Seth L. Milliken—had hand of necessity that they might get
led in retaining four membeis bread, reading by the firelight or the
gress for our State in the ail- candlelight, as the case may be. whatment of that time, Mr. Dingley ever books
they could get—honest.
ed the opinion that never again God-fearing men, who have made their
uch a victory be won and that way and have helped shape the townit apportionment would certaiuship and the city and the county and
Maiu.-'s representation in the the State by their vote, by their teachreduced from four to three. ings and by their example to the best
*is later, however, es a mem- Interests of all the people.
I would
■or census committee, Congresshave some men of that kind in the ordrleivh was able to organize ganization. Now, having said
this
rry through a bill, bearing bis much about your organization, from
*blch proided tor a represetita- the State of Maine in the House ot
Cougress sufficiently enlarged Representatives, you can pick out the
>le Maine to retain all four of men from amongst your four memresentatlvea in Congress.
bers that fill the bill, and when >ou
National .Magazine, which pub- have picked them out, along in the
fine portrait of Governor Bur- front line for level-headed organizai that time, declared
that, while tion. for common sense practical sugere n atty great speakers in the gestion, for wisdom in counsel and
i! Hi,it?.., its
great organizers loyalty to organization and principle,
e counted on the
fingers of two in full view, will be your represents
and that Governor Burleigh was tive, Mr. Burleigh from the city of
led to he one of them. It fur- Augusta.
(Applause.) You may well
clareti that the victory won by be proud of each one of your represensecuring the passage of the tatives from Maine, for we are proud
h Bill was "one of the
greatest of them in Illinois.”
i triumphs ever achieved by a
Gov. Burleigh was
r of the
No New or Untried Man
National House.”
any intelligent man—Republl- when he was sent to represent the peoNational
oeffloerat—suppose for a mo- ple of his district in the He had
lal a
page, or a doorkeeper, or House of Representatives.
r' °r
of
public trust
nttssenger," as one of the been tried in positions
atie organs of the bosses cites and responsibility, and hud measured
tice of Congressman Burlelgit, up to the expectations of Cbe people
he
esteem
and
are organized and won a vlc- whose
confidence
“e this?
is not a shallow merited and won, and which he retains
lias
force. He
-ike that
an
Insult
to todav in undiminished
emerJulgence of the people of the been all his life equal to every
trust
to
faithful
and
every
•dfigiessional District? It cer- gency.
During his service as treasurer of
us that way.
'went issue, the Boston Herald, Maine the public debt was decreased
la8 independent paper in New more than four hundred thousand dolwas re»n au
editorial on "Senioritv lars, and the rate of taxation
duced from four mills to two and
»«**,•• says:'
s
standing in Congress is three-quarter mills upon the dollar of
Hie influence the State valuation.
seniority.
™les n'om
In 1888 he was elected Governor of
length of service,
n. no matter how ambitious Vlaine by 18,053 plurality over Hon.
have very little influence, Wm. L. Putnam, his democratic comwa3 re-elected in 1890.
not and cannot
begin their (“titor. He
were without a presiere their
predecessors left oft. when the voters
making does not bring them dential contest to stimulate them to
activity, by the Increased
,• »ork brings it—committee political of 18,899.
His administraniters work la their com- plurality
was
pre-eminently a constructive
“:v seniority. Besides, new tion
With a wonderful capacity for
not set au<1 canaot
one.
get, in
mi
of things, appolnt- hard work he Combined, in a marked
Ihe executive faculty. His adihe more
important com- degree,
dresses to the legislature were models
*** th»n the above were of clearness and strength. Press and
The great influence of people united In commending his ad-

JtUlies

iaj1

;“u|w

Blntstratlcn.
nis appointments wore
very strong, and were always made
with an eye single to the needs of the
public service. He has been a man of
action rather than of words, and, In
his distinguished public Career, has left
behind a record of substantial achievement that speaks far more eloquently,
than words could possibly do.
HiS'
four years were in an eminent degre;
tonstructive years In the life of the
State government.
To review in detail the good work accomplished under
his administration would far exceed
the limits of this article. We have
orilv space to touch upon some of'the
more
notable things accomplished
upon his recommendation and upon
his suggestion.
It may be well in
passing to say that the messages ot
Governor Burleigh

BULSWOKTH

KA^LS.

NORTH

aWiCTtfscmrnt*.

ELLSWORTH.

Pearl Moore, of Bangor; has been here
for several days with relatives.
Nason iB ver^ iu with
typhoid
A. W. Ellis and wife are at
Waterville,
the
Central Maine fair.
attending
Flood, who has been ill for some
I*"}*
Frank Heath and wife went to Bar Har-' time, 1b now very low.
bor Monday, returning
*»« called to Lakewood
Tuesday night.
Mra. Carrie Welah ia in Brewer for a Saturday by the death of his father, Reuviait with her rister Mrs. Warren Jordan. ben Moore.
Mra. Margaret
Eugene Carter Is building a house on
McQlauflin, of Waterwith ber son, is
the lot he bought last fall from Alvin {**??»
visiting her
Libeous
brother,
Patten.
Staples.
Everard H. Clough, wife and little
Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, of Old Town, are visiting rela- HodgkinB,ofMr. and Mrs. Preble, and Dr.
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at
Freeman,
V.
tives here.
y
Charles Sweeney’s, Nicolln lake.
Frank Morgan, of Brookline, Mass.,
Call in and see oar
J" Foster, of Ellsworth Falls,
Joined Mrs. Morgan here last week for a
vacation of two weeks.
9- W Sweeney entertained a line of Picture Francs at
of.,riends
F-iday, Aug. 28, at
Harris Dtmhatn has greatly improved Ellis.
Among those present were Camp
E. F.
the appearance of his house
by newly
of N w York; Mrs.
w«'n»Vnd wife,V
clapboarding and painting it.
jr, Mis. Kate Allcock and
That
that you
David and Arthur Foster left
of
Received the Strongest Praise from night for a trip of a week or ten Tuesday
Brockton, Mass.;
days to
have
been
Mrs.
about
Ellsworth;
the White mountains and in Massachuthe Newspapers of Both Political
Hmim Danico, NicoMn
setts.
and Mrs orshn,
Harry Walker, of Exeter,
so
Parties.
with you.
N.
H.
After
a
C.
Fernald and wife, who have
bountiful dinner the afterGeorge
Of his first one, the Eastern Argus, been here for two weeks with Mr. Fer- noon was spent in boating on the lake. In
the
then as now The leading democratic nald’s parents, returned to their home in
evening they attended the lawn party
PRINTING and DEVELOPING
8‘™n
ladies' church aid at the
newspaper of this State, spoke as fol- Portland Sunday.
Mrs. N. C. Ayer and Miss Verna Giles schoolhouse in district No. 8. This was a for amateurs at one-half the prices
lows in its issue of Jau. 5, 1889:
success, a large number being
this week at “Bill Day’s”
“Governor
Burleigh’s address is are camping
Games were played on the lawn charged elsewhere. Send your order
on the river.
Mr. Ayer was over present.
*
the young
good. It discusses the usual topics in landing
by
people, while inside the old- in by mail.
on the evening train.
Sunday,
returning
er ones listened to
a candid, straightforward maimer, addeclamations, readings
Rev. H. W. Smith and wife and Misses and
Binging.
vances recommendations with conservIce-cream and cake were
Estella and Christine and Master Albert
* lat0
ative caution, and gives
evidence Smith left Friday for their home at
b<?ur ttley departed
1*homes
with the unanimous
that
he
intends
to
make
throughout
Annisquam, Mass., after visiting Charles
™11 P 1 ’* wa8 80 Ml
around good
a good Governor,—of the whole people,
Lynch and wife for two weeks.
time
not of a class or clique.
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
"If his presentation of the financial
BUCKSPORT.
MAIN ST.,
condition of the treasury is slightly
LAKEWOOD.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
80X0 BECITAL.
more
Mattering than existing facts
Music lovers of Bncksport are looking
Fraziei\ of Bangor, was here
Justify, it is an error on the hopeiul forwar
with most pleasurable anticipa- Sunday
side, which we shall all be glad to-see tion to the
Lawrence Moore,' Sidney
song recital to be given at
Moore, Welmore than realized.
The Governor evi- Emery hall,
Saturday evening, Sept. 5, by lington Moore and Erast us Moore and
dently sympathizes with the taxpayers Mine. Enrichetta Godard, when this world
to attend the fuSunday
famous singer will give her only concert neral of Reuben Moore.
of the State, the farmers particularly.
1884-1908
Charles A. Garland has received an
Of his second inaugural address the in this country. The program that she
apwill render includes four grand arias.
pointment as weigher of mails on a run
Argus said:
Madame Godard is a native of Boston.
•‘Governor Burleigh's message is a She Btudied for
°,n tlle Bangor & Aroostook for bojs and girls. Thorough preparseveral years with Arthur
&arlaua “sumed his duties itiou for
well written document. It is a plain, J.
college and scientific schools.
Hubbard, before her departure for
business-like review of Maine affairs, Florence in 1898. In Florence she studied
Reuben Moore, one of Lakewood’s most Courses for those who cannot attend
with such comments on past legisla- with Miestro Vanini for two years. Later
respected citizens, died Friday night. college. Modern buildings, steam heat,
tion, and recommendations for future she studied with Campanini, Marchesi, This closes a life of over
threescore years electric lights, telephone, etc. Efficient
and coached with Maestro Mottino, the
of patient,
legislation as seemed called for from famous Milanese teacher
faithful, Christian service. Mr.
of interpretation Moore
of teachers. Physical instructor
is deeply monrned
his standpoint."
of operatic roles.
by four children, corps
who remember him
The Messages of Governor Burleigh
She made her debut in Modena, Italy, in
always as a kind and all the year. No better school anyand
loving
father,
by
relatives
and a
many
were warmly commended by the press
where for young men and women to
Lohengrin, singing the role of Elsa with boat of friends. Since
the death of his
of both parties, and by common con- exceptional success at the Teatro Munici- wife a few
years ago, Mr. Moore had made get training in mind and body.
sent, are conceeded to rank among the pal*, one of the most difficult theatres in hia home with hie
She sang the role of Mimi in
daughter, Mrs. Carrie
Fall term begins Tuesday, Septemablest State papers in the history of Italy.
Puccini’s La Boheme at the Teatro Garland. Always an industrious, hardhis last few years here on ber 15, 1908.
Maine.
The Watervllie Sentinel oi Guillaume and won the
working
man,
enthusiastic earth were
troubled
by the breaking
1891,—then under a applause of the critical public of Brescia. down of
For catalog and further information,
January 15,
his
broader and fairer management than She was tendered a Serata d’ Onori at ceaseless toil health by many years of address the
to
Principal,
it is in these days of its monopoly which every seat in the tneatre was taken his invalid wife.provide for his family and
his last days he
W. E. Sabo ent,
of the mud-slinglpg field,—voiced the and many people stood through the entire was ever patient. During
He was tenderly cared
performance.
for by his devoted daughter.
Ilebron, Maine
general verdict In the following editoLater Madame Godard sang the part of
rial under the caption “A Good Mes- Violetta in La Traviata and at the last
sage.”
performance, Maestro Campanini, at presGRKKN LAKH.
"Rarely have the political news- ent the musical director of the Manhattan
New York, offered Madame Godard a
of
both
the
State,
of
papers
parties, of
contract to sing at La Scala, Milan. She
,,FriJtlay night a lawn pH-ty wae given by
given such hearty commendation to a
sang at this theatre during the season of Maud Danico, about thirty-seven being
s
State paper as they have accordea to 1903-1904. She was then
engaged to go to present.
the message of Governor Burleigh, de- the grand opera of Buenos Ayres in South
Most of the cottages are
but
closed,
livered last Thursday. It is a docu- America.
several cottagers continue to spend SunShe is spending the summer with her days here.
ment brim full of matter of unusual
interest to all the people of the State, husband, John Q. Wood, formerly a
Mrs. Ernest Hutchings and
family left
Bncksport boy, at the home of Mr. and earlier toan
dealing as it does with vital questions Mrs. Frederick
intended, being called home
Wood in Bucksport. In
by the illness of Mr. Hutchings.
of the hour which are demanding ac- a few weeks she will return to
Italy to
The Ashing is excellent. Sunday Mr.
tion of the present legislature. In the continue her operatic career.
She has
first place, by a singularly clear s'.ats- spent ten years in Italy and France, and Frey and friend caught and landed thirtyseven perch and three
large pickerel. Mr.
men of the State finances, the Gover- this will be her only concert in America.
■ Rosen
on Saturday landefl two
pickerel
nor
shows how the State debt, inweighing three pounds each, ana several
terest anil taxation, have been growWEST EDEN.
perch. Mr. Givren landed an eight-pound
salmon on a hand-line. Gus Babcock
ing less until the State tax is the leas'
Mrs. Nellie HigginB returned home from added
another salmon to bis credit.
of ail the burdens of the citizens. The Ellsworth Sunday.
Governor also makes apparent what is
Jan
so often
forgotten in the disynss on tives
of the tax question, the fact that t :e
Mrs. Ida Rich is visiting her daughter,
n
tax rates often depend very much u
Mrs. Fred Gonya, at.Bar Harbor.
Hancock County Form.
the amount of extraordinary current
Miss Katherine McManus returned to
West SrzxiVAN-Ar Aug 24, schs Lizzie Lee.
expenses in which towns and cities her home in
Cambridge, Mass., last Fri- ueorgietta, Franconia, Mary Augusta
The Governor urges day.
see fit to indulge.
Ar Aug 81. sch J B Bodwell
Sid Aug >7. sch J S Beachman, N Y
the adoption of the Australian ballot
Miss Luzetta Swazey is spending a few
Sid Aug 28, sch Abel C
Buckley, N Y
system and sustains the special tax days in Somesville, the guest of Lucretia
Sid Aug 28, sch Mary B Wellington. Phila
commission in recommending a State Richardson.
Sid Aug 30, sch Winchester, Phila
board of assessors. The document is
Rev. Dr. A. F. Schauffler, of Nev* York,
BORN,
not a mere perfunctory message, bu> will speak next
Sunday in the union
an intelligent and judicious handling
chapel at 3 p. m.
BENNETT—At Orland, Septl, to Mrand Mrs
of the live subjects requiring legislaFlorence Witham, of Augusta, who has
Ernest L Bennett, a son.
tive treatment.
Governor Burleigh been spending the summer with Mrs. M.
AuK2«. ‘o Mrand Mrs
Hollis Clark, twins, a son and
shows a thorough" acquaintance with W. Hamor, goes back to “The Home” this Ch*^7£t?lueh,i11'
daughter.
all the affairs of State and the current week.
BAB-At Or'and, A ug 23. to Mrand Mrs
D£N
Miss Margaret Koch is visiting friends
Henry E Dunbar, a daughter.
discussions touching economic queshere this week. Miss Koch
Orland, Aug 30, to Mrand Mrs
supplied the GRINDLE-At
tions. and the benefit of his accttr .fRaymond M Grindle. a daughter.
afternoon. She leaves
Information is given to the. people in pulpit Sunday
—
for
August 27, to Mr and
to
attend
the
C.
HUBLEA'^AtEilswjrth,
Thursday
Augusta,
a paper, which in point of perspicuous
Mrs Daniel E Hurley, a son.
E. State convention.
statement and readableness, need no;
LEACH—At Penobscot, Sept 1, to Mr and Mrs
Pearl C Leach, a daughter.
M.
Aug. 31. _
fear comparison with any mess g
MORGAN-AtTremont, Aug 6, to Mr and Mrs
ever presented to a Maine legislature,
william M Morgan, a son.
and which cannot fail to have nicer,
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
WATSON—At North Sullivan, Aug 30. to Mr
influence In shaping the action of ch
Whether it’s a range or a furand Mrs Alien Watson, a son.
session.”
BOSTON THEATRE.
nace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
The coming
MARRIED.
season
at
the Boston
So much for (he public verdict or theatre, under the
sure to meet every requirement.
management of B. F.
Governor Burleigh’s presentation o' Keith, promises to be one of the most GOTT—PERKINS—At Castine, Aug 24, by Rev
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
W A Hanscom. Miss Chrissie Mvra Gott, of
'public questions with his accompany- important in the history of the theatre.
Brooksville, Edward Wesley Perkins, of
for a four weeks’ engageing recommendations. Now for a feu He has secured
Castine.
Bangor. Sold by
Denman
Thompson, who will HAMILTON-LOVERING-At
of the practical results that came from ment,
BrooHin, Aug
as “Uncle Josh” in “The Old
appear
Rev
20,
Arthur
Warren
by
Smith. Miss Ruby
them.
In his first message Goveraei Homestead”, the
J. P.
play with which his
E Hamilton, of Brooklin. to Everett L L v
Burleigh said:
name
will always be identified.
This
eriug, of Somerville, Mass.
Main Street.
Ellsworth.
“Our own State valuation finds too engagement begins on the afternoon of MT NITRE ELLIOT—At
Castine, Aug £0, bv
Rev Robert C Douthitt, .Miss Dora M Mclarge a proportion of our property in Labor Day, Sept. 7. It will be given with
the
wonderful
scenic
to
the
realism
Iutire,
William
ELLSWORTH
effects,
Elliot, both of Ca.stinc.
the farms of the State, and makes the
that has probably never been duplicated. PO.MROY—MURPHY—At Tremont,
Aug 26
farmers pay an undue share of the
For the stock company season the playby W W A Heath, esq. Miss Addie B Pomioy
On the other hand, the ers who made such a success
general taxes.
to Pearl Murphy, both of Tremont.
last season
United States census takes cognizance are coming again with others of equal SPOFl1 ORD—BARTON—At Isle au Haut. Aug
•WO PAY
VP
WAS >1 K K
26. by Rev George F Kenogott. Miss ElizaMr. Keith
has secured all the
ot the less tangible but more profit- note.
beth Ellen Spottord, of Lowell. Mass, to
All Kinds of laundry work *toue at snort notice.
able investments that escape their fa r greatest successes of Charles Frchman,
Prof Ralph Martin Barton, of Hanover, N H.
Goode called tor and delivered.
share of the public burdens. If there David Belasco, the Lliebler company, and YOUNG—LEACH—At Ellsworth.
H. B. ESTET & CO.,
is preparing to put them on in a manner
Aug 26, by
Rev PA A Killam. Miss Ethel B Young, of WEST END
should be a closer inquiry into o h r that
ELLSWORTH MR
BRIDGE,
will be a revelation to playgoers.
Otis, to Gilbert 8 Leach, of Penobscot.
forms of property than the real estate, taxation could be more equitably
KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.
DIED.
distributed, and more exact justice
For the first week beginning Labor Da.v,
could be done t" all citizens alik»— a bill
ANDERSON—At
New York city. Aug 15. Capt
has beeu arranged at Kieth's which
Full Lines of
Enoch B Anderson, formerly of Trenton,
which is indeed the highest duty of a in respect to head line features and general
aged 70 years, 4 mouths, 7 days.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
State government
excellence will surpass anything given so
As a result of this recommendat on far this season. The most notable feature BONSEY—At South Surry. Aug 30, Minnie,
AND FIXTURES.
daughter of Hollis A Bonsey and wife, aged
Estimates Ion Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Gives.
the legislature authorized th^ Governor will be “The Love Waltz”, a Vienesse
1 year, 6 months.
written
for
vaudeespecially
to appoint a tax commission “to in- light opera,
ANDREW M
MOOR.
GARLAND—At Ellsworth, Sept 2, H Edmund
ville.
Gurlaud. aged 32 years. 6 months.
Laundry Bldg. (west end bridge!.
Lllsworth.
quire Into the system adopted by oth’r
Another attraction will be Nat Wills,
KNIGHTS—At
for
state, coun- the famous comedian.
Stonington, Aug 30. Flora C
states to raise revenue
15 years, 1 mouth. 14 days.
Knights,
aged
to
and
Other features will be Les Silvas, a
ty and municipal expenses,
M’INtYRE—At Marlboro, Aug 28, Cecil, son
provide for a more equal, just find Portuguese company, who have a novelty’
of Daniel McIntyre and wife, of Ellsworth,
in a ladder balancing act; Fred Stafford,
aged 13 years.
equitablp system of taxation for all assisted
Muriel
an
enterwith
Stone,
MOORE—At Lakewood (Ellsworth). August
property in this State, for the purpose tainmentby
of their own; Scott and Wilson,
29.
Reuben G Moore, ag*i 63 years.
of said State, county and municipal
gymnastic jesters; Quilan and Mack, NICKERSON—At Mt Desert, Aug 27. Susan A,
expenses, that shall be better adapted travelling dentists; Lyons and Parks, in a
widow of Alvin Nickerson, aged 65 years, 9
to the wants of this State, and reduce dancing specialty; Vanveno and Lamore,
mouths, 21 days.
the rate of taxation of the people; and acrobatic comedians; Creyon, venquilo- O’BRIEN—At Ellsworth, Aug 30, Edward C
and the
Keith special program
O'Brien, aged 54 years.
to provide fur a better and more effec- quist,
and SNOW—At
which
includes
Hopkinton, Mass, Aug 25, Mrs Altual system of assessment and collec- musical selections. moving pictures
mira L Snow, formerly of Bluehill, aged 60
«araUfi8icna. t£aroa
tion of taxes in this State.”
years, 5 mouths, 20 days.by
The commissioners appointed
Governor Burleigh for this work we e
The Chronic Kicker.
StroRtigrmnus.
Hon. Oliver G. Hall, Hon. Samuel .1.
M. I).
Every community ie made up pretty
Anderson and Hon. John L. Cutler, much alike-there are those that say
three men of recognized character and
and
nothing but do much, then there are those
ability representing both of the great
that say much and do nothing. About
political parties. The work of this
believes it has more than its
Telephone. 2-4, Went HrookAYfctte
commission was thorough and exhaus- every section
but
WEST BROOKSVILLE,
MAINE.
tive. Its results were admirably sum- share of the latter class of citizens,
marized In the following editorial, re- every now and then something sprouts
cently published in the Portland out here and there that proves all sections
I)R. GEOliGE A. PHILLIPS.
Press;
to be equally favored and afflicted. Those
sworn
law’
requiring
“1. A ‘listing
who themselves do things, never have
DENTIST.
inventories of property.
time to criticise what others are not do"2. A board of State assessors and
for to mind well one’s own business
ing,
Office oyer W. Lipsky’s Clothing Store,
board of equalization.
is about all mortal man is capable of.—
‘‘3. Selectmen not to be eligible as
WEST SULLIVAN, MAINE.
Exchange.
a
to
cerhave
assessors, and assessors
tain tenure of office, so as to have ex
Do you know the art of giving the rosy
Sophia:
peri-meed men on the board at all sunset? I Know aged pilgrims who long
Mother used Gold Medal Flour.
times.
T a iauia.i.
a touch like that.
feel
to
(Continued on page 8.)
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CLARION.

ELDIIIDGE,
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Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

ELECTRICAL S°™cand

FRANKLIN
Physician

1

FARROW,

Optician.

„Ei AMERICAN hat tublcriberl
C» the 11 1 pott-offlcei in Hancock

COUNTY NEWS.

at 107

county.!

All the other papert in the County combined do not reach to many. Tbs American it not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
bo, but it it the only paper that can prop
arty bo called a County paper; all the
root are merely local papert. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
Harbor Record’t eummer liet, ie larger
than that of aU the other papert printed
In Hancock county.

EAST FRANKLIN.

Mrs. T. M. Scam noon attended the Clark
reunion Aug. 27, at Weal Franklin.
son
with
Mrs. Coleman Kingman,
Maurice, of Eastbrook, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. J. H. Walton.
Jeremiah Wentworth is having serious
trouble with his eyes. It is feared he may

treatment (or

if not both of his eyes.

Miss Edith Gordon, daughter of Thomas
Gordon, who is employed in Washington,
D. C., is at home for a vacation.
Miss Eva Springer, who has been employed in Northeast Harbor this summer,
has

returned

home.

V

:

for

She will start

Ashland, N. H., Aug. 28, where she is to
teach school the coming fall and winter.
HOOPER

REUNION.

Tbe second annual reunion of the
family, descendants of David Hooper, jrM
David Hooper was one
was held Aug. 26.
of the first settlers of Franklin, and a
of whom
branch of the family of
aeclaration of
one. was a signer of the
independence. The meeting was held on
the shore of George's pond, and near Dr.
Hooper's summer camp, which they are
occupying for a few days, the use of
which the little ones and
people, as
tbe day was damp, found very inviting.
At noon a bountiful supply of good
things was spread under the venerable
oaks near the camp. After dinner a half
hour was spent in social chat.
Regrets
who
were beard on all sides for those
The meeting was
could not be present.
called to order by the chairman. Dr.
of
Hooper, of Fairfield. After the
the secretary’a report of the last meeting,
it was voted to have the same officers
except the secretary ? Mrs. Curtis Hooper,
who wished to resign in favor of Miss

Hooper

Hoopers,

I__
!* M
v

elderly

ternoon, Rev. C. A. Purdy officiating.
Flowers lined the little white casket and
in

infantum.

<

>1

m;\

.Nil

-*

A good

^

wile, Charles Crocker and Fred Sawwife and children, al of Cambridge,
are at Capt. L. W. Stewart's, Bayside.
Mrs. Sarah Aekqr and daughter, Mias
Margaret, of Astoria, NV Y.. who have
been spending a month at P. S. Robbins',
Bayside, have returned home. Miss Grace
Aloen Beard, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,and Miss
Marian Harrington, of Waltham, Mass.,
are at Mr. Robbins’ for the remainder of
the season.
N.
Aug. 24.

Sr,asa.,

time

was

enjoyed.

Dinner

_

Hattie Barbour, Capt. 8 W.
Webster, is loading at Stockton for New
York.
Schooner

LAMOINE.
ifcalii Curtis, of Ellsworth, is spending a
few days with friends here.
Miss Florence Haslem, of Cathlamet,
Wash., is visiting friends and relatives
here.
Mrs. L. K. Hodgkins and yon Merle re-

successful

turned to their home in

•Saturday.

base for angling,
and other
book.

Arthur
Derry, N.

judging by the numerous bass
fish lured by this professional’s
Aug. 31.

spending

I

SULLIVAN

HARBOR.

>

Edgar White,
Boston, is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Boynton.
John Simpson and son Thomas arrived
from Boston Monday.
Francis Young and wife closed their
cottage and left town to-day.
Phillips Eaton has joined his family at
Mrs. Brigham’s for a week’s vai-ation.
Mrs. Clara West, of Cambridge. Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. C. A. Stimson.
Gladys Noyes, of Pomfret, Conn., has
been

visiting

relatives

in

Steuben and

West Sullivan.
Mrs. George Durant and children, guests
at The Bristol, left for their home in St.
Louis, Mo., Sunday.
Mrs. A. L. Smith has closed her cottage
for the season. Mrs. Smith and daughter
returned to Waterville Saturday.
Dr. Liroy Dibble and wife, of Kansas
City, Mo., have been recent guests of Mrs.
George Eraery at Mrs. Stimson’s.
Mrs. Harry Moody and daughter Eleanor,
of Newburyport, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Moody’s parents, Albert Gray and wife.
Mrs. Cummings, Mrs.
Wilson, Miss
Eunice Simpson, Miss Hodgking, Mrs.
M. H. Preble, Misses Davis, Hawkins and
Bartlett attended the dedication of the
new library at West Gouldsboro Friday.
H.
Ahg.

Reynolds left
II. His family

her narents, ixiuis
returned to Bangor

Thursday for

will

follow in

a

been visiting
Auderson and wife,
is

Sunday.

Aug. 31.

of

g.

EGYPT.
is

Mr?. Nancy Wood

visiting

011
**

Som^,n(J°r

u,.4fl

,\ft “»
J?'!

thmjwj*

Brunswick before

A general
reception

s"ved’^P"

refreshments

cheers were Riven for
Mr Wh.ll and Mta
and canoes, filled
started on ,he
n.oonlighl
pond for home. I, w

ofc**"*

withLV
oii^

Aug. Z3.
W
G<
Allen Cole and

Wright and wife.
Henry Stevens,

H'LOHBORn^
T1»'ti

of

Ckmbrid*,

town for a few
Weeks*'
Fourteen inmates of the ft-.,
enjoyed an outing ,t
Oaear Stevens and wife
ol Ri,
were at their
cottage
in

Tut,"*,'

Mrs. B. F. Ig ighton
and chili
have been visiting
relatives in
turned last week

was

*

wt nt for treatment.
Her many friends in
town anxiously await her recovery.

Charles E. Stratton has spent the greater
part of the past two weeks cutting
hay upon the Great Heath in
township 8. A fire in that vicinity
rendered haying somewhat difficult.

meadow;

A delightful eiam bake took place
Aug.
upon me shore at Ml. Desert Ferry,
when Mrs. H. M. Jordan entertained her
sistt-rs and their families.
A plentiful
supply of steamed dams had been secured,
anr; with gr-en corn and
watermelon,
made a very agreeable rejwst.

ortb,

relatives here.

of liar

Harbor,

Brown and wife, of Massachusetts, are visiting -t Wesley Clark’s.
Mr*. Wayimn Eirkvwtru kf o*
Y.rmov.*,
is the guest of her brother, Henry
Biding*.
Miss Berni k Clark returned to Boston
last week, after spending her vacati n
with
her parents, Adalbert
Clark ai.Vi
Charlie

wife.

a

few

days

at

McKinley

SOUND.

liked, and alt hope be will return for another season.
Fred Gordon and wife, of
oston, who
hive been the guests of Benjamin Willey
and w ife the past two weeks, have'returned home.
H.
; Aug. 31._
Several

EASTBROOK.
Eastbrook attended tbe

from

| Ui>s reunion in

Household hu

Party
be

not
>

line

'i* before pleatvrt
“telephone visits" rud

curtailed,

but your tenia

•could be improrcd if they

were

mods,

in conventional visiting hours.

“Rush Hours”
No oth<*r public «<»rTie** is cal’ed upon to meet such extra*'
ordinary fluctuations of demand as is the telephone. The:
“rush hours" of

Ison,

a

trolley am] steam roads represent by compstdemand that is steady and moderate.

:

the transportation “rush hour" ormh
people must stand, or, if they insist upon having a seat
must wait for less crowded cars.

Moreover, during

some

In telephoning, however, the simile would
stating that each “passenger” must have, not

“special car.” and that this

snd^e-ndiietor.
pair

of

noint

In

car

must have

and the absolute right of

applied b]

he

seat, but

a
:

>

il m»t"rmai

way over

a

rails” from Ihe it-om where it-* journey iieifins

tejlj

where it einfs.

telephone exchanges

between 8.30 and
line subscribers

the “rush hours"

usually

are

tM

It is during this period that part
busy*
apt to be most troubled by

11 a. in.
are

reports.

1

ill

the

past ten days,

is

has been
somewhat

quite
im-

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Emery Bartlett, of Northeast Harbor,
visited friends here last week.
J. H. Galley, of Trenton, and Howard
Bartlett and iamily, of Hoaiindale, Mass.,
called on friends here Wedneaday.
The meeting held in the schoolhouse
Sunday by Rev. Mr. Traverte, of West
Point, N. Y., was much appreciated by

proved in healtu.
!
Mrs. Cora Banks, of Brunswick, and
Mrs. W. M. Gerrish are spending a few
days at Birch Harbor.
Mrs. Louise Newman, of Gouldsboro,
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Martha Gerrish, has returned home.
all.
Mrs. Joseph J. Roberts and daughter
Judge Loring and wife have closed their
Alice are spending a few weeks with cottage and
gone to tbeii home at Bevfriends in Rockland and vicinity.
crly, Mass. While here they entertained
Ellwood Merchant, who has been sail- President Elliot and other friends.
St. Jame’schapel, Rev. E. J. Beard officiat31._
ing a yacht the past season for Mias Sin- .William Howe and wife, of Pawtucket,
ing. An abundance of flowers spoke the clair, of Sorrento, left Thursday for Boa .on K.
I., Charlie Nightingale, Ella and Emma
NORTH SULLIVAN.
tender regard of a host of friends. Inter- w here he has
;
employment.
Peterson, of QuiDcy. Maas., who have
W Mrs. Maud Osborn arrived home from ment w as at Sound cemetery.
been
John
O.
boarding with Mrs. Olive Bartlett,
Capt.
Southwest Harbor Saturday.
FoafjWho has been spendH.
Aug. 31.
ing several days with relatives in town I have returned home.
Miss Jessie Drew, who is employed in
-•and at Prospect Harbor, returned to New
Aug.
Ellsworth, was home over Sunday.
HANCOCK POINT.
York Thursday. Mrs. Foss will join him
The ball game between the Steubens
Dr. George Phillips baa opened a dental in about two weeks, and they will go tc
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Porto Rioo tor the winter.
and North 8ullivans resulted in a victory office in Sullivan.
Miss Myrtle Bradford has been quite ill
31.
for the home team; score, 7-3.
Aug.
E.
Chester
is
in
Daisy
Bangor visiting her
with toBSilitis.
The funeral services of little Gerald sister, Mrs. S. C. Penney.
Mrs. W. C. Co nary, of
SEAL COVE.
Butler, who was drowned Sunday, Aug.
| been
Bucksport, has
A few of the summer people have gone
visiting her parents, A. W. Eaton
23. took place at the church Tuesday af- to their homes. Most of them will have
R. L. Litty and wife visited relatives in and wife.
left the Point by Sept. 10.
Ellsworth a few days last week.
Mrs. Hattie Day entertained a few
Qnlffk Belief for Asthma Mofferers.
Marion Moriarty, cf Bangor, who has
Mrs. Sophronia Harper is spending a i fnenda very
Aug. 77, in honor I
and
Tar
affords
immediate
been spending some weeks w ith Mrs. C. few days at Southwest Harbor with her of Mrs. M. A.pleasantly
Foley’s Honey
Ferrin’s eighty-fifth birthrelief to asthma sufferers in the worst stages, A.
jI
Penney, has returned home.
daughter, Mrs. Alice Koppal.
day.
G. A.
and if taken In time will effect a cure.
Mr. Crocker and wife, Wildred Crocker
£.
Pabcheb.
Aug. 31.
Aug. 24.
c.

on^hursday,

■Telephone Talks

with

Apiherst Saturday.
Harry W. Rowe, v bo haa been preachI ing here this summer, lelt this morning
I for Lewiston, where he will attend colAug. 31.
Spec.
lege.
•>
delhert Merchant, wife and son Leland,
1
WINTER HARBOR.
and Mrs. Sylvester Bunker leave
Tuesday
for Presque Isle, where they will attend
Greeley Weston, of Boston, is spending
the fair and visit their sister, Mrs. Lewis
his vacation in town.
! Duncan.
Mrs. John B. Cole and daughter, of
Sidney Jordan, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
Waterville, are visiting relatives here.
who has been spending a few weeks here
Fred V. Joy, jr., has gone to Pre-que Isle, and at
Waltham, left for his home this
where he has employment in a hotel.
morning. His wife and daughter Dorothy
John Af-arns and wife, of liouiton, are will go later.
the guests or Rev. E. S. Drew and wife
Schools began this morning, with the
Airs. Hattie Atkinson. who has been vis- following teachers:
Miss Helen Jewett,
iting relatives at Jonesport, is home.
Amherst, at the Mill; Miss Johnson, Deer
Oscar Havey and Mrs. Havey, of Sulli- isir, on me Kluge; Miss Clytie Newvan. are
spending a few days in town man, Mariaville, on the Necni and .Vlisa
with Harry Hooper and w ife.
Farnsworth, Cherryfield, at Sugar hill.
Aug. 31.
Gem.
George McKay has moved his family into the new house recently erected on the

Miss Minnie Multan, who has been
spending a short vacation with her parents, Barney Mullan and wife, has returned to her work in Bangor.
Souih Goulds boro road.
W.
Aug. 31.
Mrs. F R. Bunker, who
The death
Aug. 27, of Mrs.
Susan Nickerson, though not unexpected,
will be regretted by a large circle of
friends. Mrs. Nickerson had been in failing health for the past year. She was
lovingly cared (or by her son and daughter. Mrs. Nickerson was formerly of Bangor, l»ut had lived in this place for the last
twenty veara, and identified herself with
its activities until failing health made it
impossible. Fune-al services were held at

3ftfurtu:mmtt.

Mrs. Pierce’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nice.
Work on the new K. of P. hall at West
Tremont is to be commenced in about two
weeks. Bert Murphy is getting out atone
to be used for the foundation. The lumber comes from Bangor.
N.
Aug. 29.

Waltinni, Mass., 25,

few days.
Knlda Anderson, who h

B.

join's VOn?'}*'

hereto
thi. week.
leave the pond,, hi,
Ernest I)0nn and
day for Machiae, when.
Mr. Dnnn’a ,i,,er
r
Will also visit Mrs. Mn

WEST EDEN.
Miss Eleanor Kittredge
Northeast Hart,or to visit her
i
Alice Grave*.
j
Mias Katharine
McManus,of!

Norwood, formerly of this
now of Somerville, Mass., called on
friends here this week.
Mrs. L. R. Hodgdon and sou Fred left
Monday fora two weeks’ visit in Bangor,
Hampden and Brooksville.
Mrs. Allen Pierce and little son Leon are

_

George’s pond.
K. M. Woodruff, wife and
daughter,
Miss Roberta, left Friday on their return to Ridley Park, Pa. George's pond

■.ndfromAn^eVil^aJ
are

Winfield

—

spending

Mathe^h?

Another party of Bangorians came Suntwo canoes fora week's outing

old

Mr.

Miss Eunice Simpson, of New ton, Mass.,
who is
the summer at Sullivan,
made brief calls on friends here Tuesday
when returning from a picnic drive to

Mra.

Miss Gladys Noyes snd
who are visiting ,n Steuben Rosa
rii■
tivea here Sunday.
Aug. M.
;

| place,

Watson

friends here.

te

nog. n.

Beech bill lake.
P. H. Dunn, of Bangor, with two gentlefrom Portland, came out Sunday with
their auto to look at land for sale here.
Maas., is spending ber viol
1
Aldwin Stanley, of Portland, is visiting George W. Mayo and w ife.
Mark Gray, wife and dauchg
relatives here, (lie parents were resident
of Pretty .Marsh, were
here several yean ago.
rag
Reuben Hemick and wife and Mr. Dottle Gray's niece. Mrs. Agnes Ms*
and wife, of Ellsworth Falls, visited Mr.
William Castle and wife,of B
Kemick's mother and brother. Mrs. Mary visiting Mrs. Castle’s
broth*
Remick and son Edgar, at the homestead Higgins. Mr. Castle leaves toa faw days last week.
Mrs. Castle w ill remsin for
i|g
Miss Ethel Young, eldest daughter of with friends and relatives here
Aug. 24.
Arden Young and wife, was married last
Wednesday to Gilbert Leach, of South
Don't use harsh physics.
Penobscot The ceremony was performed
The
by Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of EHswor.h a weakens the b we *, leidsto chrog
tbe parsonage, after which tbe
Get
D*>ao's Kejfuleu. Tha
coupl- pstiou.
returned to tbe home of the parents of toe easily, t,.>ne the *tt':::ii b. curt
const!
bride, where an informal reception was
i*

and

>

.<■.

under a large tent. It was a beautiCummings, Harry Davis and George eaten
ful place to have a reunion, and is nrar the
wera in Bangor Wednesday aud
The lawn party Tuesday added fl4 to
where
the first Hodgkins settled.
place
Thursday.
the vestry extension fund.
Harry Bragdon, of Millinocket, with
Miss Irene Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
Dr. H. F. Collins, who has spent several
Winifred. Dorothy and
was the guest of Miss
Blanche Hopkins three children
weeks^t West Pembroke, has returned.
; R* Iph—spent a few days last week with
and Monday.
Mrs. Effie Macomber and daughter Misa Sunday
his mother, Mrs. Warren Grover.
His
WALTHAM.
Mr. Anderson, who has spent the sumJessie attended a wedding at Milltown
and son Harry cams
mer at the Stafford farm, haa returned to j daughter Chrystal
Mrs. Sarah Haslem is suffering from
Wednesday.
two weeks ago.
All returned to Millihis home in Somerville, Mass.
asthma.
nocket Friday.
Mrs. Mattie Joy Applin and two chilMrs. John Donlin, with little son ClarMrs. W. B. Jordan visited friends in
dren, of Somerville, Mass., are visiting
Cecil, only son of Daniel and Alica
ence, left Saturday for Warren, R. I., to
relatives here.
of Ellsworth, died here at tha East brook last week.
visit Mr. Donlin, who has employment McIntyre,
home of his grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Mr. and Mra. Rupf, guests, of Leslie there.
Howard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Man.,
Swan and wife, leave for their home in I
McIntyre, last Friday. His age waa thir- is visiting friends here.
Mat.
Aug. 31.
teen yean. Friends here deeply sympaNew York Tuesday.
Prank Lowell, wife and son Brdmann,
thize with the parents in their sorrow. are
Miss Annie I’herson has returned from
visiting relatives here.
NORTH LAMOINE.
The casket was nearly covered with beaua visit among relatives at West Gooldsboro
Mrs. Lampaon, of Chicago, viaited H.
Herbert Hodgkins, jr., returned Friday tiful flowers.
and Prospect Harbor.
Pettengill and wile last week.
to Waterville.
Aug. 31._Ask.
Mr. and Mrs. Richardson have closed
Alden Haslem and wife visited their son
Miss Ethel Pierce, of Waltham, Mans.,
their home and are visiting Mrs. Mary
Raymond in Machias several days last
is at E. F. Young’s for a month’s vacation.
WThite, Sullivan Harbor.
HANCOCK.
week.
Mrs. Bernice Salisbury and family, who
The schooner Charles H. Trickey is in
William A. West has returned to FitcbHenry Braley, wife and little daughter
the bay loadln? staves for J. W. Blaisdell have been in Trenton several weeks, have
Mas»., after bis vacation in town,
Gladys have returned from a visit to relreturned.
for Staten Island, N. Y.
atives
in Hull’s Cdve.
rty from town attended the reunion
Miss Gertrude Bragdon will leave TuesPastor M. F. Macomber has gone to
Mrs. Victoria Butler, of Franklin,
of the Hodgkins family in Lamoine TuesJacksonville campmeeting, where she is to day for Kent’s Hill for a visit before reopened a singing school here Thursday
day.
turning to Houlton.
speak Monday evening.
evening, with a large attendance.
Mrs. A. L. Holt will close The Elms this ! Mrs. George Cline, while alighting from
Mrs. George U. Dyer and son Norman
L. F. Giles and daughter Erva. of Ellsher
carriage receuty, fell and fractured
week and return to Waterville with her
have returned from East brook where they
her right arm.
worth, 'were guests of C E. Martin and
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Hodgkins.
enjoyed the Laarie reunion.
wife
Saturday night andS 'nday.
Charles Brown returned last week from I Mrs. Emma G. Burke, who formerly ocMisses Anderson and Haigh, of LawMiss Sadie Jordan, who has beep visitEast
Machias.
William Brooks and cupied the parsonage, has removed to
rence, Mass., are enjoying their vacation
her
where
she
has
sister, Mrs. Charles Curtis, in
Elisworth,
a
new
ing
purchased
family, of Ellsworth, were his guests over home.
with Ellsworth W. Hastings and wife.
Ellsworth, returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Stella Boston Swan, of Brooklyn, Sunday.
1
H. W. Rowe prtsibed his farewell serMrs. Henry Crabtree has returned from
Y.
N. Y., came up from Hancock Point SatAug. 31.
the hospital in Bar Harbor, where she mon here Sunday.
Mr. Rowe was greatly
urday to spend a few days with old home

FRANKLIN.

*hi<^ mVyJ!
n*»5
bKSJiV
JUh pI'llJ

ft!

*

men

were

and

Sanford Orindir returned to bit work in
Bangor last Saturday.
Will Bytber and wife, of East Eddington, were guests at W. W. Tibbetts’last

at

_

a

__

day with

re*e*
'kwimi
\rvnprofusion everywhere.
Calvin Butler and wife, of Machias, and
MARLBORO.
Flora Wilbur. The officers are:
Presi- Mrs. Howard Murch, of Bar Harbor, were
dent, Dr. E. C. Hooper, Fairfield; vice- in town Tuesday to attend the funeral of
Rev. A. B. Lorimer had a meeting at the
Stinson
Mint
Butler.
their
Gerald
urn;
Hooper,
president,
nephew,
chapel Sunday evening.
secretary and treasurer, Flora Wilbur,
W. 8. White and son and Mr. Beard, of
Maynard Ford, who has been working
Eastbrook.
the Hurricane Island Granite Co., were
on the railroad since last spring, is home.
The committee on hiatorical research guests at the Granite hotel Friday
night.
Mrs.
Alice
and daughter Clara,
remains the same as last year, with three
They were touring in a car snd were ac- of Bar Harbor,Kelley
are guests of Mrs
Abbie
new members sdded-Dr. E. C. Hooper,
W. A. Havey, of Franklin.
companied
Mrs. G. H. Ratter snd Mrs. Allie Hooper.
Willey.
Aug. 31._M.
As the committee will not be expected to
Albert Hodgkins, who ha- bought the
Frank Closson place, is repairing the
go to England, whence the ancestors came,
TRENTON.
bouse and will move in soon.
they will be expected to find out every
Mrs. N. J. Mosley was in Bangor Saturgood thing for next meeting. Dr. Hooper
Misses Estella and Dorothy Ham, who
read very interesting papers on family his- day.
have been visiting their grandfather, S.
tory of the Hoopers.
Mrs. Emily Haynes has gone to Manset H. Remick, have returned to Boston.
After an hour of social chat, the meeting to visit relatives.
Mrs. Amos Thompson closed her cotwas adjourned to meet at the same place
Orrin Haynes and sister, Miss Ethel, tage here Monday and returned to Walin 1909. The date will be given later.
tham. Mass. Her niece, Miss Maud StanMach credit is due Dr. Hooper and w ife have gone to Bangor.
for the courteous manner in which tbe
Mr. Spencer and son. of Bangor, were ley, who has spent the summer with her,
accompanied her home.
people were entertained at their camp, week-end guests of George Watson.
**Tperiellic.”
The infant
A goodly number gathered Wednesday,
daughter of Cornelius
R.
Ang. 29.
Springer and wife died Sunday, of cholera Aug. 26, to attend the Hodgkin* reunion.

been

appendicitis.

OTIS.

CTiinina

StoUMd'
who

attended
presents. Cake

Mrs. Henry Hamilton has been quite ill
the past week. Her sister. Mrs. Bunker,
of Winter Hirbor, is with her.
Mrs. Emily Godfrey and Mrs. Eric
Soderholts, ol Everett, Mtaa., were here
Tuesday, guests of their niece, Mrs. Lew is
Fernald.
Picnic lovers have been improving the
tine weather.
The first picnic was at
Forbea’ pond, the second in .ors. Handy's
while
grove,
many mu-rested spent the
day in working in the cemetery, the ladies
furnishing Ibe pionic dinner. The third
was under Miss Dorcas
Allen’sspple trees,
and the fourth, a party ol twenty-eight,
drove to the Old Homestead farm in West
(iouldsboro and enjoyed the boapitality
of 8. L. Kingsley and wife.
Aug. 31.
C.
__

JfiV^B in

Thursday.

■

reading

has

athar pa fat

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Harvey Bunker is boarding with Albert
Jettison and wife.

one

in

Min Lelia Cole has gone to Rock port to
visit her brother George.
Min Margaret King, ol Ellsworth, ia
visiting Min Louise Deaay.
Leroy Hntehinga, ol Boston, is viaiting
his lather, C. C. Hatchings.
Mrs. Sarsh Bunker, of Franklin, is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. 9. Coombs.
Mrs. Ells Johns, of Revere. Msu., is
spending her vacation here with relatives.
Miss Vera Morse left Friday for Swan’a
Island, where she will live with her grandmother.
Miss Ida Allen, ol Allston, Mass., who
has been at The Bands a few weeks, has
returned home.
Mrs. Edward Preble, of East Boston,
who has been visiting relatives in this vicinity, has returned home.
E. D. Chase and wife have returned from
Bangor, where Mr. Chase had been uuder

COUNTY NEWS.

lose

Omatf Am.

Ikr Additional

"It would materially help the service of subscribers ou sud
lines if calls that are not

imperative—social

calls,

foreiamHl

deferred to the afternoon, leaving the morning boM
free for domestic business calls.
were

It W’onld lie Well if party line

users

would keen i'1 unad

Ijj

fact— that while any one subscriber ou it la talking, b
closed to every oilier i>eisoii connected therewith, and »iw
°r
every ]>ersou desirous“of communicating with him

|

any other person ou that line.

;

FURNACl

I RELIABLE

The

i'

MONITORS®

BLAST for wood,tne
CL
ION for coal, the
fuels*

OAK for both
These powerful'
tea
have stood every
most severe winters,
their value.
have t

Thousands without

use

28._L.

for years

Paitcertainly pays

Shows''will give you*
suits.

If our agent
write to us.

aoiu

oy j. v.

is no

Bafl*
BISHOP CO..
Ellsworth. Mi
ELDRIDQE,

tjxTY NEW’S*

TmmUjt for Somerville, Xiu., where the

will continue her school work.
€. M. Leech end wife, Mrs. Clare end
If**1
Eimily Dun her end Mrs. Auguste Leedh
■returned Friday night from North port.
mCKSPOKTFred F. Wardwell and wife went to
skmina*t SJSW*.
Penobscot Sunday to spend a few weeks
with their daughter, Mrs. Pearl Leach.
Misses Anna Tiche end Lillian Welch,
«««• bhe tewfce*.
of Boston, and Mies Jessie Nangle, of
Maes., guests at the Dunbar
Somerville,
to
duti
cottage, returned home Saturday.
the fail term are approadhMrs. A. F. Richardson and Mrs. Edward
three ?<*« the attend- Hale, of Castine, and Miss Mary Hughes,
a former teacher in the
normal school,
increased
fertyhas
ti wni.aary
,..d there is every indication were at Mrs. Augusta Leach’s last week.
increase
further
still
Mrs.
be
« will
Margaret A. Hutchins walked a
center of a short distance to call on a
BU, k.iKTTt is the
neighbor one
territory in which there are day recently, which, owing to ill health,
^. hnrh schools, and the semi- she has not before been able to do for ten
;i|,tiv but constantly adding to years.
C

._

/'jtttonufemfntt.

__

I Shorter Hours forWomen I

«rei“rJ,«AryP?ftSL.
SShTlS
J Jjjr

fJSJiration.

A Modern

fflast
fnt

tborough-

tor
y strong reputation and
drawing
hiah scholarship,
towns.
from
neighboring
tidents
“
taxed to the
rooms are already
have been i iand
Their capacity,
two
in number by fnrnishing
The commercial
I bird Hoor.
finest
with
the
refurnished
■ been
and convenient
desks. »ud a light
classes has been
room for science
in addition to
d Other reiwirs
of painting and paperfloors in
»lade new hardwood
and a
rooms in the dormitory,
for
girts.
room,
on
visiting
Dt< of a few year* ago,

Aug. 31.

and gratilinarv, express surprise
j.e improved appearance and

Mrs. BlanchaTd Roberts and children, of
Belfast, are visiting Mrs. F. N. Bowden.
Miss Lila Leach, of Milfovd, Mass., is
spending a few days with friends here.
Capt. J. B. Sellers and wife spent last
week at their home here. They left this
morning for Stockton en route to New
York.
Mrs. Helen Bridges and granddaughter
Alice, of Portland, are spending a few
weeks at their old home here.
Mrs. Fred Bridges, of Bucksport, was in
town over Sunday with relatives.
Miss EIHe Bridges, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. John Wardwell, for
two weeks, has returned to her home in
Boston.
Miss Vera Dunbar has returned from a
visit at North Castine.
Edward Snowman and family, and Benjamin Snowman and family, who have
been spending the summer here, have returned to Massachusetts.
There will he a regular meeting of
Penobscot chapter. O. E. S., at Masonic
hall Saturday evening, Sept. 5.
A full attendance is desired.
Aug. 31.
Woodlocke.

it.
senior

to Mr. Northrop as matheand physical director has been
1 the person of George F. A. Riley,
River, Mass., a graduate of Brown
ity. Mr. Riley has a good record
■eat at college. Be was one of the
nil sad toot hat! scjoad at the uniaad will have charge of athletics
sport.
Jent Brngdon will take charge of
imeroiai department and have as
it Mis* Mabel E. Turner, of ClifMrs*. Mise Turner is a graduate
iormal department of the Bay Path
She was one
e. Springfield, Maas.
leaders in a large class, and is very
commended by the principal of the
Miaa Stover will
le and others.
|ie to have charge of the shorthand
ieariting.
nsic, the seminary honors and is
d by one of its own alumna*, Miss
Mayo, of Ellsworth. Since graduroin the seminary. Miss
Mayo has
voice and piano at the Boston
and
with
eminent
itory,
specialists
on ami Bangor, who speak of her

McClintock

r

has

been

grandmother,

r

!
i

Johnson,

Portland,

of

Misses

James
chosen

retary.

Y. Perkins, of Castine,
president, and Howard Leach
The company

was
sec-

entertained
one another m reviewing family reminissences, discussing politics, religion and
business, until the dinner hour arrived,
and the long tables were spread beneath
shady maples and loaded, with the choicest
eatables from
represented.

da vs

happily

tfveryTfbusehold

After

dinner the time was spent in
games, music and social intercourse, the
deepening and strengthening of family
acquaintances and ties. The next annual
reunion will be held with Mrs. Hannah

^

|BParker and wife, of Newburye visiting Mr. Parker’s father, A.

Gray, South Penobscot.
Aug. 24.

er.

B. F.

Perkins and son Leoland are
; Mrs. Perkin’s sister, Mrs. Laon
son. at Boothbay Harbor,
children of the town enjoyed a

H.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

v

_

*re, and he will be missed.

taken.

W*ll

clerk at
candy store, tinished her work
iturday night. She will* take a few
vacation before attending the fall
the high school.
*ln

Hooper

and

W.

BROOKSVILLE.
R. Hart and w*ife, of Bangor,

are

vis-

Rev. R. M. Wilkins is spending his
cacation with Mys. Abbie Roper.

va-

iting H. B. Hart

aud wife.

A. 1.

Long,

wife and

children,

who have

been visiting Mr. Long’s parents, E. C.
and wife, returned to Portland Sun-

Long
day.

for

'» Mr.
“

Like Success.
Thing

That Others Have Failed to Do
and Do it Well, is Always
Successful.

1

And no matter what his line of business
may be, he is always sure to have more
than he can do.
It is unnecessary to say that we refer to
the Specia'ists of the Merrow Medical
and Surgical Institute that came to Bangor and opened an office in the Graham
Building less than a year ago. In a tew
mouths their business so increased that
they were obliged to take on two assistants,
and in March of the present year they
were obliged to take on the third
assistant,
and at the present time they have one of
the best-equipped Medical and Surgical
Institutions in the State, with a staff of
trained assistants and each an
expert and
specialist in their own line.
The new chief consulting pbysican is
not only a specialist of great ability, but
has had much experience in the leading
hospitals throughout the country. With
his latest modern improved appliances, as
the improved X-Ray and stethoscope, etc.,
and other improved medical and surgical
appliances, he is able to cope with any
disease, no matter how complicated, either
medical or surgery, and it is an absolute
fact that the Merrow Medical and Surgical institute, 82 to 88 Central Street, is
the most thoroughly equipped institution
of its kind for the treatment and cure of
chronic diseases in New England to-dav,
and no person requiring medical or surgical treatment of an/ kind should fail to
visit the Merrow Medical and Surgical institute and learn just what their diseases
are and if curable.
Consultation
and
examinations bv

a-_G.

Esther Steele is

the

200 were present.
Aug. 24.

week for

ORLANV-

guest of friends

Clifton Sparks has returned to Massahe has employment.
'Vardwell is visiting rei- ! chusetts, where
R. Proctor is enjoying a month’s
renobseot.
Joseph
Ernestine Marks, of East Orland,: isit with his grandfather, D. G. Rich.
Mrs. Clara Dunbar.
i
Roy L. Dorr, of New York, has been
visiting his mother, Mrs. E. A. Dorr, two
• Aboard, of Lowell, Mass., is |
weeks.

!?®mac.
8

fCapt.

c.

M^Perkins

and wife. ;
The scarlet fever patients are all con0. Leach and wife, of Ellsj
last week here and at Cas- valescent, and a spread of the fever is not
looked for.
Mrs^Helen M. Kimball, a nurse from
Leach returned Saturday;
» s
Bangor, is spending a few weeks at the
visit to Belfast and Northhome of her niece, Mrs. M. L. Dunn.
Carl Faust Fish and wife have returned
Boston, with his wife,
in Revere, Mass., after their
8*ster, Mrs. Augusta Leach, re- to their homewith
Mrs. Fish’s parents, D.
annual visit
G. Rich and wife.
W. Berton and son
D.
Aug. 24.

j

Jl^yL.

j

Dtrrtlrsj8,011

®

Hdlsfde) Mass!*

*

8und*y

_

Banking.

EAST SURRY.

A.

Miss

Sarah Stinson
Addison to teach.

has

in New

home.

Hampshire,

has returned

Miss Susie M. Stinson is at home for a
few days before going to New Jersey to
teach.

Mrs. Ella B. Cole and daughter Mary B.
closed their cottage nere for the

“a

W««iweil,

summer

who has been

here,

will

leave

r‘!“

i

1,‘'»ley’.0lVtdn.yy0aRehmeddy00‘oel8Ay

earn

if

Ellsworth Loan and Boling M

have

season.

George A. Snow and son Arthur of Hopkinton, Mass., were at M. D. Chatters
Friday.
Mrs. Charles Stone, with her (wo chil-

dren, has gone to Ash Point to visit her

parents.
Treworgy has returned
Gardiner, where she visited her
daughter, Arrie Hooper.
Mrs. E. E. Swett, with her two daughters, Ruth and Annie, is making an exMrs. Heman

from

NORTH ORLAND.
Mrs. Nancy Dodge, of Long Pond, visited tended visit at Bluehill and Rockland.
at W. P. Dodge’s last week.
Mrs. Hattie Green, of Massachusetts, is
OBITUARY.
Tr*ues Become Troubles.
her sister, Mrs. Julia Genn.
Mrs. Almira Snow, who died at Hopkinth»‘ *hetr kidneys visiting
>»ged?£‘*“uip*ct8 take
of
Wash.,
Charles
Seattle,
White,
Aug.
24, was born in Surry on
ton,
Mass.,
Foley’s Kidney
,'ra
,,,lb"u,dri8k having
Or diakl,801*
Bright's formerly of this place, has returned West l March 4,1848, the daughter of Nathaniel
Oel*y gives the disease after visiting relatives here and in Massa- and Tryphena Bowden. She was married
ler foothrua
chosetts.
to George A. Snow, of Sedgwick, who surB.
; vives her. She also leaves one son, Arthur
Aug. 24.

j

is what your mqney will
invested in shares of the

A
is

now

open.

NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each. monthly pay
meats, 81 per share*

shares,

can borrow on your
give a first mortgage and

you

reduce it

every month? Monthlv
and interest together
amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

payments
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of

O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg,
A. W. King. President.

Subscribe

ginning.
Excepting from the above tract, one hundred acres sold by Eben Merrill to Walter M.
Haynes. b| deed dated April 23. 1890. and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,

NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSURE.

Walter P. Clarke, of Hancock,
WHEREAS
County of Hancock and orate
Maine,
bis
in tne

of
t»er

by
mortgage deed dated Octo2, A. L). 1907, and recorded in said Hancock County Registry of Deeds, in Book
441,
to the undersigned.
Joseph
°u» a certai'' lot or parcel of land,
jit
with oaildtbgs thereon, situated in said town
of Hancock, and bounded and deacribed at
follows, to wit:
Beginning on the town road leading to Hancock Point two rods north of H. L. Carter’s
north line and on the east side of said town
road; thence running east parallel with said
H. L. Carter’s north line
twenty-five rods to
a
stake and stone; thence running north
twenty rods to a s ake aud stone; thence west
to the town ri-ad; rbence
southerly by the
town roHd to place of
beginning, and containing three and one- half acres, more or less.
AND WHEREAS the conditions of said
mortgage have been and now are broken, now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof J, the said Joseph W. Jellison,
ciann a foreclosure of said
mortgage And a
foreclosure ujon all of the property in said
mortgage described as conveyed, and give this
notice lor that purpose.
Dated this liti, duj of August, A. D. 1C08.
Joseph W. Jellison.

E?gt8,:.conveyed

NOTICE OF

FORECLOSURE.
L. Pjle, of Mariaville,
Hancock, and State
mortgage deed dated February .6. A. D. 189;. and recorded in said Hantook County Registry of Deeds, in Volume
270. Page 221, conveyed to Charles L. Pyle, his
heirs aud assigns forever, certain reU estate
situated in said Mariavill? and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
On the north
O.
on
by land of W
the west
Fogg;
by the Otis line; on the south by land of
Charles and Nellie Py’e and on the east bv
iae county road, said tot being thirty-five rods
on said
road and running back to the Otis
line.”
;
AND WHEREAS the conditions of said
mortgage have been and now are broken
NOW THEREFORE by reason of the breach
of the conditions thereof I, Nellie F Davis,
administratrix of the estate of said Charles
L Pyle, claim a lorec osure of said mortgage
and a foreclosure upon all of the property in
said mortgage described as conveyed.
Dated this 15th day of August, A. D. 1908.
Nellie F. Davis.
Administratrix of estate of Charles L. Pyle.

Mary
in the County of
WHEREAS.
of Maine, bv her

—*

in vol. 243, page 491.
Also, excepting three and six-tenths acres,
from said lot, sold by Eben Merrill to United
States of America, by deed dated Ma c.h 13.
1891, and recorded in said registry of deeds, in
vol. 252, page 313.
South naif of lot number four, east range of
said Mile Strip lying in said Dedham, next to
the Otis line, and containing fifty-two acres,
more or less.
Lot number 111 in said Otis, containing one
hundred and sixty ac> s more or less.
Excepting fioin said lot fourteen acres, and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
certaiu rights and easements, as described
and conveyed in deed from Eben Merrill to
Ha*tie H. Gordon, of 8ullia
ihe United States of America, bv deed dated
of
van, county
Hancock, State of’
March 12,1891, and recorded in said
registry Maine, by her mortgage deed, not dated, but
of deeds, in vol. 250. page 385;
that the acknowledged August I*. *- d. 1906, and reowners of said real estate cannot
corded
l.
1906, in the registry of deeds
August
dispose oi
their separate interests without loss.
for Hancock county, in Vol. 432, page 195, conWherefore your petitioners pray that A. F.
veyed to me, the unuersigned. a certain parBurnham or some other suitable person he cel of real estate, situated in said
Sullivan,
authorized to sell said real estate at private and bounded
and
described as follows,
sale or at public sale and distribute the pro- namely: Said lot is situated on the west side
ceeds. after paying expenses, among said of the road leading from West Sullivan to
heirs according to their respective rights Franklin, and is
ounded northerly by the
therein.
‘'Blake’s Hall” lot so called; westerly by
Dated this 4th day of August, a. d. 1908.
land of Hooper, Havey and Co.; southerly by
A. F. Buknham, Admr.
land of William P. Goodwin and easterly by
said town road, containing two acres, more or
STATE OF MAINE.
and whereas the condition of said mortHancock ss.—At a probate court held at less;
has been broken, now therefore, by reaEllsworth, in and for said county oi Hancock, gage
son of the bre*ch of the condition thereof I
on the fourth day of August, m the year of
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
Dated at Ellsworth. Me Aug. 18, '908.
eight.
Elisha G. Hammond,
On the foregoing petition ordered: That
By his attorney, Harry L. Crabtree.
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of said petition and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth AmeriElmer I. Fiske, of Bluehill,
"\1THEREAS
a
at
can, newspaper published
▼T
Ellsworth, in
county of Hancock, feate of Maine,
said county, the first publication being at by his mortgage deed dated the twentyleast thirty days piicr to October fi, a. d. 1908, seventh day ot December, a. d. 1899, and rethat
at
a
they may appear
probate corded in the Hancock county registry of
court to be held at tilswortb, in aud for- deeds, book 346, page 482.
conveyed to me,
said county, on said si*t)i day of October, the undersigned, a certain parcel* of real esa. d. 1908, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, aud tate situate in bluehill, in the county of Hanshow cause, if any they have, why the prayer cock, and particularly described in a deed
of the petitioner should not be granted.
from Newell Osgood to Andrew A. Fiske
EDWARD E. CHASE, Jud e of Probate.
dated June 11, a, d. 1870. and recorded in HanA true copy of the original petition with
cock county registry of deeds, in book 281,
order of court thereoc.
page 377, to which deed and record thereof
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
reference may be had for a full description of
the land which is
hereby conveyed: and
STATE OF MAINE.
wherea^ the condition of said mor;gage has
been broken; now therefore, by reason of the
Hancock ss.
breach ft the condition thereof I claim a
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Juforeclosure of said mortgage.
dicial Court next to be holden at Ellsworth,
Estate of Augustus N. Osgood,
within and for the County of Hancock ou
By Ernest L Osgood, executor.
the second Tut sda« of Octobei, A. D. 1908.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, a. d.
H. 1908.
represents
Richaids, of Ed-n, Hancock county,
Maine, aud gives this honorable court to be
^flRE subscriber hereby gives notice that
iuformed that he was lawfully marr ed to LotA. she bas been duly appointed administratie May Richards ou the twenty first day of
of the estate of
trix
a.
d.
1899, b> Reverend C harles E.
January,
GEORGE LEWIS HARMON, late of SOUTHI Jones, a minister of the gospel, at said Eden,
said county and State; that they lived toWEST HARBOR,
,
gether, as husband aud wife from the time of
I their said marriage until the ti si day of Id the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All per! April, a. d. 19t 5, at said Eden, when your li- given bonds as the law directs
bellee desertei your libellant and has never sons having demands against the estate
! return’d to him since, which desertion is of said deceased are desired to present
! utter desertion continued lor three con sec u- the same for settlement, and all indebted
tuereto are requested to make payment imutxt prior to the filing of this
j live years
Lucinda G. Harmon.
mediately.
libel; that the residence of the said iibellee is
Southwest Harbor. August 14,1908
not knojivn to your libellant and cannot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence; that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
they have had two children since their said
has been duly appointed adminismarriage, one Harold Richards, eight years trator be
of
the estate of
old
the
thirteenth
of
last
day
passed aud
May
I
one Russel* Richards, five years old the sevLUCRETIA P. H. TURNER, late of ISLE
j enteenth day of April 1st last passed.
AU HAUT,
I Wherefore he prays that the oouds of matriin the county of Hancock, deceased, and
I mony oetweeu him and his said wife be disbonds as the law directs.
All persons
given
solved
divorce
and
that
he
be
by
the
given
may
|
having demands against the estate of said
care and custody of their said minor children.
Dated at Eden, Hancock county, Maine, this deceased are desired to presem the same for
twenty-fourth day of August, in the year of settlement, and all indebteo thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Asa Joshua Haskell Turner.
Gbo. H. Richards.
eight.
Isle au Haut, Aug >8. 1908.
STATE OF MAINE.

WHY PAY RENT
when

W

WHEREAS

cjeorge

RESPECTFULLY

THE

returned to

Mrs. Mary Stinson, who has spent .the
summer

legal SfottCM.

Nothing Succeeds
A Man A\ bo is Able to Do a

caie

STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the county of Hancock.
T> ESPECTFULLY represents Albert F.
AV Burnham, of Ellsworth. Hancock couu
ty, State of Maine, administrator of the estate
of Eben Merrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, that Abbie Frazier. Nellie E. Keisor,
of said Ellsworth, Clara Wheeldeu, of
Derby,
Conn., Bessie A. Edwards, of Manchester, N.
H., Silas Merrill, of Montana, Irving Merrill,
of Devels Lake, Dakota, and Frank Merrill, of
Dakota, are the heirs livi, g in different Mates
of Eben Merrill, late of Otis, in said
county
of Hancock, deceased, who left real estate in
said county of Hancock, described as follows:
Lots numbered one and two in the town of
Deohatn, iu the east and west ranges of lots,
according to plan and survey made in 185V aud
18«0 by Ebeu Stewart, containing 3093* acres,
more or less.
Commencing at a stake marked, standing
on the east side of Reed’s D>‘nd; thence easterly on and by said pond to a stake
the
Ellsworth line; thence south 85tj degree*
east, to the east line of a mile strip of land,
l>ing west of the town line betw< en Otis and
Dedham; .thence north 4*g degrees east 244
rods to stake, marked, at the line oi lot No. 3;
thence on the line te wren lors 2 and 3, nort h
85*« degrees west 260 rods to the place of be-

rest

18

Estelle Perry leaves this

to

may
assistance during the next five
years and aie legal residents of Ellswt rth. I
forbid ail persons trusting them on
my account, as there is plenty of room am! accommodations to care for them at the Citv Farm
M. J. Dbi'mmky.

sadly missed in the
she is the first to be

to-day
family
There is to be a republican rally at
X-Ray.
Hooper having accepted a “'alker’s corner, Tuesday, Aug. 25.
Office hours. 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4
The musical entertainment in A. O. U.
principal of the grammar
William
who
a
few
York,
tnere. They will be
days W. hall Tuesday evening, for the benefit p. m., except Thursdays.
greatly missed with his family here, hasspent
returned to EllsSPKI'IAL NOTICE.
hooper always has been a resident worth.
of ihe Willing Workers’ library and D. of
me.
Those who cannot call in person should
H., w’as a success. The program follows:
Miss
Lila
of
West
Perkins,
Brooksville, Piano solo, Margaret Warawell; recitc- send at once for self-examining outtit
Dora McIntyre, one of Castine’s
is spending a few days with her sister, tion, Dora M.
Hutchings; solo, Mrs. and learn the nature of their disease and
ladies, was married Sunday
I
Harry Wright; piano solo, Leila Ridlon; what to do to be cured if curable.
BUiot, of Providence, R. I. The May Roberts.
and Dora Hutchings;
Walter
Carter
s took place at the home of the
E.
of
E.
South Brooksville, has duet,
Mason,
Thousands of Chronic diseases that had
mother, Mrs. Charles
Per- resumed work on the interior of L. H. quartette, Mrs. R. B. Long, Mrs. Harry been given up by physicians as incurable,
Mrs.
L.
B.
Grindle, Miss Marjorie have been cured in their own home, with
Wright,
clock. The couple took the Billings’ house.
boal tor Brooklyn, N. Y., where I
Margaret Ward well; much less expense than in any other way.
Mrs. Nina Lucas, of Waltham, Mass., Long; recitation,
m make
Address with stamp,
their home. Mr. Elliot is' and .Miss Hazel Lucas, aie with Mrs. F. song, Mrs. Harry Wright; piano solo,
Miss
solo ana quartette,
®oman of the
Marjorie
Long;
battleship New' j M. Billings for the summer.
hire,
Miss Susie Long, Mrs. Harry Wright, Mrs. MERROW MEDICAL and
1 The band stand at Walker’s corner si R. B. Long, Mrs. £^. B. Grindle: piano
finished and the band gave a concert SatSURGICAL INSTITUTE,
solo, Miss Lilia Mclntire; “Topsy Turvy,”
urday evening, Aug. 15. The ladies had chorus.
north castine.
82 Central St., Bangor. Me.
ice cream, cake, etc., for sale. Proceeds,
“W Leach left
Aug. 31._R.
Monday for Denver, |18, for the benefit of the. band. Nearly
leave

Pauper .\0.4ce.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
HAVING
for those who
support and
need

£')ijcrtisnnnus.

i

Mrs. Lucetta B. King, who has been
Mrs. L. B. Grindle, returned to
her home in Billerica, Mass., last week.

bowel.
Blood stagnation is the
ot piles, and a condition that can’t
be permanently cured with ointments.
Dr. Leonhardt’s Hem-Koid is the internal tablet remedy that cures piles
by treeing the circulation. Bold under a guarantee at E. G. Moore’s. Price ft.
Dr.
Leonhardt Co., Station B, Buffalo, N. Y.
lower

cause

bladder disease is every form, and will build
up and strengthen these organs so tbev will
perform their functions properly. No* danger of Bright s disease or diabetes if Foley’s
Kidney Remedy is taken in time. G. A.
PAKCHVR.

]

THAT

ftcgsl TWffttfift

NOTICE OF EOK
HERE AS Walter P. Clark*, of Hancock,
In the Comity of Hancock and *tat#
of Maine,
by, hie mortgage deed, dated
Feb. 21, A. D. 1993. and recorded in said Hancock County Registry of
Deeds, Volume
4*8- P®** 18** conveyed to me, the undersigned, Joseph YV. jellison, curtain lots or
parcels of land situated in said Town of Hancock and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
First Lot: “Beginning at a stake and stone
one-half rod south of J. L. Crabtree's southwest corner bound and running west sixty
rods by land of Joseph Kelley to land of
Amanda Bowler; thence north by land of said
Amanda Bowler iwenly rods to a stake and
s.one; thence east sixty rods to a.stake and
stone; thence south by land of i. L. Oi'tfbtree
niueteen and one half rods and by land of W.
W. Jellison one-half rod to first mentioned
bound, and containing seven and one-half
acres more or leas.” being the same
premisesdescribe:! as conveyed to Joseph W. Jellison
by Nahum Jellison by deed dated November
19, 1891. and recorded in paid Registry ol
Deeds for Hancock County, in Book 259. Page
J43, to which deed and said lecord thereof express reference is hereby made.
Second Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon and bounded and
described as follows:
“Beginning at the shore at John G. Crabtree’s northeast corner bound and running
westerly by said J. G. Crabtree’s north line to
the town road; thence northerly by the town
road twenty-one rods to a stake and sione;
thence easterly to the shore; thence southerly
by the shore twelve rods to the place of beginning, and containing nine acres more or
ess, excepting two acres more or less' including the above-described boundaries now held
by said J. W. Jellison by a former deed from
the said Nahum Jellison to the said J. W.
Jellison, being the same premises described
as conveyed to the said
Joseph W. Jellison
by deed dated January 2,
1889, and recorded in said Registry of Deeds,
Book 232, Page 490. to which deed and said
record thereof express reference is hereby
made, EXCEPTING one square half acre beginning at the southeast corner of the shore
town road on the western side.
AND YVHEKE-kH the conditions of said
mortgage have been and now are broken, now
therefore by -easou of the breach of the conditions thereof I. the said
Joseph W. Jellison, claim a foteclosure of said
mortgage and
a roiec osure
upon ail of the property iu said
mortage d-scribed as conveyed, and give this
notice for hat purpose.
Dated this 15th day of August, A. D. 1908.
Joseph W. Jellison.

• Piles
(hemorrhoids) are getting more ?JLNfthSm
every day, because we live unnaturally, overeating, overworking, taking little exercise, gradually causing a
deadening of veins and tissues in the

Every person should know that good health
impossible if the kidneys are deranged.
Foley s Kidney Remedy will cure kidnev and

>(£.CKAY.

INTERNALLY

common

is

Rev. Donald Sage Mackay. D. D. LL D.,
of New York, president of the general
synod of the Reformed church in America
and one of the best-known divines in the
country, died suddenly in the Union station at Portland Thursday while on his
way to bis summer home at Bluehill. He
has been in poor health for more than a
year.
Rev. Dr. Mackay was pastor of the Coli legiate church of St. Nicholas, New’ York,
! the edifice which President
Roosevelt attends when in thit city. Miss Helen
Gould and Mrs. Russell Sage are members
of the parish.
Dr. Mackay was born in Glasgow, Scotland, in 1863. He was a graduate of Glasgow university in 1886. He studied law
for a time, and then entered the new college seminary, Edinburgh, from which he
was
graduated in 1889. He came to
America in 1890, and in the same year was
ordained to the Congregational ministry.
His first charge was at St. Albans, Vt. He
was then for three years
of the
North Reformed church, Newark, N. J.,
and in 1899 became pastor of the Collegiate

visiting

Int

HEM-ROID?

CURES PILES.

Aug. 33.Tramp.

73-

^

Gladys Perkins, assistant

be

family from which

Harry S. Elwell, of New York city, is
hay-rack ride on Monday, given visiting bis mother at “The Cedars.”
Mrs. Margaret Johnson.
Mamie Sperry, of Bluehill, is working
Mr. Locke, of Boston, a former at “Rockmaple Farm” fora tew
days.
it of this town, is spending a few
M. A. Marks, of Salem, Mass., is spendhere. He will preach next Sunday
a week with his uncle, F. R. Marks.
ing
'oitarian church.
Miss Amy M. Elwell, of Portland, is
25.
G.
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. R. A. Elwell.
ticker has moved his fsmily into
H. O. Staples and wife, of Bangor, were
tty new home on Court street,
gueots of G. M. Allen and wife Saturday
f® Parker and wife, who have been
pastor
night.
fMr. Parker’s father, have returned
Hazel and Joyce Friend, w ho have been
buryport, Mass.
at Northport
several weeks, returned
church. New’ York.
Guy Sargent and family, of MassaDr. Mackay last November w’as granted
s, are visiting
Mrs. Sargent’s Tuesday.
Mrs. Clara Clapp, with her two grand- a year’s leave of absence. He spent a
J.F. tea and wife.
Clara and Helen, went to Bos- number of months in Arizona, ana then
I® Coombs, who has been employed children,
decided to go to a noted summer resort in
ton last week. Mrs. Clapp has returned.
yearn at the F. V’. Grindle store,
Europe on advice of his physician. He
led his work there this rooming.
Harry Elwell and Edwin Smallidge returned
home, reaching- New’ York last
went fishing at Bluehill Falls Friday, and
*
Cunningham left this morning caught
Tuesday, in -the hope that he might be
300 cunners in a few hours.
fell, Mass., where she will take up
able to reach his country home at Bluehill
in the
Mrs. Jennie Curtis and their children, and
business college of that
recuperate.
who
have been visiting
Mrs. Curtis’
eth Osgood, clerk at Walker’s drug mother, Mrs. William Closson, two weeks,
EAST BLUEHILL.
*ves to-day for his home in Blue- have returned to Rockland. *
Mrs. S. J. Grant, of Bangor, is visiting
aenneth has made many friends
Kae.
Aug. 24.
friends here.
it

will

child who

_

DEATH OF DR.

IS

TABLET TAKEN

A

Bonsey and wife in the death of their
baby, little Minnie, who passed away Sunday morning after an illness of a few
weeks, aged about one and one-half years.
a
v*rry bright and interesting

Lizzie

The Bluehill baseball team won the
games played field day, August 18, at the
mineral spring against North Penobscot,
and grange day at the P^llsworth carnival,
played against Lakewood. F. PL McGouldrick umpired both games.
It was with sadness that the news of
the death of Rev. Donald 8. McKay was
received here, and much sympathy is felt
for his family in their great loss.
Dr.
McKay w-as a large-hearted man and so
cordial in his manner and so unpretending in his greatness that his very personality was a winning power.
M.
Aug. 31.

REUNION.

months.

days,

Stephen

Mrs.

I

Perkins. The oldest was Mrs. Helen Grindle, aged sixty-seven, and the youngest
was
Urban Coombs, >ged about three

Helen Foster, of Portland, is visit*
n

!

George Haynes. There were sixty-live
present, representing eleven different families, most of them descendants of John

parents, David Wescott and wife.
>n Varnum, who
lias been home
weeks, returned to his Work
is

|

Friday, Aug. 21, the Perkins family had
its fifth annual reunion at the home of

hou.se several
ion

j

WHAT

other pages

and Mabelle Babson.
PERKINS

confined

days with grip,
Wescott is spending a few

;

see

AAdelbert

LASTIN’E.
few*

J. Snow, of Hopkinton, with whom she
had been for several months and had the
tenderest care by him and his devoted
wife. Two grandchild!en were the pride
and joy of her life.
BLUEHILL.
j She leaves one brother- Nathaniel BowE. J. Parker is ill.
den, of Blnehill, and three sisters—Mrs.
John P. Stevens left for Boston Aug. 28. Mary Carter and Mrs. Susan Mosley, of
and
Mrs. Julia Chatto. of
Mrs. Augusta Morse is visiting relatives Ellsworth,
Surry.
in town.
The remains were brought to
Bluehill,
S. G. Stone and wife returned to their where services were held at the
Baptist
home in West Roxbury, Mass., last week. church, of which she had been a member
James A. Garfield W. R. C. will begin its for several years. Mrs. Snow’s husband
meetings September 5, after a recess of two and son accompanied the body here.
months.
Aug. 31._
c.
Miss Ida Le Poidevin, of Flushing, N.
SOUTH SURRY.
Y., is the guest of Miss Josie Snow.
Mrs. Henry Bridges, who has been ill
The State examination of teachers was
given August 27 by the district superin- a long time, is improving.
tendent of schools.
Henry Thurston and wife, of Derry,
H.. are visiting Mrs. Thurston’s
George A. Clough and wife have gone to N.
sister,
Mrs.
W. V. Coggins.
Mass.
Mr.
Brookline,
Clough’s health
has improved during his stay here,
Lyman Curtis and family spent some
Messrs. Bostelman and Kadbiscb, whose days last week with his brother, Frank L.
music has been greatly enjoyed during the Curtis, at the Francis Curtis place.
The supper and sale at the church Frisummer, left for Hoboken last week.
Friday evening, Aug. 27, a democratic day evening for the benefit of the church
mass meeting here was addressed by Samrepair fund, was a financial success. The
uel Gould, Sheriff Mayo, F. E. Mace and sale of goods by
the
sewing circle
amounted
to over £10 and proceeds of
H. L. Graham.
supper
|12.05.
A party of ladies, including Mrs. O. M.
Much sympathy is felt for Hollis A.
Stover, Mrs. A. M. Herrick, Mrs. Everett
County Neset

Grindle, Fannie and Ethel Stover, spent
I last week at Contention Cove.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
! Norman Mayo has been entertaining a
Saunders and family, of Brockparty of friendB at his home for a w*eek.
on, Mass., are visiting relatives here.
number
i Among the
were
Earle
N.
i
J. M. Hutchins and family spent Thurs- Vickery, of Pittsfield; Miss June Philbrick, of Bangor; Misses Jennie Grindle
day at South Penobscot with relatives.

in
and accomplishments
high
She will receive pupils in voice
and
and
e*
give iustrucprivately,
the piano and pipe organ,
all term opens Tuesday, Sept. 15.

a

COUNTY NEWS.

for additional

week.

enceof both dormitory and school
But there is a limit to expanand the day is
se old buildings,
..a new and larger school buildIdormitory for girls must be propitas ore already in making for
[these buildings.
up the
Il new teachers will take
the seminary this fall. Mrs. Mae
will
take
of
Caribou,
Stetson,
>( the classes in oratory and Engis
an
able
Stetson
Mrs.
triture.
orud a talented artist in her de-

ill

Cooking Easy”
^OUNjTjMSUPPU^a^JELLSWORTj^^^^^^
flakes

B. H. Leach and M. A. Wardwell were
those from here who attended the
democratic rally and barbecue at Ellsworth last week.
Mrs. A. E. Vamum and daughter Nina
were in North port last week.
Mrs. Addie Leach was the guest of Rev.
C. H. Bryant and family at Northport last
among

o'.mount

dk

Henwood

L.

PENOBSCOT.
Miss Jeanette Jones has returned to
Bangor after two weeks here, the guest of
Miss Mildred Wilson.

'The

Brown has been
)ut again.

v

-—

■■

tor The American I

Hancock ss:—August 24,1908.
Subscribed and sworn to, before
E. S. Clark,

me,

Notary

(L. S.)
Public.

subscriber hereby gives
notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
MAjlY J. FREEMAN, late of MOUNT

THE

STATE OF MAINE.
DESERT,
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court. in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and
In vacation. Ellsworth. Aug. 25, A. D. 1908.
bonds
as the law directs.
given
All perUpon the foregoing LIBEL, Ordered, That sons having demands
against the estate of
the Libellant give notice to the said Lisaid
deceased
are desired to present the same
bellee to appear before the Justice of our Sufor settlement, and all indebted thereto are
preme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ells- ;
Immediately.
worth, within and for the County of Hancock, requested to make payment
william H. Freeman.
on the Second Tuesday of October A. D. 1908.
Pretty Marsh, Ang. 15, 1908.
by publishing an attested copy of said Libel
and this order thereon, three weeks successubscriber hereby gives notice that
sively in the Ellsworth American, a newsshe bas been
appointed adminisper printed in Ellsworth in our County of tratrix of the estateduly
of
[ancock, the last publication to be thirty
GEORGE
C.
at
late
least prior to the second Tuesof BUCKSPORT,
CLAIR,
days
day of October next, that she may there and in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
then in our said Court appear and answer to given bonds as the law directs. All
persons
said libel.
Arno W. Kino,
having demands against the estate of said
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
I deceased are desired to present the same for
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court | settlement, and all indebted -thereto are rethereon.
Attest:— Aon as A. Lord,
i quested to make payment immediately.
Deputy Clerk. I Bucksport, Aug. 26,1908. Addiu C. Clair.
—
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THE

CONGRESSMAN BURLEIGH.
(Continued from page S.)
“4. Poll tax nxed at $2.00 for general purposes and not to exceed 12.00 for
highway purposes, with age limits 21
to 70 years of age.
"5. A license tax on dogs.
“6. Mortgagee taxed as joint owner
with the mortgagor to the extent of
his interest.
"7. Street railroads to be subject to
local taxation Instead of on gross re-

ceipts.

v

"8. Exemption of household furniture of $300 and family library to $100.
“9. Taxation of collateral inheritances, of sleeping car companies, of
telephone instruments leased or royalty-paying. of insurance and guaranty
companies on gross instead of net premiums, of foreign and unlicensed insurance companies, of accumulations
of savings batiks, of trust and loan
associations, of corporate franchises, on
enrollment and organization of corporations on private and spe< ial acts
of the legislature, and increase of railroad taxes by removing the 31-4 per
cent, limit.
These were the main recommendations of the report. Now what did the
legislators do with them? An examination of the statutes would have
shown Mr Gardner that he was unjust
strictures.
The
In
his
majority
of the recommendations were accepted, and have been made law.
The listing proposition was rejected
after a good deal of discussion, on
the ground that it would be inquisiwould
and
torial
intolerable, and
lead to perjury and drive property
from the State. If Mr. Gardner favors
a listing law. at least he has not said
so nor has the Democratic platform
ventured to pronounce for one. We
have the State Board of Assessors
and equalization which was one of
the principal reforms urged by the
commission of 1889. We have the
license tax on dogs, we have the taxation of collateral inheritances, the
tax on savings banks has been increased, there is taxation of palace
cars, foreign insurance companies and
trust and loan companies, and of corporate franchise, and the limit of the
railroad taxation has been raised."
Not only did Governor Burleigh inaugurate this movement for tax reform. but he stood strongly for the securing of practical legislation to carry
the principal recommendations of the
commission into effect, the outcome
being the passage of the practical tax
reform laws noted above in the Press
editorial, and which have resulted in
Increasing the valuation of the State
from $236,000,000 to $310,000,000.
The people of the State will alwavs
to
Governor
remember
Burleigh'3
credit that it was upon his suggestion
and under his leadership that this
great work of tax reform in Maine
was inaugurated and carried through.
Refunding of the State Tax in 1889.
In his inaugural address of 1889,
Governor Burleigh expressed the opinion that a State of Maine three per
cent, bond would command a considerable premium. The State debt was
then bearing interest at six per cent.
Acting upon Governor Burleigh's suggestion. the legislature authorized an
issue of bonds to cover the entire
State debt, amounting at that time to
$2,384,000. about two-tbirds of which
became due June 1. 1SS9. and onethird October 1st, of the same year.
On March 15th. two days after the adjournment of the legislature, the governor and State treasurer inserted an
advertisement in the leading papers of
New York, Massachusetts and Maine,
soliciting proposals for the loan.
These proposals were to be opened
March 27, 1889. The result was the
sale of the entire loan at a premium of $79,900. which amount was
directly applied to the payment of the
public debt. Soon after the negotiation of these bonds there was an unfavorable turn in the money market,
and had these initiatory steps been
delayed it is altogether probable that
these bonds could not have been floated at par. The annual saving in the
interest account effected by this successful funding of the State debt
amounted to $71,520.00. and has very
materially lightened the burdens of
the taxpayers.
Agriculture Made a State Department.
Through the recommendation of
Governor Burleigh, who has always
been in sympathetic touch with the
farmers of the State and their interests, the secretary of the board of
agriculture was given a merited increase of salary and assigned permanent quarters at the State Hous“.
thus making his department convenient and available to the public, and
enabling him to devote his whole time
to the exacting and important duties
of his office.
State
Increased
Appropriation for
Pensions.
The survivors of the late Civil War
have had uo truer friend in Maine
than Governor Burleigh. It was upon
his very earnest recommendation that
the legislature of 1889 increased the
appropriation for disabled veterans,
and those dependent upon them, from

*70.000

to

*135.000.

reduction of $117,799 94 per annum
The lightness of a State tax of tw<
and one-quarter mills can be appreciated only by remembering that one
mill of it is for the school fund, levied
according to property and divided according to population. Excluding the
school tax ta wise and generous provision for the youth of the State in
force now for 17 years) It will be seen
that the rate of taxation for general
purposes of government will in 1990 be
the lowest tax levied for 30 years, and
ss low as any that has been levied for
The entire State tax for
50 years
rext veur will be $530,099.75, or less
than was levied on Cumberland county
alone in 1905.”
So well pleased were the people of
Maine with Gov. Burleigh's able and
business-like administration of State
the next election,
affairs that at
although it came in an off year, they
him
to
the
office he had filled
returned
so well by an Increased plurality.
When Gov. Burleigh, therefore, was
sent to Congress he was no new or inexperienced man. He had been tried
in the highest office in the gift of the
people of Ms State and had. by his able
and conscientious discharge of Its exacting and important duties, merited
and w">n their confidence and esteem.
As a member of the national Hous<
ot Representatives he has made good
from the start, and has grown steadily
As we have
in strength and influence.
already stated, he is today the ranking
rntmbei on the committee on public
buildings and the census, in direct like
of premotion to two of the most important chaiimanshtps in the gift ol
the House.
Such positions came to nc
rnan save through intelligent and successful work. We have already spoken
cf the notable personal victory won
by Gov. Burleigh in securing the passage of the Burleigh apportionmen

till, against an apparently insuperable
c;,position; but this is only one of the
many notable results achieved by him
since he has represented the third district cf Maine at the national capital.
He has. during his term of service, secured for his district

KIIs worth
Moulton

....

Kennebunkport
I»ewlston
Portland (post office).
Portland (custom house)..
Machine
Rockland
Waldoboro
Wlacasset

23.060.70
66..92.;:;
1.575.00

..

157,519.53

subserved.

coining week.

pages

the house with rheumatism.
George W. Adams and Mr. Wilson are
at J. W. Penney*, for a fortnight.
G. M. Byard and family, and Mr. Agge
have returned to Haverhill, Mas*.
Rev. A. W. Smith will occupy the pulpit
of the Baptist church next Sunday.
.Mrs. Lillian G. Marks, of Hampden,
formerly of this town, is visiting friend*

24.424 68

1897.

$75,000.00
150.0u0.00

S2,000.00
37,000.00

here.

S2.000.00

-

Mr*. Carrie Bridget nod family hast
gone to New Jersey to spend tbs winter.
Mrs. >l»ry R. Butler and Mias Evelyn
are spending a few
days at Butler’s point.
Harvey Smith and wife, of Boaton,
Horace Smith, of Ellsworth, and Mm.
Blanche Moaher, of Week* Mills, am in
town, called here by the death of their
father.
After a long illness, which was borne
with great fortitude, Hervey T. Smith
died Sunday, Aug. 30, at the home of hia
daughter. Mrs. William Moaher, at Weeks
Malls. The remains were brought here for
interment. Funeral services will be held
at the residence of C. P. Graves Tuesday.
Sumac.
Sept. 1.

SEDGWICK.

32,257.26

U.S.DISPE1MSAT
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Aro we
claiming
whenwe claim it to
be
remedy for chronic
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Albert Carter
in the
D. D. S.

20.000.00

study

10.000.00

42,030.00
15,000.00
10,000.00
350.^00.00

has gone to Biuehill to
office of E. C. Barrett,

iting
Boston.

120,000.00

here,

iting

Wilson, engineer in the

postoffice building, BosIod,

is

vacation at his old

passing

his

home.gx* v tiMr. a n d~M ra~ Jones, who have been at
George Harding's for a year or more, have
returned to Rox bury, Mass.
Mrs. A. F. Cole will close her home
here and go to Paris to live with her
daughter, Mrs. U. W. F. Hill.
Mrs. G. M. Kenney has gone to Sorrento
to
remain with friends
during Mr.
Kenney’s stay at the corn factory.
Rev. C. C. Koch preached his farewell
sermon yesterday.
Mr. Koch and family
will start Tuesday for the West, where his
father's (smily are to have a reunion.
While C. A. Holden was driving one dsv
last week his horse became frightened,
throwing him from the carriage and badly
injuring bim. He is yet unable to walk.
Rev. A. W. Smith, Mrs. Smith and
brother, U. H. Haskins, look a walk last
Monday which eclipse* all other records
for this section. Starting from the Emerson cottage, they walked to the top of
Biuehill mountain in five bours, then back
again, a distance of abont twenty-four
miles.
H.
Aug. 31.

I

Prevalency

Kidney DIimm.
Most people do not realize the alarm
and
increase
remarkable
ing
prevalency

of kidney disease.

VVhilekidney dis-

are the
orders
/'most common

diseases that prevail, they are
the

last

recognited by
patient and physicians. who
;

eon-

tent themeeltee
iriVA doctoring the effects, while the origiruil disease undermines the system.
What To no.

There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
It corrects inability to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
effects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and
the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon realized. It stands the highest
for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases. If yon need a medicine
you should have the best. Sold by druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
You may have a sample bottle and a
book

that

tell*

all

about it, bothsentfree
by mail. Address Dr.
cX

VO.,

vsrisssfe*!

Walter Fuller has returned to Bangor.
T. L. Bridges and wife left Friday for Pernna, an excellent
Boston.
boon very largely
overlook'd
Miss Caro Fernald, of Belfast, is visiting
medical profession for tks>
relative* here.
The
seeds
Miss Sarah Eddy, of Providence, R. L, years
are to hoi
is with Mr*. Babson.
drag stores Tb»
I ™T
Dr. and Mrs. Southard, of Cambridge, States
lays of th
Mass., are boarding at J. J. Somes'.
of cedron that it is Died
n(
Mrs. Mary Kincaid, of Derry, N. H., ia
tonic and in the treatments
visiting ber brother, E. K. Kittredgv.
and
in
Miss Oreencugh, of Boston, who has tery,
intermittent dfan
occupied the Pray cottage, leaves to-day. subetitute for quinine.
Pearl Smith and wife spent the greater
Oil of copaiba another in
part of last week in Bangor visiting ibeir
of Pernna is classed by the
son Lowell.
Rev. E. A. Jenkins has organized a States
as a nil
junior singing class, which meets st the lent and diuretic. It acts
ad
parsonage every Tuesday evening.
ach and intestinal tract. Iti
Rex.
Aug. 31.

on the genito-siiur
Useful in chronic i
chronic dysentery and dianh
tome chronic diseases of ths In

branee.

went

to

days.

Bangor Friday

in town

borne in

kidneys
Send to ns for a firm bookef
menials of what the people di
Pernna as a catarrh remedy. Ib
evidence is the testimony of tin
have tried it

of C. S.

Burleigh
spend a few

to

Mrs. F. L Andrews left last Tuesday for
to visit her auot, Mrs.
Kate Bennett.
t
Mrs. ieorge Cleaves, of Bar Harbor, has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Hatriet
Richards, n.
Fred Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
spent Sunday w ith Mrs. Moore's brother,
Melvin Emerson.
Aug. 31.
V.

Hyde Park, Mass.,

COUNTY NE
fee additional County Stm

in

iti

DEDHAM.
1

Gerald Thompson is visiting
, here.
1
Xiiss Bertha Dorr, of East Orlaa^

HALL QUARRY.
a short visit to friends in town W
Miss Lizzie Burrill has retail
T. H. Somes spent Sunday at Rockland.
Brockton, Mass after a visit to I
A son was born Aug. 24 to Thomas
here.
Harkins and wife.
Mrs. Arie Burrill and dau*hterGl
Campbell A Mscomber have secured of Brew er, are guests of Mrs. J.l
another small cutting Job.
Laughlin.
Mrs. Ena Jordan, of Bethel, Vt., ia visMiss Vera Edes, of Passed amke
iting her sister, Mrs. Joyce.
returned home afteT a visit of somt
Mrs. Alex Anderson, with her two chil- with her uncle, E. A. Thompson.
dren. has returned to Hartford, Conn.
Miss Addie Ireland, who ha
Thomas Hocking left last week with bia
the summer with Mrs.
w*ife and three children for their borne spending
Barr ill, has returned to Gardiner.
at Clark Island.
Mrs. E. A. Thompson has return
C. G. Ferguson and family, who have a visit to her
parents in Tobin
been spending their vacation
Her
sister, ln» z Joukyns, came *'da
here, will
leave to-day for their home in Houlton.
i
•pend a few weeks.

AoK-

Aug.

31-_Pebble.

31.

BLUE HILL FALLS.
Brooks Gray is sinking
Colson.

Harry Conary

and

the Mill house.
There was quite

a

SEAWALL

well for Hass

is «°rkins It
Newman in bis big napbtb* low*
Miss Thelms Doiliver, whohut
st
work for Mr*. Julia Parker
■t home.
Ml
J. M. Bright and daughter
Bangor, are expected at the Sapu™
tage this week.
ol
Mrs. Lina Bat is Butchers, .'ll*
chusetta, visited her sister,
Doiliver, last week.
Mrs. Lura Doiliver is at
son *
for Mr*. Dora Wsrd. Her
With Mrs. Lizzie Moore.
Mrs. Lucy Doiliver Kent
Wallace Alvah. of UbbyhUS
a suit.
station, are at home (or
Aug. 31.
_

George Doiliver

family have moved to

a heavy frost In this
vicinity Friday night, Aug. 28.
Men have begun a cellar for a cottage on

Babson lot on tbe new road.
Mrs. Hannah Duffee aod Mrs. Angie
Pray are at work at the Homestead.
Mrs. Mertie Perkins, of Lowell, Mass.,
spent her vacation with her father here.

the

AuK-

31._Chi mbs.
GOILDSBORO.

!

***•• Umma Lindsey, of Portsmouth, N.
U., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lixxie Foes.
The members of the Union
Sunday
school enjoyed a picnic to Gouldeboro
INDIAN POINT.
point one day last week. All report a
grand time.
has
Mrs. Nettie B. Higgins Mr*
Rev. Mary F. Murom her, of
Franklin, a
mother,
former pastor here, will preach in the awhile with her
Kicharda, at Eden.
Methodist
church
next
in
Sunday,
wife.
Herbert Cousin* and to u
exchange with Rev. G. W. M. Keyes.
have moved here
bor,
Aug. 31.
Jkn.
Cousins' father, Ah in Higg
There was a family
CENTER.
Mrs. as®"
Aug. 30, at Mr. and
Bi
Delmont L. Perry, who hss been visit- it being his sixty-third
has been i
ing his sister the past week, has returned
A V. H. Ellis, w no
home.
short time with hi*
j Vi*
Rev. Sir. Thoms preaches here next land, returned to his home
week.
last
forenoon
instead of the regular
Sunday
paator.
Aug. 31.
R. B. Higgins moved • family to Jonesport last Wednesday in his sloop, the
THK FI KB
Alice G.
In the United
Aug.
H.
The amou. I P“°

~

Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never Suspect X
of

almost

th.

Another ingredient of
Pena
dabs formota, it clatMd
intis
State. Dupenmtory
watm*
is cube bo classed as s
itomuU
a tonic for the mucous
menbn
Cedron seeds is another
Ism

■

B. B. Jordan of Wall bam, waa
last week.
Mias Alma Cook left for ner
Sullivan Sunday.
Ernest Skillings waa the guest
Thomas recently.
Mrs. W. L. Alley and Mrs. C. F.

packing

_

S

liver), ui
mombranis of
organa It is also
the treatment of
•Me* peculiar to
womoa
■noons

stimulant

week.

abbertuunwus

tarrhofth.stomSfchffi

Ml catarrh,
catarrhal
tarrh of the

EDEN.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Frank Bragdon lost a valuable horse
last week.
School will begin next week, with Mr.
of Steuben, teacher.
I Wass,
| Miss Verna iAwne is expected home
from Northeast Harbor this week.
Will Giles and wife and Mrs. Curtis
Hooper attended the Giles reunion last

WEST HANCOCK.
Miss Evelyn A. Butler will leave for
Philadelphia the last of the week.
Mrs. Mary Millikenand granddaughter

chre*'
Avll

Dispensatory

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
The Neighborhood House at Northeast
Harbor recently issued its yearly report,
and a most excellent showing is made.
The past year’s expenditures have f2.096.38,
and there is a balance in the treasury at
present of $250.31. The house has had the
usual run during the past winter, and the
membership has shown a healthy growth.
| The gymnasium has been supplied with
some variety of
apparatus through the
kindness of .(Lends, and the basketball
nets have been adjusted for readv use. A
ladies' day for the bowling alleys and
gymnasium has proved a successful innovation.
The various church societies
have found the house a satisfactory meeting place for fairs and Christmas celebra* tions.
A lecture course during the winter
I was well attended.

_

membranes,

(nasal catarrh), atonic

Dispensatory

8.

Mrs. L. A. Butler was here last week
She ex*
her household goods.
peets to go to Colombia for the w inter.
Miss Hattie Whittaker and Miss Zelphia
Coombs visited Mrs. Marcia Bragdon and
* Mrs. Stella Butler last week,
f Mrs. Cora Reed and three daughters, of
Boston, who have been visiting Mrs. Cad*
i die Robinson, have gone to Ellsworth for
a visit.
T.
Aug. 31.

mneottt

dreg!

Mrs. John Hardy’s many friends were
glad to welcome her in the village again
tor the first time since her iUin-*».
The community w as shocked last Wednesday to learn of the death of Roy
Bridges. He was rowing ashore from his
father’s motor boat, when from some unknown cause he fell overboard. His body
whs
recovered. Funeral services were
held from the Methodist church. The
family has the sympathy of the comAug.

remedy^J?;

employed in the treatment.

MOUNT DE8EHT.

Surry

24.

canadensis’Mm3
8tato* DispeSt
TrhtiUfit*d
of
Uds herbal

relatives here.

---

th> i

hydrastis

few

Fred Moor and wife, who have been
visiting relatives in Ellsworth, arrived
borne Friday.
Ralph Saundlera, wife and son, who
have been visiting relatives in town, have
returned to Providence, R. 1.
Aug. 31.
B.

SWAN ISLAND.
Prof. Lindsay and family have been on a
to
Ellsworth.
trip
Miss Evelyn Bridges and Helen Boms
are spending a few days in Rockland.
RevTMr. Hawkcsand wife, of Winthrop,
are visiting their son. Dr. E. L. Hawkes.
“Capf Barbour and wife have returned

munity.

a

Wednesday.

_

from a trip in their motor boat to
and Ellsworth.

for

town

Louisa Homer apent Wednesday with
her cousin, Eva Eaton.
Mrs. Mary Cloason, who has been visiting in Augusta, baa returned home.
Warren Clement, w ho bae been visiting
at Eugene Seavey's, returned to Bucksport

Some ten or fifteen men have gone from
here to the corn factories in Xew Hampshire and Vermont.

H.

is in

Hsrotd Heavey is visiting friends in
Bu< ksport.
Com fort Hooper, of Sargentvitle, is vis-

who has been viswill return this week

to

William

Olsen

days.

foundry.
Mrs. E-.elyn Brattel,
relative*

for instance

WEST BROOKLIN.
Herman

Arthur X. Dority left Saturday for Boston, where be will be employed in a bra**

5.000.00

Larger Appropriations
than have ever come to it in any similar period of its history.
We have
only space here to touch upon some
of the more notable things accom- Earliest and Moat Active Supportere
of the Rural Free Delivery Service
plished by him. in his work at WashHe was one of the most active m“n
ington he has known no political difHe lias been, in tbe broad- in Congress ir. securing the benefits
ferencesof this service for his constituents,
est sense, tbe representative of the
whole district and the interests of with the result that no district In the
those of different political views have country is better covered with these
been looked utter with the same routes than the third district of
promptness and faithfulness that has Maine. He has received many huncharacterized his relations with all his dreds of letters front people who lire
constituent*
along these routes, both Republicans
During Gov. Burleigh's service in and Democrats, expressing their perCongress tbe following appropriations sonal appreciation of his prompt and
have been made for the Kennebec efficient work in looking after th< ir
river and for the third Maine dis- interests in this direction.
Mr. Burleigh has been an indefatrict:
Kennebec river, between Autigable worker in looking after
gusta and Gardiner. $S1,000.00 The Interests of the Union Veterans
of whom he has a large number in his
Kennebec river, from Gardithem 'inner to its mouth.
275.000.00 district. More than 3000 of
ReBreakwater at liar Harbor..
50,000.00 cluding widows of veterans), both.
will b ar
Moosebac bar (Bar Harbor)
11.000.CC publicans and Democrats,
work in this
Sullivan Falls.
5,000.00 testimony to his good
At the very beginning of
Uagaduce river.
6,000.00 direction.
he
started a set
work
his
in
Congress
Union river. 130.000.00
of record books upon which every
Improving' liucksport harbor
20,000.00
case was entered as it came to him.
these books are recorded ail the
Total
$578,000.00 I'pon
As the ranking member of the com- facts relating to each case, including
mittee on public buildings, in direct copies of the communications relating
the pension deline of promotion to its chairmanship. to it received from
we
When
consider the
Mr. Burleigh has secured larger ap- partment.
fact that these cases and the compropriations for his district than it munications
relating to them run into
has ever had in any similar period ot
the many thousands, the enormous
its history.
amount of work involved will at once
The
following tables show the be
appreciated. Mr. Burleigh felt
amount of
that only by keeping such a complete
Appropriations for Public Buildings
and systematic record of this great
for the third district in the years from
work could he hope to accomplish the
the organization of the State to 1897
best possible results in handling it.
as compared with the appropriations
The fact that he has been able since
secured by Gov. Burleigh since he enhe has been a member of Congress
tered Congress in 1897:
to assist in the adjustment of more
Appropriations on Account of Public than 3.000 of these cases is the best
Building* in the Third Maine Con- possible proof of the soundness of
gressional District from 1820 to 1897. this judgment.
Augusta
$195,781.20
Since he has been in Congress Mr.
Belfast
51.535.26 Burleigh has secured
Castine
1,800.00 Fish from the Government Hatcheries
Ellswoith
23,060.70 for important waters in all the counties in his district. It Is a matter of
Total
*272,225.16 record that he has in every instance
on
Account
of
Public
Appropriations
been able to meet all the requests of
Buildings in the Third Maine Con- this character from his district and
greetional District Since 1897.
not once has any application of his
Augusta (enlargement)
*150,000.00 been turned down by the United
Watervllle (new building)
120,000.00 States fish commission.
liar Harbor (new building)
82.000.OC
After the death of Hon. Charles A.
Ellsworth (enlargement)..
42,000.00 Boutelle. Mr. Burleigh was unanimousBelfast (enlargement)_
37,000.00 ly chosen to represent Maine on the
Gardiner (for site).
15,000.00 National
Republican Congressional
committee, which position he still
Total
*446.000.00 retains.
In addition to these appropriations
We nave touched upon some of the
Gov. Rurleigh introdued bills at the more notable results of Mr. Burleigh's
last session of Congress for new
work in Congress—results that need
Public Buildings at Hallowed and
not fear comparison with those attained by any other member of that
Skowhegan.
4s the ranking member of the combody, and which speak louder than
mittee on public buildings, Mr. Bur- words. In addition to the important
matters
above noted. Congressman
should
have
leigh
no difficulty in securing appropriations for these build- Burleigh has always been prompt in
ings, together with an appropriation meeting the calls of his constituents,
for a new post-office building at Gar
attending to their requests without
diner, an appropriation for the site ot delay gnd in a most efficient manner.
which he secured at the recent session His
Record of Public Appropriations.
of Congress.
In the period of 77 years from the secured for his district is as follows;
$446,090.00
organization of the state up to 1897, the For public buildings....
For rivers and harbors..
57R.000.01
year that Mr. Burleigh entered Con14,400.00
gress. the total national appropriations Lighthouse
U.
8.
Arsenal
500,000.00
which had been secured for public
property..
In
the
Third Congressional
buildings
Total
$1 538.400.90
District was *272.225.16. Since 1897 the
In addition to this more than a m;lappropriations for public buildings in
lion
a
and
half
dollars secured for his
the Third District have amounted to
own
district,—outside of the large
*446,000.00.
amount
secured
in pensions for union
In other words, IN THE ELEVEN
YEARS GOVERNOR Bl'RLEIGH HAS veterans and for th- extension of the
BEEN IN CONGRESS HE HAS SE- rural free delivery service,—Mr. BurCURED FOR THE THIRD DISTRICT leigh has had personal charge of public buildings for other sections of
APPROPRIATIONS
FOR
PUBLIC
Maine which carried appropriations
BUILDINGS, EXCEEDING BY *172(mounting to $552,000.00. Adding this
774.00
THE
TOTAL THAT
HAD to the more
than a million and a half
BEEN SECURED FOR THE DISof appropriations secured for his own
TRICT BY ALL OF HIS PREDECESdistrict, we have a total of $2,090,400.
SORS IN THE PREVIOUS 77 YEARS
It is an honorable record of results,
OF THE STATES HISTORY.
and one that shows why hundreds of
In addition to these appropriations
Democrats have joined with Republifor bis own district, Mr. Burleigh, as a
cans in voting for him on election
member of the committee on public
day. It bespeaks tireless activity,
has
had
buildings,
personal charge of constant attention to the welfare of
the securing of appropriations for his
constituent", in short, an immediother sections of the State. The record ate an
untiring service for his -disof public building appropriations for trict, that few other
congressmen in
this State is as follows:
the entire country can equal. A man
Appropribtions on Account of Public of absolutely stainless public record,
Buildings in Maine from 1820 to 1897.
of immaculate private life; of gracious
Augusta .t. *195,781.20 neighborliness. of modest bearing and
Bangor
173,114.03 of the finest business qualities. GovBath .
99,830.23 ernor Burleigh is entitled to the conBelfast
51,582.26 sideration of every voter who desires
Castine
1,800.00 to see the welfare ot the third district

It was upon the recommendation of
Governor Burleigh that the lav.- -,vas
passed providing heavy penalties for
the careless setting cf forest fires, and
making the land agent the forest
commissioner of Maine, with wardens
in every section of the State
Indexing of the State Library.
When the State library was about to
be moved into its new quarters in the
State House extena'-on, in 1891, Governor Burleigh called the attention of the
legislature to the great importance of
■applying it with a modern card catalogue. in order that its treasures of
information might be unlocked and
tendered easily available to its patrons.
For this reason he advocated an appropriation for the purchase of the
necessary cabinets and other material,
and the employment of additional help,
skilled in this class of work. The legislature responded to this appeal, and
today the State library of Maine, in
convenience and usefulness, is second
»
fo none in New England.
Reduction of the State Tax Rate.
It was upon the recommendation of
Got. Burleigh, in his first inaugural
message, that the rate of State taxation was reduced to 2 1-4 mills. In advocating this reduction Gov. Burleigh
said:
“The total taxation may safely be
reduced for the year 1890 to two and
ouo-quarter mills, which would be a Eastport

Me <x»er

S4.027.ll
541,214.64

$998.0011.00
Total
In the 77 years from 1S20 to 1S97
the total appropriations for public
buildings in Maine were $2,158,055.50.
In the eleven years that Governor
Burleigh has been on the committee
on public buildines the appropriations
for Maine have amounted to $998,000.00.
Another matter in which it is generally conceded that Mr. Burleigh performed a signal service for his State
was the
Securing of the U. S. Arsenal Property
at Augusta for the State of Maine.
When Mr. Burleigh received a favorable report on the project from the
war department,
the committee had
adjourned for the session, and it v, s
said that It was an Impossibility for
However.
any action to be secured.
Mr. Burleigh got them together, and
secured a unanimous report in favor
of the transfer of the property. The
superintendent of the Maine insane
hospital has said that the property is
worth $500,000.00 to the State.
In the 59th Congress Mr. Burleigh
secured an appropriation of $14,400.00
for a lighthouse and fog signal at Isle
au Haut.
Governor Burleigh was one of the

..

Omuly .'>«•«.

535.4S1.03
Mr*. 8. J. CloMon ha* returned from a
25,766.00 visit in Stonington.
Mrs. Charles A. Conary ia confined to
144.82S.il

Total.$2,158,055.50
Appropriations Since
Auburn
Augusta
Bar Harbor.
Belfast
Calais
Biddeford
Camden
Ellsworth
Gardiner
Oldtown
Portland
Waldoboro.
Waterville
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Savew
Sicknei

GOTT'S ISLAND.
Mias Hoamer, of Somerville, Maas., is
the guest of S. A. Johnson and wits at Old
Farm cottage.
Capt. William Holbrook and wife, and
Capt. Frank Spragne and wife, of Rockland, are at the St. Paul cottage.
8»pt-L
Chip-

Brunswick, Me., Aug-

s

to

BAR'.HARBOR.

understand your wife If an
worker.
Crimson beak—
She’e all that. Why, after the ainga the
baby to sleep, by Jova the comae and talk*
me to eleep.

indefatigable

*L. F.’ Atwood's

BitW*^

all the
them in the house
many
me a

Col.

Yeast—I

*

meai
“I think there is no

_

Edgar W. Baas received a telegram
Monday informing him of the death of
hia nephew, Samuel Thayer Bam, of St.
Paul, Minn., by drowning on Sunday in
one of
the lakes situated on the headwaters of the Miaaiaaippi river. Mr. Bam
was with a canoeing
party.

po9t0««J

the
The rn-e.pt.
^
me.it, 1906, we™ P?7'9*’
pi
culation pG8,656,076.
it win cost
,t i**1
ol the disease of
Ms.
Inalitnte in Portland,

_
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hamton, N. Y. When »m irtmip im
writing mention this paper and don't
make any mistake, bnt remember the
name, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, and
(be addresa, Binghamton, N. Y.

1907,12,300,000.000.
of

80UTH BLl'F.HILL.
Omar Eaton and wife have gone to-Bar
Island, where he w ill be employed in the
weir business.
Mia»
OnxsdaHw. of Somerville, Mass.,
Mr. McMann, wife and two children, of
Woburn, Mass.. Mrs. Frank Sibley and
Miu Elsie Sibley, of 8omerville, Mass.,
and Mrs. and Miss Weston, of Bangor,
have returned.
Aug. 31.
C.

great
they save
th
I would not be without
Yours truly,
Mrs. LUaeS-1
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